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State officials field questions on jail
By STACEY CROOK
•Staff Writer - Two state legislators, an
'architect and an attorney didn't
have much good news. Tuesday
for the citizens' committee studying funding for a new county jail.
Rep. Freed Curd (5th District)
and Son. teff-Green (1st District).
"met . with the committee to
explain statutory requirements
and grant monies.
r
"I think 'most avenues have
been explored," Curd said.
"There are two ways to get
money — insurance or occupational taxes."
However, he said the county
has not explored increasing property taxes.
According to House Bill 44,
revenue generated from property
taxes for local taxing districts
cannot exceed 4 percent from the
previous year unless the measure
undergoes public scrutiny.
In order for the county to raise
the rates, which can't be done
until next year, it must conduct a
public hearing. If there is enough
formal opposition, the question
must be placed on the ballot.

Committee chairman Douglas
Tucker explains procedural rules
to the audience
"As tar as grants go, there is
no money," he said.
The state did hand out small
amounts of money that were left
after it refinanced a large bond
issue, However, Curd said of the
14 counties who applied for the
money, only five were
compensated.
"There's not likely to be any

grant money any time soon,.
'Curd- said-.
Green said he and Curd contacted the Local Correctional
Facilities Authority, the Department of Local Govctnment,
Robert Powell from the Department of Corrections and a staff/
person-with -the--capital - -projects
and bond oversight authority.
"We determined there is no
funding from the state or local
government at this time," he said..
Conimittee members questioned other capital projects that
Gov.. Brercton Jones/has in the
works.
"I am not for those projects,"
Green said. "I oppose any additional spending for capital construction projects."
Committee member Ron Ball
asked if there is any way the state
can reappropriate budgeted funds.
• "The state does not have the
funds," Green said.
Other members asked about the
reported "surplus" the state will
.have.
"But a surplus of what?" Curd
See Paw? 2

BERNARD KANE

Sen. Jeff Green (far right) explains statutory requirements and state funding to the citizen's committee at
its meeting Tuesday.

Local Powerball
ticket unclaimed

Klapper takes
Yezerski's seat

Staff Report
Murray Ledger.

Second doctor resigns
from hospital board
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
For the second time in less
than two weeks, another person
has resigned -from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Board.
"Dr. John Yezerski
announced, his decision at last
night's medical staff meeting to
resign as chief of the medical
staff effective Jan. 1," said Dr.
Phillip Klepper.
Klepper, who is currently
serving as president of the medical staff, was elected to take
Yezerskys place on the board„
Yezerski was in surgery and
unavailable for comment at
press.time.
Hospital administrator Stuart
Poston declined to comment.
loard chairman Mayor Bill
Cherry was unaware of Yezerski's. decision.

At the October board meeting, Dr. Robert Hughes
announced his resignation, citing that he wanted to spend
more time with his family' and
his. patients.
Hughes was appointed by the
Calloway Court Fiscal Court.
The hetspitars nominating-committee is responsible for submitting a list of names to the
court. The court will then
choose his replacement.
"The chief of staff is a voting
member of the board and is the
communication link between
the board and the medical
staff," Klepper said. "He is
elected for a three-year term."
Yezerski, who has been chief
of 'staff for about 4/
1
2 years,
was more than halfway through'
his second term on the board.
"We had an election last
night for the officers and I was

/16
KLAPPER

YEZERSKI

I feel that Dr. Yezerski has done an outstanding job as chief of the medical staff in
representing the staff at boar meetings."
Dr. Phillip Klap
elected to take Dr. Yezerski's
place," Klepper said. "I've never aspired to be a member of
the hospital board.
"1 feel that Dr. Yezerski has
done an outstanding job as chief
of the medical staff in representing the staff at board meetings," he said. "It is a big
responsibility for me to fill and
I hope I can do it half as well as
he did."
Since the medical staff officers would normally include the
immediate past president,
Yezerski has agreed to take
Klapper's place.
Dr. Steve Trevathan wa

elected as president of the medical staff with Dr. Casey Hines
as president-elect and Dr.
Richard Blalock as secretary/
treasurer,
"I think the issue is what
kind of message this is sending
to the hospital board, the administration and to the community," Klepper said. "The decisions that Drs. Hughes and
Yezerski made to resign were
individual decisions and I don't
think they had anything to do
with the medical staff."
Klepper acknowledged that
See Page 'r

GATT supporters focus on Senate
By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
House approval of a sweeping
124-nation trade accord behind it,
the Clinton administration today
turning its attention to shoring up
support for the pact in the Senate.
"This is it, The end of the
road. Tomorrow, the Senate will
take the most important trade
vote in this country in 60 years,"
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen told business executives.
Bentsen called' Tuesday's
House vote "a great 'bipartisan
boost" but, he said, "it isn't a
slam dunk and I'm going* to be

Tomorrow, the Senate will take the most
important trade vote in this country in 60
years.''
Lloyd Bentsen
(Treasury Secretary)
working this every step of the
way."
Earlier, Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole said he was
more optimistic today about passage..' I thought at first it might
be close, but I'm now thinking
it'll be a pretty substantial mar-

gin," he said on CBS' "This
Morning."
The House concluded four
hours of sometimes impassioned,
sometimes perfunctory debate
Tuesday by ratifying, 288-146', a
vast expansion of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

"This vote demonstrates to the
American people that Democrats
and Republicans can work
together in the national interest,"
President Clinton said in a statement immediately afterward.
Favoring the accord were 167
Democrats and 12-1 Republicans.
Eighty-nine Democrats, 56 Republicans and one independent
opposed it:
The margin ofvictory represented a victory for Clinton, who
had worked the telephones
throughout the day talking to
undecided lawmakers, and it was

• See Page 2

Times

A $100,000 Powerball ticket
was sold last weekend at East Y
Grocery, but no one has yet come
forward to claim the winnings.
Today's jackpot for Powerball
is $95 million.
"The ticket was evidently sold
on Friday," said owner George
Rehmus."We got a call from lottery officials Sunday confirming
that we had sold the winning
ticket. They were able to take
some readings from the
machine."
The winning number is
7-9-16-42-45 and Powerball number -31.
"We- aren't sure whether this
was sold to a local person or
not," Rehmus said. "The tickets
are good for one year after the
drawing."
Regardless of whether the ticket is claimed, Rehmus said the
store will still receive a check
based on a percentage' of Kentucky ticket sales.

"I plan to give bonuses to the
salesclerks, as well as a special
bonus to the one who sold the
ticket," he said.
Regular Powerball players are
plunking down $5 or $10 instead
of $1 or S2 as the lottery jackpot
has reached $95 million in
advance of tonight'? drawing.
"Players are coming back fromi
Thanksgiving ready to play,"
Charles Strutt,....director of the
Multi-State Lottery Association'
in Wesupes Moines, which manages Powerball, said Tuesday.
When the jackpot reaches such
levels, ticket sales can increase
by more than 15 times over normal amounts, said Nancy Butte,
spokeswoman for the West Virginia Lottery Commission.
"When' the jackpot hit the
S110 million, we had to hire
someone to help us field phone
calls. It becomes overwhelming,
and it's becoming one of those
times," Bulla said.
▪ See Page 2

PCC surpasses
fund drive goal
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Association held a fund-raising
Paducah Community College has marathon Monday to collect lastgone over the top in.its $8 mil- minute pledges for the communilion fund drive for a new engi- ty college'. The deadline to raise
neering school, even as nearby the S8 million ,was this Thursday.
Murray State University seeks
The school, an extension of the
accreditation of its engineering UK engineering school, will irephysics program.
duate up to 50 students a year
Community College President and provide continuing-education
Len O'Hara said half the $8 mil- classes and seminars for as many.
lion will come from an anonym- as 1,000 graduate engineers a
ous donor who agreed to match
year.
other donations. 0',Hara declined
The fund-raising announceagain to identify the benefactor. ment came even as nearby Mur"They reiterated to me last ray State said it will seek accrediweek they wished to remain
tation of its engineering physics
anonymous, but it's their call," program to join the ranks of CorO'Hara said.
nell, Kansas, Oklahoma and
Kentucky has only one under- Princeton.
graduate four-year engineering
Murray State spokesman Joe
school, which is at the University ,Hedges said the proposed Paduof Kentucky in Lexington.
.The Paducah Homcbuildcrs • See Page 2
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III Jail...
•

abru-Oil) fell the' dieting. Meanwhile, Jim Woodrum,
asked. "With thc bond money, who has worked with the county
that is borrowed money that has for nearly a year to develop an
to be paid back."
architectural design for a 110-bed
Committee member ili111-Hud-, -facility, presented information to
, son said Curd and Green are the the committee.
people who can stop unfunded
Woodrum said he has worked
federal and state mandates from on nearly 80 jail projects in the
being placed on the county's past 10 years. Prior to' that, he
jail inspector with
shoulders.
worked as
"It's our taxes and you are sup- the Department of Corrections.
posed to help us," he said. "I
He said the Kentucky General
think you're doing a bad job."
Assembly enacted legislation in
Green and Curd's presentations
1982 creating a jail standards
were momentarily -disrupte4-6y-- Lummittee - wtrieh researched case
two men who did not want to follaw and federal standards. The
low the meeting rules.
group then devised a set of miniCommittee chairman Douglas
mum standards.
Tucker announced before the
"The underlying reason for this
meeting that anyone who had a
was to keep the federal courts out
question could write it down and
of the state and county affairs,"
it would be read.
Woodrum said. "By federal stanMax Canady, an outspoken cridards, this jail Would cost 514
tic of the Calloway County Fiscal
million."
Court and chairman -of the counCurrent cost estimates on, the
ty's Republican Party, comconstruction of a jail which meets
plained that the process was not
all standards is between $3.2 mildemocratic.
lion and S3.9 million.
However, Tucker said that in
"Whether we like it or not, the
-*order for the meeting to be con1982 General Assembly totally
refortried jail, standards," Woodmanner, the public can submit
rum gaid.
the approximately
'said-ofHe
questions.
60 jails he has been involved
- "Those arc the rules." he said.
with in the Commonwealth, local
Canady and another resident
FROM PAGE 1

-government -has enacted either-art-7-1.22 per day per prisoner 10 other
occupational or insurance pre- jails for housing its inmates.
mium tax to fund construction.
Recent figures indicate the
"The only one I know of that
averages 70 prisoners per
didn't is Scott County, but that is Wanly
the county kept 70 prisonbecause of the Toyota plant," he day. IC
ers in various jails each day fore
said.
year, it would cost approximately
discussed
members
Committee
5562.100.
cost
various
the jail's size and
Those numbers do not include
estimates involved with construcgasoline, purchase of vehilabor,
tion with 'Woodrum.
insurance.
or
cles
"Calloway County will build a
jail," he said. "It may not be built
Liability is one issue the corn-,
in Calloway County, but it will mittee has not yet studied.
build a. jail."
But Assistant County Attorney
Warren Hopkins addressed the
Woodrum was referring to
transportation costs if the county issue of the lawsuit pending, in
chose to shut down the jail and Franklin County Circuit Court.
Calloway County has filed
house its prisoners in other
three separate lawsuits against
facilities.
On average, the county pays the Department of Corrections

claiming that Ma standards are
arbitrary and capricious.
The department has issued
three separate orders that the jail
first decrease it operations to a
96-hour holdover facility, then to
a 12-hour holdover and finally to
shut down.,
Hopkins was not optimistic
about the success of the lawsuit.
Previously, County Attorney
David Harrington and Jailer Pat
Paschall have expressed the same
sentiments.
In addition, Hopkins said he
thinks the criminal court system
has be:eif forced to find alternatives to incarceration when punishing those convicted of crimes
because judges are aware of the
jail dilemma.

"With the number of inmates,
we've been holding back for the
past three years," he said. "We've
been utilizing work release and
diversion programs, but we're
finding those programs have, to
some degree, gone beyond their
use." •
Hopkins, who works in juvenile court and assists with misdemeanor prosecution, said an
increase in violent crime necessitates the incarceration of more
criminals.
About six residents attended
the meeting. No one from the fiscal court was present.
• The committee will meet again
next Tuesday at 1:30 p.m, at the
George Weeks Community
Center.

region," school President Kern
Alexander said.
Alexander said the request for
accreditation comes "in response
to a newfound state interest in
engineering education" and to
make it easier for_graduates to
find good jobs.

careers," he said.
The PCC/Paducah Junior College Board of Trustees on Tuesday approved the selection of
architects for the project. Paducah architects Peck Flannery
Gream Warren Inc. will design
the school with the -help of
McClellan-Copenhagen, a California consulting firm that specializes in laboratory design.
"We're- still on target to open
the engineering school in the fall
of 1996," O'Hara said.

•PCC...
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Klapper...
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FROM PAGE 1
both announcements were unexpected and came as a surprise to
the medical staff.
"I think if anyone should be
hearing this message, it should
be the hospital board and Poston," Klapper said. "There is
dissatisfaction among the medical staff with the way the hospital is run as shown by the
strategic study done by Deloitte
. & Touche.
"The medical staff is already
involved in managed care and
will probably pursue contracts
other than what the hospital
might pursue," he said.
Meanwhile, the deadline
looms for the hospital board to,
take action regarding a request
by Briggs & Stratton to make
changes in billing, as well as
initiating a managed care plan.
"I feel that the hospital boaril
made a_cOmmitment to firig.k.s
kStratton more than a year ago
to work out a satisfactory
arrangement and I have seen. no
effort on the par; of Mr. Poston
to follow through on that promise," Klapper said.
"I am afraid we arc squandering our acknowledged advantage as the low-cost provider
for western Kentucky," he said.
"In order to change things, it
takes the efforts of the entire
board and the administrator, not
just one member."
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FROM PAGE 1
cah engineering school will have
no immediate impact on the Murray program.
"We don't see that happening," Hedges said. —They're trying .to_ iget the (school)_ up for
1996. It remains to be seen how
that will be funded. We have the
program in place; our's has been
here 20 years.
"We don't look at them as
competition for the student base.
Our concern all'along has been,
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FROM PAGE 1
the first post-election test of
whether the White House and
Republicans who will control
iv can
Capitol Hill in January
cooperate.
"The eyes of the world are
now on the United States
Senate," Clinton declared.
Continuing the first lame-duck
session of Congress in 12 years,
the Senate was beginning a scheduled 20 hours of debate today,
with a vote set for Thursday.
Bentsen and the pro-GATT
floor leaders in the Senate —
Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New
York and Bob Packw.00d of Oregon — were scheduled to address
a,rally today of business executives preparing a last-minute lobbying push for the accord.
The executives and administration contend GATT will create
hundreds of thousands of new
American jobs by cutting worldwide tariffs by 38 percent and

• Log

FROM PAGE 1
The $95 million jackpot is the
second largest in the history of
the multistate lottery Powerball
game, which was created when
the Lotto America drawings
ended in April 1992. The record
$111 million jackpot was won by
Wisconsin school ..teacher Leslie
C. Robins in July 1993.
The $95 million estimated
jackpot for Wednesday night's
drawing is up $5 million from
Sunday's original estimate.
Before taxes, that would be
$4,750,000 a year for 20 years.
Bret Voorhees of the Iowa Lottery said sales in Iowa are
expected to approach $2 million
toda3 alone. "In a normal week,

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
•
Pick 3
4-3-7
Cash 5
14-16-19-20-29
Pick 4
4-5-8-2

cx,c,
Sponsored by:

ing the agreement or leaning toward approval. An additional 21
senators were opposed or leaning
toward voting no, and 32 were
still undeclared.
But Kantor said a number of
senators were "keeping their
counsel" and few were genuinely
undecided.
"We've talked to almost
everyone now, and we believe
that we are making great progress," he said.
In the House, Tuesday's session was the last for such longserving( lawmakers as House
Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash.,
Minority Leader Robert Michel,
R-111,, and Dan Rostenkowski, DIII., former chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee.
Recalling the words of Daniel
Webster, Foley called on his colleagues to approve GAIT and
"thereby become somethin.g.
worthy to be remembered by this
Congress on this day."

,a8

Shell

Powerball sales in Iowa average
around $500,000," Voorhees
said.
He said about 55 percent of the
possible number combinations
would be sold before the drawing. "More likely than not, it's
going to go on Wednesday,"
Strutt said Tuesday.
Susan Walker, executive director ,of the South Dakota lottery
and president of the Multi-state
Lottery Association, said sales
would really boom if the jackpot
is not won tonight. "We'll be
well over $100 million and that's
when the excitement really generates," she said.
Tickets for the game are sold
in 16 states — Arizona, Delaware, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, Monta,' Nebraska. Ore-

gon, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
West Virginia and Wisconsin —
and the District of Columbia.
Players pick five numbers from
a field of 45 and a "Powerball,"
which is one number from
another field of 45. Officials say
odds of winning the jackpot are
one in nearly 55 million.
Glen Cunningham, owner
State Line Market in Bunker Hill,
W.Va., which sells Poweiball
tickets to residents of Maryland,
Virginia and Pennsylvania as
well as West Virginia, said large
jackpots not only attract new
players but make regulars spend
more.

or

"The normal dollar player will
bet $2 or $3 (with larger jackpots). The normal $5 will play
$10 or $15. Everybody seems to

doable their interest," he said.
Lottery officials were warning
players in statements and TV and
radio commercials not to go overboard on tickets.
"We understand that many
Wisconsin residents have set
aside their dollars for the holiday
season for themselves and their
families," said Robert Mann,
deputy lottery administrator in
Wisconsin. "We ask that lottery
players keep in mind that these
responsibilities come first before
taking a chance on winning the
Powerball jackpot."
The jackpot drawing will be at
9:59 p.m. (CST)
Information was also provided
by the Associated Press.

MSU class registration nears
Dec. 2 is the final deadline to
complete several registration procedures concerning classes at Murray
State University.
St. ients must complete all procedures necessary to advance schedule classes for the 1995 spring
semester by the close of business
hours on Friday. Only those indivi-

duals who have been admitted to the
University arc eligible to preschedule. Friday is also the final
day to completely withdraw from
school. Withdrawals completed
between Oct. 31 and Dec.2 may be
assigned grades of "WP" or "WE".
"tudcnts wishing to complete

these procedures should report to
the admissions and registrar's office
in Sparks Hall, or call (502) 7623741. Murray State's administrative
offices are open Monday through
Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. Extended hours are held on
Tuesdays until 6 p.m.

Wanted - BINGO Players

Sets

Now On Sale!

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
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*
safety pilot
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fear the new, more powerful
expanding the rules of world
trade to new areas such as agriWorld Trade Organization,
culture and services.
created to referee disputes, will
Opponents claim it would perrun roughshod over U.S.
mit multinational corporate giants
sovereignty.
to shift production to low-wage
However, Dole, R-Kan., whose
countries overseas and ship their
support is considered crucial to
goods back to the lucrative' GATT's passage, assured RepuAmerican market.
blicans in a letter that a panel of
Under the fast-track rules for
five retired U.S. judges will
considering trade agreements, no
review the decisions of the trade
amendments will be permitted to
organization and "ensure U.S.
the ratifying legislation.
interests are not trampled by
However, Sen. Robert Byrd,
bureaucrats in Geneva."
the
D-W.Va., vowed to challenge
And Dole said he would "fully
bill under the Senate's budget
expect" the administration to
rules. Sixty senators must vote to
support waiving budget rules for
waive them.
a capital-gains tax cut — a key
Byrd said the bill falls $14.5
part of the GOP agenda next year
billion short in offsetting the $43
— just as it is urging a budge(
.billion in tariff revenues expected
waiver'now on GATT.
to be lost in the first decade after
,'U.S. Trade Representative
GATT takes effect. Supporters - Mickey Kantor said the House
contend that by stimulating ecovote will lend momentum to the
nomic growth the accord will
administration's efforts to secure
raise far.more money for the gov- 60 votes in the Senate.
ernment than it will, cost.
An Associated Press survey
found 47 senators either supportByrd's central objection is his

•Ticket unclaimed...

PETERSON
Real FyreR
*Golden Oak
24" Natural Gas

"We intend to continue to provide effective engineering education to the students of our region,
an education that will allow them
to establish long and productive

•GATT...

Come...See Our New Store

CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD by: Bruce TILE & VINYL

there is no need for duplication
of programs."
Murray wants to open an engineering school and offer UK
degrees through Murray State,
with students attending Paducah
Community College for the first
two years. The plan was offered
about one month ago and has not
been accepted or rejected.
"Murray State has a long and
successful 'history of providing
engineering education to western
Kentucky and the surrounding
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Taxes take lead in election

FRANKFORT — It isn't neceshcco much Ic-ss.
sary to wait until January for the full
So when the Republican and
AGREE OR NOT
array of Democratic and Republican
Democratic candidates for governor
gubernatorial slates to file for office
begin crisscrossing the state deto know what one of the key issues
nouncing taxes and promising to
Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
of next year's race will be — taxes.
lower them or eliminate them alPUBLJSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, L'VC.
In fact, it takes no brains at all to
together, voters should demand to
Duvall
Todd
figure out that taxes will be at the
know what those candidates intend
core of the debate over who will be
Syndicated columnist
to cut to offset the lost revenue.
the next governor. Taxes are always
If they say the state payroll, don't
central to gubernatorial campaigns private pensions that generates ab-believe it. ,Gov. Brereton Jones
unfair to tax someone's IBM stock a
and the rejuvenated Republican out $52 million a year. Private 25 cents per $100 value while brags about-cutting 1,500 employParty in Kentucky, coming off the
pensioners are understandably furi- exempting another person's Ken- ees from the payroll and there arc
November general election success, ous since the courts ruled the state, tucky Utilities stock entirely.
social workers now putting in 60certainly will make cutting taxes,or could not tax federal pensions at the
•And finally, the state's inheri- hour weeks.
at least reforming taxes, one of its same time exempting from taxation tance tax, which is among the
main objectives.
they say they'll eliminate
state 'and local government pen- steepest in the nation, is expected to
Dear Editor:
Democrats jusi.as ecrtAinly will sions. Rather than bite the-bullet-and' generate SW -million--next- -ytai _waste_detpand to_knowi.vber,it is. 7•
Wednesday, Nov. 21, I was struck* a letter to-the editor which-follow suit.
either exempt or tax all pensions, Even the federal government has
appeared in your"Forum" section. With my apologies to the writer,for!
Voters, however,should be wary
the General Assembly exempted given up taxing all but substantial The wasteful Medicaid program is
am certain his intentions were good, I feel I must respond.
of what the candidates claim and
federal pensions and at some point estates, but Kentucky taxes the being cleaned up,but still will cost
First, the article or amendment to which he refers is not the third, but
promise next year.
the Revenue Cabinet will have to inheritances of children from their. S50 million more this year than
the first. I did check for myself. While the first amendment does leave'
Kentucky has a mishmash of state
repay federal retirees millions in parents at up to 10 percent after a, expected.
much,to be desired in terms of the separation ofchurch and state,I do not
taxes that keeps accountantsand tax
back taxes paid.
mere $5,000 exemption. In some
believe that mandatory prayer and instruction of the Ten CommandCutting more than- S200 million
Of course, it will be easy for eases, the rate rises to 16 percent.
ments in our public schools can really not be' considered an - lawyers in new German automofroth the budget means less-gphalt
biles
and
the
average
taxpayer
in
The state inheritance tax, in fact,
politicians running for governor to
"establishment of religion." Nor do!think it can be logically argued that
fits. But reforming that system is far promise tax relief to thousands of is the reason a lot of elderly Kentuc- to be laid, fewer state police cars on
general tax revenues should be spent on the instruction of the precepts of
the highways,reduced maintenance
from easy and in fact, unless careprivatC pensioners.
kians move to Florida to establish
a tax-exempt organization.
at state parks, perhaps even a cut in
fully performed, can be downright
•The state's intangible property residence before they die. .
The writer refers to "Judeo-Christian principles taken from the Bible"
school spending.
tax on stocks in out-of-state corpoAdd up those three unpopular
as being separate from the "establishment of refigioii." How so? It /dangerous.
deposits
taxes
and
the
would seem to me that instruction in anything taken from the Bible is, by
rations,
bonds
and
bank
amount
comes
to
S227
There are three particular taxes
But no one will hear about that
brings in about $87 million a year, million a year, a lot of money when from the
definition, an "establishment of religion."
that are the focils of most frustration
candidates. '
you
but
a
lot
of
people
don't
even
know
remember
that
the
He finds such discussion and debate "disheartening." What is
surplus
built
and anger. They'll likely be the ones
the
into
1994-96
disheartening to me is that, in this land of a thousand cultures and
owe
most
of
those
who
state
budget
is
only
they
it and
That's also a certainty in the 1995
candidates focus on most.
religions, we continue to ignore our common interests and focus instead
pay it don't like it one bit. It's also $100 million and in past budgets has election.
•The state levies an income tax on
on whatever best separates us.
I respectfully submit that our country was not founded on JudcoChristianity, but rather on the supreme idea that all men were created
equal, and that, within a given society, no maii had the right to raise
himself above the masses and declare himself more equal than everyone
else.
Devin M. Perkins
Rt. 5 Box 668, Murray, Ky. 42071
Nov. 16— The Free Lance-Star, Fredericksburg, Va., on U.S.
incoming -House Speaker Newt Gingrich vows to bring to a vote,by
troops in Haiti:
next July 4', needlessly distracts from- the .important business of
American troops shouldn't stay in harm's way any longer than
government.
necessary, but there are substantial risks involved in Kansas Sen.
It's paradoxical that Gingrich and President Clinton, two men
Bob Dole's demand that they be removed from Haiti by
who say they -hear the public demanding smaller and less expensive
Thanksgiving.
government, would even be considering goVernment encouragePresident Clinton has already announcedibat almost half 6f the
ment of religion,
.
15,000 U.S. troops will return home by Dec: 1.- with further reduc-•
Religion is a-deeply private (natterfor •families to practice or not
tions set before 'Christmas.
to practice as
.they sec fit. It is not something tote urged on child-,
That's a fairly brisk schedule, considering that the troops arrived ,
ren, directly Or indirectly, by relative strangers in publicly funded
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
in September. As hoped, President Jean-Bertrand Aristide is ,back!
schools that constitute an important zirm of, government.
AP Diplomatic Writer
in power as Haiti's president, and the government appears to be
Voluntary or. not, school prayer discriminates against Minority
WASHINGTON (AP) — With the Serbs advancing on Bihac, the
stable.
religions and studentsywho chooSe not to take part. Subtle and notWest concedes it is powerless to stop them. All that remains is to
There are reports, however, that some of ... Aristide's followers
solsubtle pressures are -always there for dissenters to join in. That
find a strategy for stepping away from a war no outsider was ever
are upset with his demands — wisely supported by the Clinton
has happened before and would happen just as frequently again
willing to fight.
administration — that there be no retribution against those who
The U.S. Supreme Court correctly banned school prayer as
"There are really not good choices here," said White House
overthrew hint in 1991. ...
unconstitutional in 1962 and reinforced that decision with another
gloomy
mood
displaying
the
Monday,
Panetta
on
staff chief Leon
Dole, meanwhile, is bristling to move. He is eager to take Over
in. 1992.
of the Clinton administration concerning the former Yugoslavia.
as Senate majority leader after (the Nov. 8 election) Republican
Gingrich, for one; argues that this country was created "within a
diplomacy
emphasis
is
on
The military threats are gone. The new
victories, and he wants to impress upon ... Clinton that there will be
religious framework" and that the Declaration of Independence's
isolation,
and threatening the Bosnian Serbs with international
a new way to do business.
reference to a Creator shows that the founding fathers believed in
something they've lived with throughout the conflict.
That's fine, but those lessons shouldn't be taught at the expense
God.
In the search for diplomatic carrots to offer, the United States
of hard-won_ victories in Haiti.
What such -arguments choose to ignore is that many early immiappeared ready to agree to a Serbian federation in exchange for the
In the haste to leave Haiti, the United States shouldn't jeopardize
grants to this continent came here to exercise the religious freedom
Serbs' commitment to the territorial integrity of Bosnia.
what it has accomplished.
they were denied at home. Freedom to ,Worship just as surely
What happens next in Bosnia depends in large part on what the
includes the freedom not to worship or to worship differently from
Bosnian Serbs choose to do. Will they press their military advanNov. 19 — The Oregonian, Portland, Ore., on school prayer:
what the governments or societal majorities encourage.
tage and move on other "safe havens" such as Gorazde? Will they
Rcstablishing even voluntary school prayer, an issue that
Congress and Clinton should leave this subject alone.
demand a revised peace plan that gives them more of Bosnia than
the 49 percent put forward by the United States and its allies?
No matter how the terrible conflict is resolved, the Clinton administration is in for an extended period of second-guessing..
Incoming Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., flew to
B•usSelS -Monday to meet with NATO officials.- And he made clear
his frustration with the United NationS, which is catching a lot of
heat on Capitol Hill for preventing NATO from taking tougher military action.
British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd said that he and Prime
Minister John Major would meet Dole on Wednesday and emphasaccounts, savings and contribuFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
ize British opposition to a stepped-up air campaign.
tion plans like those formed
Whither tax reform?
Dole also made it clear' the new Congress would be "taking a
under the internal revenue code
In the sudden rush to slash taxhard look at what we spend in the United Nations."
called 401(k), deferred compenes, the longstanding idea of an
The Kansas senator conceded that miscalculations on how to deal
sation plans and other funds
overhaul of the way Kentucky
with the breakup. of Yugoslavia began during the Bush
would be taxed. raises money may have been
administration.
The Senate Democratic propossideline.
pushed
to
the
NBC's
Serbs,"
he
told
signals
to
the
wrong
Mark
Chellgren
R.
"I think we gave the
al seems to extend the exemption
he
Gov.
Brercton
Jones
said
and
worse,
worse
and
worse
Meet the Press on Sunday. "But it got
to that income as well.
An Associated Press News Analysis
would appoint a task force to
because President Clinton couldn't decide what to do, and didn't do
And reform almost implies
tax
reform,
but
Senate
study
•
anything."
replacing some taxes with others. •
Rose
all
President
John
"Eck"
from
taxation.
level
of
income
tor
all
certain
George Kenny, who quit the State Department during the Bush
• "We have 'effectively prebut scoffed at that idea.
But private pensioners were retirees. Income above that revel
administration because he wanted tougher U.S. acticin against the
.51uded ... any discussion of
"The studies have been done. stuck with their bills and were
would be subject to taxation.
Serbs, now sides with the British and French view of the futility of
replacing any tax cuts with other
The bills have been drafted. We none too happy about it. They
"The answer to it is, you put a
military action.
know the need and we know'the sued, claiming the different treat- floor under the thing," said Rep. revenues," said Rose. DAs for U.S. involvement, Kenny said, "If we're really not going
consequences," Rose said. "The ment was unfair. But the Ken- Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville, Winchester.
to do anything con§tructive and we're just muddling along hoping
Another idea of reform might
time has come to act. Without tucky Supreme Court said the the chairman of the House
somehow things will work out, it's probably better for us th
appointing a commission, without system was legal.
Appropriations and Revenue also be lost.
leave."
' Kentucky's tax system has
months of study, without telling
Eliminating the income tax on Committee. "Thats much' more
Kenny argues that the United States "completely miscalculated
long lagged behind its own ecothe
citizens
once
again,
just
trust
exempting."
pension
income
—
proposals
by
fair
than
just
He
said
offensive."
went
on
the
what would happen if the Serbs
nomy, leading to revenue shortus, we'll fix it eventually. We Jones and Senate Democrats difAnother fairness issue may be
that all the talk in Washington about supplying arms to the Bosnian
falls and budget cuts a dozen
can
act
now."
unresolved.
fer
on
the
definition
—
effectivearea.
Bihac
government, encouraged it to launch an offensive in the
times in recent years.
•
But that was too hasty for ly shuts the door on one matter
Jones' proposal would still tax
Marshall Harris, another State Department dissident. who resIdeas to fix that might include
some, including the retiring legi- that might be called reform.
significant sources of income for
igned during the Clinton administration, still believes in Western
raising the top rate on the income
slator who is designated as comany retirees, especially those
One proposal floated for some
military power.
tax above 6 percent for the
chairman of Jones' study group. time, even by private pensioners, who do not have formal pension
The administration continues to place great stock in the possibiliwealthiest 'people .or extending
But at the same time, Rep. Bill was to install an exemption for a plans. Individual retirement
ty that the Serbian government in Belgrade will maintain pressure
the sales tax to services, both of
Lear, D-Lexington, acknowon,the Bosnian Serbs to accept a negotiated settlement. For months,
which could be interpreted to hes_
ledged that Jones himself effecAttention Washingfon!
the administration has hoped futilely that Serbian leader Slobodan
tax increases for some.
tively closed the door on one
Miloscvic could force his Bosnian brethren to give up much of
reform idea in favor of an outPRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
House Speaker Joe Clarke, D.
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
what they have taken.
right cut.
Danville, who was chairman of
U.S.
REP.
TOM
State Department Spokesman Mike McCurry suggested it was
BARLOW
- Ever since the General
the budget committee for 20
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
the Bosnian Serbs whose -backs were against the wall.
Assembly decided in 1990 to
years, said eliminating the most
502-444-7216
(Paducah)
or
202-225-3115
(Washington)
. "They can continue to fight and continue to exhaust themselves,
exempt federal government pendespised taxes could hurt reform.
U.S..
SEN.
WENDELL
FORD
nations
outside
community
of
the
to continue to leave themselves
sions from the state income tax,
, "I'm afraid we'll do away
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington DC. 20510
and to suffer the economic deprivation and isolation that entails,"
there has been a simmering
with the incentive to do that,"
202-224-4343 (Washington)
he said.
debate about basic fairness. Ken-.
Clarke said. "The momentum
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
It was a threat that secmcd no more likely to move the Serbs 'lucky had long'exempted state
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
that could have built up Otherwise
than the earlier one of ineffectual NATO air strikes.
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
and local government pensions
might not be there now."
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

FROM OUR READERS
Writer shares view on prayer

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
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Stepping away from a war
no outsider would fight

Rush leaves unresolved questions
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TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Praise dinner theatre cancelled
The dinner theatre, "An Evening in December," by Praise! of First
Baptist Church has been cancelled for Thursday, Dec. 1, and Saturday.
Dec. 3, at 6:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the church. Stole Littlefield, minister of music, said refunds of tickets already sold may be
picked up in the church office at 203 South Fourth St., Murray. For
more information call the church office, 753-1854.

Chorus practice Thursday
The Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will practice Thursday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. at the club house: Margie
Shown, director, urges -all members to be present to practice for the
‘day,, Dec. 4, at 2
.annual Christmas open -house and program on•un
p.m. at the club house.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Dec. 1, at 3 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. This is for all members of PAWS (pets are wonderful
society) and any other interested persons.

Special exhibit at Wrather Museum
Tina Michelle Nelson and
Christopher Linn Guthrie to marry -

Deisha Leigh Cottringer and
Stanley Earl Gilbert Jr. to marry

Nelson-Guthrie vows Cottringer and Gilbert
will be said Dec. 17 wedding to be Dec. 10
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Starks of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. William
Cottringer of Seattle, Wash., announce the engagement-and approaching marriage of their daughter, Deisha Leigh Cottringer, to Stanley
Earl Gilbert Jr., son 'of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gilbert Sr. of Metropolis,

\\ dyne and Linda Nelson of Benton announce thcengagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Tina Michelle Nelson, to
Christopher Linn Guthrie, son of Jeritza Guthrie and the late Herman
Guthrie of Hazel.
Miss Nelson is the granddaughter of Jack and Chloie Newton and
the late William IT. Nelson and Berne Nelson, all of Benton.
Mr. Guthrie is the grandson of Ruth Knight and the late Edwin
Knight and of Mildred Guthrie and the late T.W. Guthrie, all of Hazel.
The bride-elect is a 1992 graduate,of Marshall County High School
and is attending Murray State rniversity. She is employed at Briggs
& Stratton, Murray
The groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed-at Randy Thornton Heating & Air conditioning, Murray.
The wedding will he Saturday, Dec. 17, at 6 p.m. at Walnut drove
Church of Christ, It...nton.
All relatives and triends arc invited to attend.

The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr„ and Mrs. Willis Fulton
of Murray, the late Mr. and Mrs. William Cottringer Sr. of Audubon,
N.J., and the late Ernest Starks and Mrs. Wilma Starks of Paducah.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Lawrence Roberts and
Mrs. Virgie Roberts of Metropolis, Ill., and the late Rev. Russell E.
Gilbert and Mrs. Elsie Gilbert of Metropolis, 111.
Miss Cottringer is a 1991 graduate of Massac County High School
199,3 graduate of Shawnee Community College. She is currently
'attending
attending West .Kentucky Vocational School.
Mr. Gilbert is a 1987 graduate of Massac County High School. He
is currently employed by Gilbert's Body Shop, Metropolis, .111.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Dec. 10, at 6:30
p.m. at Brookport First Baptist Church, Brookport, Ill.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Celebrating its 25th anniversary year, WKMS will present NPR
Exposure, a photographic exhibit of National Public Radio personalities, at Wrather West Kentucky Museum on the Murray State campus.
Featuring well known NPR voices such as Noah Adams and Cokie
Roberts, the exhibit will run from Thursday, Dec,;.1, to Wednesday,
Dec. 21. The opening.reception will be Sunday, Dec. 4, from 3 to 5
p.m. For more information call 762-4359.

Live Nativity Scene Dec. 2 and 3
The annual Live Nativity Scene will be Friday and Saturday, Dec. 2
and. 3, from 6 to 9 p.m. at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
Church. Live animals and characters to portray the life of Christ will
be featured. Refreshments will be seived, and there is no admission
charge. This annual event is sponeareZI by Temple Hill, Independente,
Coles Camp Ground, Palestine and Kirksey United Methodist Churches. The public is invited to attend and facilities for the handicapped
are provided.

Bethel Bazaar on Saturday
Bethel United Methodist Church Women will have t Christmas,
Bazaar on Saturday, Dec. 3, at 9 a.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Featured will be a hand sewn doubbiwedding quilt, crafts of
all kinds, baked goods, jams, jellies, relishes and miscellaneous items.

Special sale on Saturday •
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta ligma Phi will twist a sale of homecookies and candies in decorative Christmas tins of assorted
m
siz s. The sale will be conducted in front of Hilliard Lyons, downtown, before and during the Christmas Parade on Saturday morning,
Dec. 3. A portion of the proceeds will benefit local charities.

Gospel singing on Sunday

Retired missionaries
will speak at Westside
1.1

DR. HAROLD EVERSMEYER, left, talked about birds, showed slides he
had taken, and showed different types of bird feeders to use at the
November meeting of Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club. He
was introduced by Myrtle Douglass, third right. Also pictured are Paula
Crouse, chairman, second right, and Janet Wallis, vice chairman, right.
Members brought donations for W.A.T.C.H. Center. Hostesses were Evp
Morris, Ann Jeffords, Robbie Uddberg, Lurline Billington and Clover
Cotham. The department will meet Thursday, Dec. 1, at noon for a salad
luncheon. Each one should bring a $5 gift for, the Chinese auction,
canned goods or staple items for Need Line, and pennies for the park.
Hostesses willb e Kathryn Morris, Urbena Koenen, Louise Baker, Martha
Farris, Jean Holloway and Margaret Owens.

Carlos ,and Myrtice Owens,
retired missionaries to Africa,
will be guest speakers at Westside Baptist Church on Sunday,
Dec. 4, during the 10:30 a.m. and
6 p.m. worship services.
They will also be with the
College/Career Sunday School
--CtagS during the Sunday School
hour.
Rev. Owens has pastored at
• Morning Shade, Birds Creek and
Friendship -Baptist Churches in
Henry County, Tenn., and First
Baptist Church, Dover, Tenn.
He has also worked with the
Sunday School Department of the
Tennessee Baptist Convention in
Vacation Bible School and Sunday School Promotion.
Rev. Owens began mission
work in 1957 in Dar es Sallam,
Tanganjika. He has worked in
language schools, as a general
evangelist, and has served as
chairman of steering committees
for two nation-wide evangelistic
crusades.
Owens has also supervied the
construction of the Huruma Baptist Conference Center and helped

Free Gift
Wrapping
MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
SUNDAY 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

,

gffiql-ATS
Murray
of

•

A gospel singing featuring The Voices of Love from Nashville,.
Tenn., will be Sunday, Dec. 4, at 4 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
Church, Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Oaks Couples plan special event
Oaks Country Club Couples Bridge will be Saturday, Dec. 3, at 6
p.m. at the club. A potluck dinner will be served before bridge play
begins. Those not signed up and wishing to attend are asked to call
Terry Shertzer at 436-5400 or Gene Wrather at 753-1051.

Singles (SOS) plan special events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on Saturday, Dec. 3, and Sunday, Dec. 4. The group will meet Saturday at
4:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre to carpool/caravan to the
Lean To Restaurant at Fulton for Mexican food and then on to Newban for dancing with the Newbern singles. On Sunday, the SOS will
offer_free lessons for line dances and ballroom dancing on Sunday,
Dec. 4, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Linda, 437-4414.

Poultry Growers will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Owens
to start seven new churches in
hinge. He transferred to South
West Africa in 1982 to work with
tribal groups in the North where
there was no Southern Baptist
work.
Mrs- Owens also began mission work in 1957 working in the
areas of language study and nursing. She has served as a hospital
matron and director of nursing
clinics. She has helped in establishing new churches through
medical clinics and taught in pastor leader training.
Always working as a team,
Rev. and Mrs. Owens have
invested_ 36 years of their lives
ministering in the name of Christ
among the people of Africa.
Since retiring in 1992, the couple
now spend their time traveling
and speaking on behalf of the
mission cause.

Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association will have its annual barbecue dinner on Saturday, Dec. 3, at 6 p.m. at Purchase Area
Development Office, Highway 121 North, Mayfield. For more information call Susan Mills at 1-502-623-8617.

Lakeland Wesley plans bazaar
Lakeland Wesley Village, located off of Highway 68 near Jonathan
Creek in Marshall County, will have its annual Christmas Bazaar on
Saaturday, Dec. 3, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. A wide variety of handcrafted items and baked goods will be available as well as a ham and
bean dinner from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. All proceeds will benefit the Resident Association. For more information call 1-502-354-8888.
.

Art Guild Open House Sunday
Murray Art Guild will have its annual Christmas Open _House on
Sunday, Dec. 4, from 1 to 3 p.m. The guild is located at 103 North
Sixth St., Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Army Kettle at Wal-Mart
The Salvation Army,Kettle in Murray is now stationed in front of
Wal-Mart. Bellringers will pe collecting contributions for,five consecutive weekends ending on Christmas Eve, including the evenings of
the week before Christmas. Anyone interested in mailing a donation to
The Salvation Army can send it in c/o of Randy Hutchens, Salvation
Army treasurer, P.O. Box 1419, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Douglas Grogan

Kim Darlene Atkins and Mitchell Douglas Grogan were married
-Sattirdayi-outdoor-„cerernony-at the -home. of OterrandJudy Grogan.
The bride is the daughter of Ted and Imogene Atkins of NaOiville,
ii nn. She is the granddaughter of Hallic Manners and the late Henry
Mapners and of Elva Atkins and the late Chester Atkins.
The groom is the son of Glen and Judy Grogan of Murray. He is the
grandson of Euple and Joe Pat Ward and B.C. Grogan and the late
Orpha Grogan, at( of Murray.
Dr. Greg Earwood officiated the ceremony. Music was provided by
David Lee Adkins, guitarist/vocalist,,of Nashville, Tenn.
Pam Murphy, sister of the bride, :as maid of honor.
Rick Grogan, brother of the groom, was best man.
A reception followed the ceremony.
The bride is a 1981 graduate of Whites Creek High School, a 1985
graduate of Austin Peay State Unviersity, and will graduate in June
1995 with a Bachelor's degree in Occupational Therapy from Tennessee State University.
• The groom is a 1985 graduate of Murray High,School, a 1991 graduate of Murray State Univeysity, and is currently in the pre-physical
" therapy assistant program at Volunteer State Community College, Gallatin, Tenn. He is employed at the Baptist Health and Fitness Center,

ALPHA MU 14760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority held a
meeting recently at the home of Helen Boughton. Pictured -from left,
backirow, f"lrgaref Terhune who won the disaster fund gift, Kathie
Gentry, recording secretary, Dortha Bailey, president, Mary Vidmer, Lillian Cook, Hazel Matthal, Helen Campbell, Jean F. Lewis, front row, Eun
Ha Ahn, rushee, Mrs. Boughton, and Kathie Fleming.
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The couple is now residing in Franklin, Tenn.

MARY SUE HUBBARD, right, spoke about "Health Reform" at the
October meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution held at Calloway County Public Library. She
was introduce by Virgil Grogan, second right. Hostesses were, from
left, Helen Wilcox and Fransuella Cole.
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MURRAY BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN made two special
donations to local service agencies recently. Donna Herndon, left,
director of Calloway County Family Resource Center, accepts a check
from Faye Rogers, and Kathie Gentry, right, executive director of Need
Line, accepts a check from Melia Redden, on behalf of BPW.

Playhouse In The Park Presents
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painted ornaments: collectible Santas,
' Christmas house flags and doormats.

Christmas plates, napkins and guest towels: snowman and reindeer platters: hand

Special Gifts At- Affordable Prices

- Holland Cards & Gifts

You won't want to miss this
holiday favorite.
Directed By
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A Good Reason To Shop Downtown...
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Campus Connection Volunteer
Center, sponsored by the Department of American Humanics and
the Office of Student Organizations at Murray State University,
has two special requests.
The center is accepting canned
goods for the needy families of'
Murray. Donations can be left at
the Amrican Humanics Office in

A Children's Christmas Carol
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Campus Connection projects
are planned for this season

Thursdsy, Dec. 1
Wednesday, Nov. 30 "
Wednesday, Nov. 30
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First
First Baptist Church events include
Memorial service by Murray-Calloway
Baptist Church/2 p.m./home of Chi Chi
Third Grade Sunday School
Hospital Hospice and Home Care
Miller.
.
Social/4:30;6:30 p.m.; Fellowship
Service/2 p.m./third floor classroom.
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15 Compassionate Friends candle lightHealth Express of Murray-Calloway
ing service and potluck/7 p.m./board
Hospital/Murray Court Square/12:30-3
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Bible
Studies, Praise!/6:30 p.m.; ?rayer room of Murray-Calloway' County
p.m. Hospital.
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Murray Art Guili open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Baptist Young Women of Westside
Choir/7:45 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
Baptist Church/6 p.m./home of Kathy
St. John Episcopal Church events
include MSU Supper/5 p.m.; Tenn
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.; Ligon.
Life/7 pm.
Prepared
Childbirth Class/7
Supper/6:15 p.m.; Bible reading
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
p.m./Education Unit of. Murraygroup/7:15 p.m.
service/7 p.m.
Calloway County Hospital.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
University Church of Christ events
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
Stud'/7 p.m.
include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
include
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
events include Bible classes/7 p.m.
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Murray High School events include Street Youth- Center.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
. „
West Kentucky Academic District Shiloh General Baptist. Church
study/7 p.m.
Meet.
First Presbyterian Church events
Church
events
Episcopal
St.
John
Chamber
Woodwind
p.m.;
Choir
State
ARK
and
WOW/5
Murray
include
Music Ensemble concert/8 p.m./Farrell include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m. .
Practice/6:30 p.m.
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, St. Leo's Catholic Church events
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
include R.C.I.A./7 p.m.; Knights of ColMurray State University.
p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/ umbus meeting/7:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
open 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Admission free.
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study,
First Presbyterian Church events
National Scouting Museum/open 9
College/Career Bible Study, Adult
include College Fellowship/7 p.m.
until
March.
last
day
p.m
for
a.m.-4:30
First Baptist Church events include
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
Westside Baptist Church events, Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
Cancelled Praise! dinner theatre.
include Youth, Grades 7-12/6:30 p.m.
,
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
and prayer service/7 p.m.
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
First United . Methodist Church
Thursday, Dec. 1
events include Children's Music,
Richard, 759-9994.
Grades 1-6/3:45 p.m.; Koinonia*Rids, "
(Humanistic Studies Forum on "The
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
Holocaust and Human Spirit'/7:30
Grades K-4 at 5 p.m.; Turner Covensenior citizens' activities.
p.m./Room 208 of Faculty Hall, Murray
ant Prayer and Finance Committee/6
Wesks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
p.m.; Adult Handbell Choir/6:15 p.m.;
State.
senior citizens' activities.
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway County
Singles Friendship of Paris,
events
Public Library.
Memorial Baptist Church
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Murray Women of the Moose Board
Paris. InfoiKennith Broach, 753-3580.
include RAs, GAs, Prayer Service/7
p.m.; Choir rehearsal/8 p.m.
meeting/7 p.m. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
Garden Department of Murray
p.m /Senior Citizens Center', Benton.
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Woman's Club/noon/club house.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p/.m./St.
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p.m.
County Hospital/Hilltop Kash Market at
John Episcopal Church. Info/
Canton/9-11:30 a.m. and 1-2:30 p.m. 753-0781.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayGlendale Road Church of Christ
er service/7 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m /Sirloin
events include Young in Hearts Stockade.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
Class/10:30 a.m.
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
0
,1
g 4111.- 8•71111
meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p.m.
tla.Atel;f4
15.4411
First Christian Church events include
Super Wednesday dinner/5:30 p.m.;
Bible classes, Singles Support
Group/6 p m Chancp1 Choir/7:30 p.m.

hville,
laptist

use on
North

Connie Sue Birdsong of Rt. 3, Murray, and Thomas Joseph Lowe of
RI. 1. Murray, were married Tuesday, Dlov. 22.
The bride-is the daughter of Conroy and Pearl Birdsong
_Murray.. She.,:faughtrI of Grite Downs of Rt. 6, Murray.
The groom is the son of William Lowe—OTN-C-w Concord. Ile is the
grandson of Laudel Lowe of -Rt. 2, Hazel.
The new Mrs. Lowe attended Calloway County High School and is
employed at Me*Tay Laundry.
Mr. Lowe attended South Fayette Junior nnd Senior High School
an is employed at Kenlake Foods.

Room 108 of Can Health Building. Also the office is recruiting
volunteers to help Need Line to
!lock shelves with food, preparing food baskets and delivering
food baskets.
'For more information contact
Roger Weis or Mark Cotton at
, •
762-3808 or 762-6117.
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Joseph Lowe

Atkins-Grogan vows Wedding vows said
solemnized on Oct. 8
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NANCY FOSTER, left, president of Kentucky Council Of Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority, visits with Helen Boughton, right, president Of Alpha Mu #470 of ESA, following the hayride Out in the Country
hear Bowling Green in connection with the fall board Meeting Of the
sorority there. Also present at the meeting from Murray were Hawk
Boughton and Kathie and Don Fleming.
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We are pleased to
announce that
. Kimberly Moor*,
bride-elect of
Joey Bausf,
C74'
has selected her
stoneware, flatware & li-'
decorative accessories C,I
from our bridal registry. 1017'
Kimberly and Joey (
.1
4.
will be married
0
December 31, 1994.
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1100 Chestnut ,St.
753-11 33

!IV

109 S. 4th St.

la

Lana Lee Bell

-*-

December 2-4 & 9-11
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Sunday at 2 p.m.
Adults $6, Seniors $5
Students $4

Thursday, Dec. 1
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant
Ja z Band concert/8 p.m./Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
•
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 am, to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 430 pm

The Arts &
Humanities.
There's something
in it for you.

FUN & FASHION

Perception i••funny dung. The way one person
perceives things, another see. it Nun) different
What we thtnk some would like for•gift may he the
lest thing they want, but m our perception of Nat
person, we think Ms Just perfect for them Gifts send
messages to the person you we giving it to.
For example, she gave her hoyfnend silt boxers
Ile felt she was getting too'emu.and broke off the
relationship She Fust thought the polka dots were
cum
Fie thought his wife would love that new electric
potato peeler he had seen on the home .hopptngtiuh
She thinks Inrena Bohhit might have h.d a punt
So spin, we see percepUon can make •1: the
Mfference in what message you are wantmg to
convey to that spectal someone
N OK. Kelley, we have • wonderful selection ni
gifts that will send just the nght message to your
fnends and loved ones
lime are some suggestions for the totailF clueless
N. year. Sterling sliver jewelry
much more
aperemated than so electnc potato peeler and much
mom rornantc A party dress will make her much
happier than a shop vac. trust me A pretty mutter
and pant set says I want you to look great A spray
painter for weekend prole. together won't pt you
many brownie points and no,she doesn't want anew
toanw
Women love penonalgift• because a FOY.You cam
shout her feelinp If you still don't know what your
fay onte person wen P.don't deem,we w.II he Nippy
to guide you to the perfect gtft sure to please We
Sane gift certificates, picture frames, cologne, handbags. Mann. earrings. bracelets. sweatshirts, and
hats You can t go wmng with a gift from D K. Kelley
that says you care enough
We have wish has this year,so come in end Silo..
out,and we will be happy lo let yeur Santa know what
you want Spraking of Santa. he will bow the wore
Seturdey. Dee 10. and we will he making pictures
Stay tuned for nest week's fun and rube. report.
PS - On a personal tiOte. I JtItt want to say
congenulation• to my deughter. Lindsay Branch
She was rolsd Mae Murnly MIA I =very proud of you
Hews: 104

Mom-Ser.

Group Rates Available
Call For Reservations

759-1752

•
se,.
•-•

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-744
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Many kittens and puppies available at shelter

.• •

• 31

The kittens and puppies shown here are an example of the animals that have been left at the Animal Shelter on East Sycamore Street since
Thanksgiving. The shelter staff is endeavoring to see that these get placed in loving homes as soon as possible; however there are times when it
is impossible to to provide for all the animals and then other arrangements must be made. Marilyn J. Arcoli, shelter director, said we would love
to have an active foster program in place to enable us to provide a temporary home until there is more space available in the shelter." Interested
persons may contact the shelter. Also the director urges pet owners to have their pets spayed and neutered to stop the overpopulation. The
Animal Shelter is a United Way Agency and is open between the hours of 1 to 5 p.m. on weekdays and 1 to 4 p.m. on Saturdays.

PEGGY ALLGOOD photo
GIRL SCOUT TROOP 864 recently had an overnight campout at Bear
Creek. The girls participated In a variety of programs including an allcamp campfire, which provided an opportunity to meet new friends
from other troops. During the campout the girls fulfilled all requirements to earn the Animal Try-it badge. Pictured, from left, are Emi
McFarien, Breanna Volp, Lauren Clemson, Jennifer McKnight, Reigh
Harris, Alicia Stewart, Brenda Volp (co-leader), Mackenzie Jones and
Mallory Allgood. Not pictured are Rachel Klapper and Peggy Allgood
(co-leader).

fW

KENTUCKY OFFICERS attending the recent meeting of Murray Business
and Professional Women were, from left, Betty Hodges, state president,
Faye Rogers, local club president, Dorothy Carlisle, state treasurer, and
Betty Dozier, state president-elect. Murray BPW meets each third Thursday of the month.

"THE BALLET COMPANY" of Murray will be performing in the area during the holiday season. Area ballet dancers pictured are, from left,
front, Alissa Volp, Beck Brown, Sarah Wurgler, back, Amanda Barrow,
Media ERikson and Stephanie Morris.

FRANCES SIMPSON was the winner of the $500 Wal-Mart gift certificate
given away at the East Calloway Elementary School Fall Festival on
Nov. 4. Simpson is seen here with Ben Brumley, fall festival chairman.

AND YCuR

,
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;
Old World Monkeys—those found in Africa and Asia—have 32
teeth as do human beings. New World Monkeys of Central and South
America have 36 teeth.
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GRILL
On the campus of Murray State University

The

~No"

Place For Steaks.
15th & Olive Blvd.

T-Bone•Porterhouse•Ribeye•Filet Mignon•Prime Rib

Pictured at the recent District One meeting of Veterans of -Foreign Wars
and Auxiliary held at Benton are, from left, Marge Harrison, District I
president, Lynda Kurtz, guest speaker and administrator of Veterans
Hospital, Marion, Ill., and Marzee Whiteside of Ladies Auxiliary of H.
Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of Murray who Is VAVS representative to the
Marion V.A. Hospital for the state of Kentucky.

Montgomery girl born
Randy L. Montgomery and
Susan Barnett of 907 Vine St.,
Murray, are the parents of a

Lost Your Job
due to layoff?

Wondering what
to do next?

daughter, Alexandria Paige Montgomery, born on Saturday, Nov.
19, 1994, at 12:25 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
.Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
three ounces and measured 18%
inches.
Grandparents are Nedra Clark
and the late Jake Barnett, both of
Murray, Audrey Farris of Rapid
City, S.D., and Jerry and Rachel
Montgomery of Kirksey.

Members of Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club are pictured after picking up trash on North Fourth Street from Chestnut to
Sycamore Streets on Nov. 5. The department participates in the "Adopt
A Highway" project.

• born
•
is
Williamsboy
Mr. and Mrs. Michael B. Wilhams of Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Matthew Thomas Williams, born on Thursday,
Oct. 20, 1994, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. .
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces. The mother is
the former Evonne Freeland.

Grandparents are Bill and
Anne Williams and Bill and
Juanita Freeland, all, of Paris.
Paternal great-grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. W. Bryant Wilhams, also of Paris.

Celebrates

5r" ANNUAL SERIES

ATURDA
SEMINARS
LUNG CANCER

You might be eligible for
federally funded assistance
in your job search and/or
retraining for a new career,

Interested?
Contact
Mayfield Dislocated Worker Program
Department for Employment Services
319 South Seventh Street
Mayfield, KY
42066
502/247-3857

presented by

Or. Mehdi Ahmadi
Medical Oncologist
Saturday, December 10
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Education Unit, Third Floor
10 a.m.-11 a.m.

P

reip.,./riition is required. Call 762-1384 or
800-342-MCCH by neon Thursday, Dec. 8. All
Saturday Seminars are free and open to the public.

Upcoming 1995 Saturday Seminars
Watch your local newspaper for upcoming
Saturday Seminars to begin in February
-

The Dislocated Worker Program is funded by the Cabinet for Workforce Development
Office of Training and Reemployment through the Job Training Partnership Act
Auxiliary aides and services are available upon request
Equal Education and Employment Opportunities MiF D
:

MURRAY CALL:MAY C.'0UNFY I IOSITIAL
Kli3 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071 •(502)762 1100

Brandon Lee Lamb celebrated his
first birthday on Saturday, Oct. 22,
at his home with his family. He is
the son of Jim and Kelly Lamb
and brother of Ashley Nichole
Lamb. His grandparents are Loyd
and Elaine Pittenger of Almo and
Taz and Polly Lamb of Kirksey.

LOSE 410 LBS.
IN 3 DAYS!
All natural T-LITETm
with Chromium Picolinate
The NiedlcIne Shoppe
759-9245
12th & Olive St. • Murray
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ADK chapters hold meeting
The Rho Chapter of Alpha
elta Kappa of Murray and Calloway County held a joint meeting with Alpha Rho Chapter on
Kenlake State Park Hotel on
$aturday. Nov. 12, at 11:30 a.m.
Rachel Hicks, president of
Alpha Rho Chapter. presided.
Doll Reddick, president of Rho
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Pottertown
has meeting

_
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Paris Road
club meets

? plctut to
tkdopt

Charlene Curd presented the
niajor project lesson at the
November meeting of Paris Road
Homemakers Club held at Sirloin
Stockade.
Mrs. Curd's lesson was on
"Merry Heart, The Healing Power of Good Humor." She said
"good laughter is better than a
Ow of medicine" as quoted from
Pralms 13.
Faustine Walker, president,
presided and gave report on the
Pitrchase Area Homemakers
meeting held Nov. 7 in Graves
County.
The devotion on "Living One
Day At A Time" with scripture
from Deuteronomy 33:25 and
Matthew 6:34 was given by Mrs.
Curd.
,Virginia Duke, secretarytreasurer, gave her reports. She
also reported on the County
Homemakers' Annual Day and
tUp program on "Amish Quilts."
°The club donated money for
gifts for patients at Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville. The
recreation was led by Mary

du rleft,
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Woodcrafters Biggest Sale of the
WOODCRAFTERS

SLAMS
THE DOOR
ON '94!

Solid Oak
Table and 4 Chairs
Incl.
Leaf

2 Piece
Contemporary Sectional

Antique Reproduction

Curios
Solid Wood

$129

52" Oak

63" Oak

$169

•

Wing Backs
and
Swivel
Rockers

Your
Choice

$549

clutchfield.
• rClara Burcham was added as a
Member and Wanda Grissom as a
Mail box member.
Other members present were
Sue Hall, Dana Hale, Norma
Myers, Carol Smith and Gertrude
White.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Dec. 14, at 11:30 a.m, at the
home of Mrs. Walker. A potluck
lunch will be served and a Christmas gift exchange will be held.

and
and
Paris.
; are
Wil-

Is.

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL Yearbook
Start members, Laura Roseman,
Lindsay Branch, Katie Leary. and
Mona Boggess are urging students to order their- 1995 yearbooks. The price until Jan. 1 IS
$20. Extra books will be ordered
and sold for $25. Yearbooks will
be delivered before the start of
school In the fall of 1995.

The chapters then went into
separate meetings.
The Rho Chapter heard correSpondence for the month which
was a letter from Nell Lyles and
a thank-you note from Charity
Anderson, scholarship winner.
The Altruistic Project for
November was toys for the Family Resource Center. The amount
collected for this project was
$71.95 in either toys or money.
The Rho Chapter will meet
Monday, Dec. 19, at the home of
Jean Watkins.

•
Wanda Dixon, president, presided at the November meeting of
POttertown Homemakers Club
hild at Holiday Inn.
'The devotion was given by
Lorene Cooper. Reports were
gi/en by Kay Carlson, secretary,
aid Mary Moore, treasurer.
;The members voted to send
SiO to Western State Hospital,
Hopkinsville, for parties and presents for the patients. Those
wanting to give gifts may take
them to -the . County -Extension
Office in the Weaks Community
Center by Thursday, Dec. 1.
Anita Purvis directed the recreation. Mrs. Cooper led in group
singing.
Others present were Bobbie
Cook, Jo Roberts and Lottie Hurt.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Dec. 14, at Holiday Inn. A
Qhristmas gift exchange will be
featured.

14,1
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Chapter of ADK, recognized the
following distinguished guests:
Linda Perkins, state president;
Nell Lyles, president-elect and
consultant for Rho Chapter who
made a contribution the Rho
Scholarship Fund; Donna Bolton.
Western District vice president
and consultant for Alpha Rho
who made a contribution to the
Alpha Rho scholarship fund.
The devotion was given by
Debbie Bushan. Jane Miller led
those present in the Kentucky
ADK song in sign language.

Ficus
Trees
4
'
$29

All Accessories
Paintings, Greenery
Pictures, Floral
Arrangements

p SUBSCRIBE

With Recliner, Sleeper
and Fold-Down Tray

659
Glider Rockers

t•

"All In One"
Sectional

6

1399

Solid Oak

10 on
0
0
5
Factory List

Walter's in
Pharmacy
Will Ship
Your
Packages

76'
Oak Finish
Nostalgia Oak

Ball and Claw Table
With 4 Chairs

$549

Curio
$159

Cherry

Large
Oak

Curio

Curio

$249

'599

Oak Bow Back
Glider Rocker

Americana

White Farmhouse Table
and 4 Chairs

OVER $399
OVER $599

12 MONTHS SAME AS CASH
NO PAYMENTS NO INTEREST 'TIL 196

Cocktail and
End Tables
ea. $3g

_
_)
via
116

UPS
Computerised Shipping Sennee

:
3 Walter's
Pharmacy

r

S 12th St. 753-7688

Aromatic

Cedar Chests
Starting at
$179
All Models Sale Priced

Special Purchase

Colonial

Lady Elegance Mattress Sets

Box Tables

Any
Size $99 ea. pc.
Twin, Full, Queen, Kin

Cocktail or End

SIMMONS

All Sale Priced!

Some pnotos similar to merchandise.
This offer cannot apply to previous purchases.

OPEN
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-6
SATURDAY 9-5

TERS
ODC&F

GALLERIES

HWY. 641 NORTH
MURRAY
759-4522
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Play Buggy Bingo Every Fri. & Sat.
Register To Win Year's Supply of
Mello Yello & Other Prizes

1407 Main St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-4682 • Deli Hot Line 753-7811
Hours: Monday through Saturday 8 a.m.-7 p.m. • Prices Good Nov. 30 thru Dec. 6

Owen's Best Family Pack

Fields Boneless Half or Whole

Ground Beef

Kentuckian Ham
$269
Lb.

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

79
Thorn Apple Volley Spiral
Sliced Honey

Frying Chicken

Baked Ham

Suit Breast

Cliffy Farm or
Burgers Country

Family Pack

139
Lb.

PUT THE WORLD
AT YOUR CHILD'S FINGERTIPS,
ONE VOLUME AT A TIME.
THIS WEEK
VOLUME 16
Only '4.99

*L

f G'61, 11.AM:Fil,1

2 Liter

K NOW LEDGE

Soft & Gentle

Order Your Pit Baked Ham,
BBQ Shoulder, Smoked
Turkeys For Christmas
Deli Hot Line 753-7811

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat Free Coke

Chili
Hot Beans
Scott Single Roll
Paper Towels

Whole Milk

12
Nunn Better Self-Rising

Corn Meal Mix

Spaghetti

59'
12 oz.

Hyde Park Saltine

Crackers

Flour

Eggs

Dove Dishwashing

Eagle Brand Sweet Condensed

Jelly or Jam

22

Milk
Old El Paso Soft
Taco Shells

Pancake Mix
Paramount

69'

1 lb
Country Day Break Gr-A-lg

Kraft Grape

Nunn Better Complete

OY

Nunn Better -

Liquid

23 oz.

Syrup

Minute Maid Frozen

Orange Juice

cinnamon

Apple Sauce

15 oz.

Luck's 15 oz.

Prairie Farm

69

Motts chunky, original, or

Irihy CS. or W.K. Golden1/$

Corn

790

Sweet Pickles
Worchestershire Sauce99

dz. 59°

14 oz.

$1
I

79
Chicken of Sea

$ 119
10.5 oz. I

Tuna
Owen's Best
Storemade

Pimerito Cheese
$0)69
irm Lb.
1 Lb. Bag
Baby Peeled

Carrots

9

Owen's Famous
9 Pc. Fried

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
Pickle, Old
Fashion,
Jolapeno Loaf

Chicken Roast Beef
$ 29 $ 69 $ 59
Lb
we Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities
-r •
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II SECTION B

MURRAY
Murray High School will hold a send
off for the football team Thursday at
AnQJter
8-4S a m•
send off ceremony will be held at 9
a.m. at Murray Middle School.

4

Today's Sports

PORTS

II BASKETBALL: Murray SL mPn
6 pm.Racer Arena

-Camp
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MURRAY VS. BEECHWOOD

First Class
What started in eighth grade
climaxes Friday for 11 seniors
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
When Murray High's Jon Bell
was in seventh grade at Murray
Middle School, he asked one of
his teachers when the next time
he thought the Tigers •would win
a state charnplOnSVP. That teachpr was first-year
Tiger football coach Rick Fisher.
"Coach Fisher told me in the
seventh grade that we were going
to win state when I was aitinior,"
said Bell, who will wrap up his
/junior year on Friday in the Class
A state -championship game in
Louisville.
Fisher's prediction back in

1990 wasn't about himself, or
Since taking over the Tigcf
Bell, or mystique povjers. It was program, Fisher built a consistent
just good foresight and a talented
winner, but it wasn't until the
eighth grade class.
"Core" group matured that .L.te
In 1990, an eighth grade class title hopes could be counted.
which featured Chris Chancy,
"There's a lot of • talent aftd a
James Foster, Ted Booth, Adam lot of kids with heart,- Fisher
Blarti-cE7 RotiCit Weatherly, .said of this year's seniors. "We.
Kevin Knight and others . led can overcome physical site, like
Murray Middle to a perfect 6-0 we did the other day at Harrodsrecord.
• burg, because our kids have a lot
That class caught Fisher's eye of heart.
when the Murray High coaching
Talent in -"the class." was
job became available. .
erifirsed with heart, character and
"I looked at them as eighth confidenee'bo_becorric the driving
graders when the job opened up force behind a 40-11 varsity footand felt that they had the poten- ball record.
tial to get you to the top," Fisher
But this group always knew
said on Tuesday. "I based my they were ,special.
decision on these type of kids.
"Probably in our eighth grade
Ch:is Cheaney, left, has been a vital
"That's a big reason why I
ingredient in a talented senior class.
• See Page 2B
took it."

4,

Beechwood goes for fourth straight title
By MARK YOUNG.
Staff Writer
While going to the state
championship game is a new
experience, for Murray, their
opponent in Friday's final at
Louisville knows all about it.
Beechwood, 14-0, is the threetime defending state champion in
Class A, and is attempting to do
what no team has ever' done
before in anY classification, —

win four straight titles. But for Beechwood coach
Mike Yeagle, his team's focus
won't be on making history.
Their sights will be set squarely
on Murray.
"This year has been no different than any other, and we won't
be worrying about this being our
Jfance for a fourth straight title,"
said Yeagle, who has led Beechwood to the state championships__

23-game streak on line
in each of his three years as head,'
coach. "When you're playing for
the state championship, it's the
ultimate dream. Every senior
wants to be a state champion."
Murray, meanwhile, will, be
making its first trip to the stalk
championship game since 1974:

the last time they won, the title.
Ironically, their opponent 20
years ago was Beechwood.
ray also won the championship in
1961.
Beechwood owns the state's
longest winning weak at 23
games, something for which Yea-

gle -doesn't grab all the credit.
"I'm surrounded by treinendOus
assistant coaches," he said.
Becchwood's offense, which
averages just over 37 points per
game, features .a solid balance
between the passing-and running
aspects.
'•
Quarterback Greg Hcrgott, who
,has already committed to play at
the Univet9y of Kentucky, has
passed for _1,816 yards and 13

MSU lures Thomas out of Memphis
Edgar:'He's awfully complete'
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
With the 1994-95 season opening tonight, the Murray State
Racers looked to the future last
week by signing Memphis East
High School's Marlon Thomas to
3 national letter of intent.
Thomas, a 6-5, 185-pound
shooting guard, averaged 14
points last season for East's Class
AAA state semifinal team.
"Scottie got a steal," said East
coach Reggie Mosby. "When
Scott was at Arkansas he had a
knack for finding hidden talents,
and he's got another in Marlon:
"I've seen Vincent (Rainey)
and Marcus (Brown) play and
Marlon is a mirror of those two,"
Mosby added. "Right now,
they're thicker than he is, but

when he gets in their weight "mult-faceted" and said his versaprogram they'll have triplets."
tility is the key to his game.
Edgar, who has spent most of
"He can play anywhere from
his coaching career delivering
the point to the five spot," the
Memphis high school talents to
East coach said on Tuesday. "His
the University of Arkansas, and
strengths are his long-range
then Murray State, said the comshooting and his ballhandling. I
parisons to Brown and Rainey are
use him outside at two-guard, but
accurate.
he can post up smalleruguards."
"He's awfully complete for a
Thomas' East team is 3-0 and
high school player," said Edgar, ranked No. 1 in Memphis, boastwho pits his Racers against
ing four potential Division I prosCampbellsville tonight in Racer
pects. Maurice Strong, a 6-6 forArena. "He's a shooting guard
ward, has already signed with
with ballhandling skills and he
Southern California, and 6-5 Derplays good defense. He's a good
marcus Gaines and 6.8 Derek
package for his size.
• Dailey are also being heavily
"He's played more guard than
recruited.
Vincent, and even Marcus, in
"He's another kid that's comhigh school so he won't have to
ing from a championship program
adjust when he gets here."
Mosby described Thomas 'as •See Page 38

Piga

touchdowns, while rimning -tur
449 yards and 11 score !!,.• has
been the starting quo tcrba;
through the duration of P, •
wood's Winning strc:tk intl
led the teani to a 1s
thc starter.
'Fullback Jeff I.yhr,,!
the rushing att4k Ir
with 1,314 yards .,.
See Page 28

Calloway
advances
to finals
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
METROPOLIS, ILL. — Calloway County's Lady Lake's
advanced to the championship
game of the Allied Signal tournament Tuesday night with a
62-38 win over West Fr ml fort
Calloway, which v.. •• the
tournament last year, will now
face the host school. Massac
County, Thursday night for the
tournament title.
CALLOWAY 62, Vest Frankfort 38

AIL
MARK YOUNGLedger S T,rnes photo

Murray State coach Scott Edgar added 6-5 Memphis East guard Marlon
Thomas to the Racer fold last week.
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UK meets Ohio University tonight
OU's Trent
big threat
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

16.1a

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Third-ranked Kentucky isn't
expecting a one-man show in No.
14 Ohio tonight.
"This is .an .outstanding ball
club, as good a team as we play
all year," Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino said. "There may be some
teams with better talent and depth
overall, but they won't necessarily be a better team."
Gary Trent grabbed most of-the
attention last week after leading
Ohio to the Preseason NIT title.
He averaged 25.8 points and 14.5

rebounds in the four games.
"He has the size, strength and
quickness to be a great NBA
prospect," said Pitino. "He's
certainly, 1 think, a lottery pick.
For that matter, a high lottery
pick.
"When you're averaging 26
points and almost 15 rebounds a
game I think you're pretty
strong," Pitino said.
While Trcnt will be the focus
of Kentucky's defense, the other
Bobcats won't be ignored.
"One of the things that everybody will concentrate on is stopping him, and that will be a
major mistake because they have
so many other good basketball
players who understand their
role," Pitino said before practice
Tuesday.
"I've always subscribed to try•

RICK PITINO
Mg to stop the great basketball
player because that's what they
practice," he added. "But this is

not a team that has just has one
guard Gus Johnson contributes
great basketball player."
11.3 points. Sophomore guard
Pitino is concerned about 'Germ ford averages 10.5 pointed
Ohio's strength on the boards, ,and 7-2 junior center Jason Terry
follows with 7.8 points and 2.0
where it averages 12 more
blocked shots for Ohio. '
rebounds than opponents.
"We cannot be dominated on
Kentucky had no trouble in
whipping Tennessee-Martin as
the backboard to win this game,"
forward Jared Prickett scored 21
Pitino said.
points to lead seven Wildcats in
He also noted that the Bobcats
double figures.
are holding foes to 26.7 percent
"I think coach Pitino has the
shooting from 3-point range
best team he has ever had since
while hitting 35.2 percent of their
coaching at Kentucky.", said
shots. Kentucky made 8-of-16 in
Ohio coach Larry Hunter.
its 124-50 season-opening victory
"They're very 'deep and can put
over Tennessee-Martin on
all sorts of combinations together
Saturday.
on the floor."
"This is a team that you canKentucky reserve guard Chris
not leave their perimeter people
Harrison has been cleared to play
open or they'll kill you from the
in tonight's game in Rupp Arena
3-point line," .he said.
.
.
He suffered a fracture in his right
Sophomore forward Curtis
hand and missed two exhibitions
Simmons avertes 13.8 points
and the season opener.
and 7.5 rebounds while junior

On Tuesday night, Calk...kJ:,
led just 13-6 after one quarter.
but extended their lead .
each quarter thcreafi
26-12 at halftime and ••
the, third quarter stop before
winning by 2(
" Farrah Beach turned in a
complete game for Callowa.
leading the way in scoring wit)
18 points while dishing out
eight assists and getting five
steals. Linda Stubblefield added
14 points, 12 rebounds and a
block, while Jana Herndon and
Molly WiSehart each had six
points, with Herndon also gettin-8 four rebounds and Wisehart
getting two steals and three
rebounds. In all, 10 players
reached the scoring column for
the Lady Lakers.
"Farrah really played a corn-plete floor' game," said Calloway coach Peter O'Rourke,
•See Page 38
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_Young Duke
downed 90-86
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Sports Writer
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
— Connecticut showed its experspace early and late Tuesday
night and it meant a 90-86 victory for the 16th-ranked Huskies
over No. 6 Duke in the inaugural
Great Eight.
The Huskies, who lost AllAmerican Donyell Marshall from
last season's team that was
ranked second in the final poll of
the year, used their trapping
defense to frazzle a young Duke
team early and had a 13-point
lead late in the first half.

4,

Dallas situation
remains unclear

Uconn experience
overcomes Devils
talent in Great 8

The young Blue Devils got
back in it, though, and were within two points with less than five
minutes to play senior center
Cherokee Parks lost his temper
and Duke lost him.
"We got -the lead early and
then slowed down," Connecticut
coach Jim Calhoun said. "We
were able to get the afterburners
going but still did some things
down the stretch we usually don't
do like thoSe turnovers and miss-_

ing Some- free throws."
Sophomore Ray Allen-,----the
player. slotted 'to. replace Marshall, scored 26 points, while
seniors Kevin 011ie and Donny
Marshall had 24 and 17,
respectively..
Connecticut (2-0) led 79-70
before Duke closed to 88-86 with
five seconds to play. 011ie made
two free throws with 2.2 seconds
left for the final margin.
"I was worried thetiole way
but I was- nervous, very, very
nervous down the end," Calhoun
said.
The victory was the first for
Connecticut in five meetings with
Duke.
Duke (2-1) has had to replace
graduates Grant Hill, an AllAmerican, and Tony Lang as well
as junior'guard Chris Collins, out
at least two more wAcks with a
broken bone in his foot. That's
meant mOre or a biirdetiVilWrIf,
and the three freshmen who :ire
expected to see a lot of playing
time.
"The experience of Connecticut showed at different points of
the game," Duke .coach Mike
Krzyzewski said:
Steve Wojciechowski hit . a
3-pointer with 4:52 left to bring
the Blue Devils within 70-68

AP File pno:o

Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman says he's ready to go, but may sit
another week to heal up an injured knee.

Mavericks survive T'Wolves run
DALLAS (AP) — Jim Jackson
missed four free throws and had a
turnover in the final 32 seconds.
But unlike last season, those mistakes weren't enough to cost him
and the Dallas Mavericks a victory Tuesday night.
Jackson scored 26 points and
Roy Tarpley added 19 points and
12 rebounds as the Mavericks
Onished their best month since
1990 with a 84-83 decision over
the Minnesota Timberwolves.
"We're fortunate to get out of..
this with a win, because I thought
we were a little cocky," Mavericks coach Dick Motta said. "But

the old thing is that a win is
win is a win. Believe ire, I've
seen worse than that."
The Mavericks overcame 19
turnovers and 39 percent shooting
to go 7-4 in November, their best
month since going 7-5 in April of
1990. The Mavericks didn't win
their seventh game last season
until Feb. 21, their 52nd game.
"Last year we probably would
have been blown out in a game
like this," said Mavericks forward Jamal Mashburn, who
scored 12 points. "Their style is
no fun for us to play. We've'
to play our style."

W'

"It's been great," said the 6-5
Light end/safety. "I always felt
alone during football season the
last few years, and nobody
thought I would come back out
so I tried it."
The senior class has had a big
impact on the younger players, as
well.
"They've kept us up all year,"
Bell said of his older teammates.
"They're the most fun class I've
played with since I've been here,
and they're all great football
players."
Rayburn spent his - early years
in the Calloway County system

i

"Good Luck
to the

Murray High Tigers
Bring The State JA
Championship
Back To Murray!

We're Behind You
All The Way!
Calloway County
High School Lakers

play against the Packers as Garrett threw two touchdown passes.
"Rodney is still throwing the
ball - %stiff four fingers and not
using his thumb in the throwing
motion," Switzer said.
Garrett said he understands if
Switzer moves him asidfor
Peete.
"Rodney has more experience
than I do," Garrett said. "I
wouldn't have any problems with
that. I understand my role on this
team."
Switzer said he wants the Cowboys to go ahead and clinch the
NFC East division title against
the Eagles so they don't have to
worry, about it anymore.
"I don'a think we'll lose our
edge if we do clinch becave of
our stumble against San Francisco," Switzer said. "We've got to
take care of business week to
week to stay on track for the
home-field advantage. "
Dallas has a 20-6 record in
games played after Thanksgiving.
Last year the Cowboys defeated
Philadelphia 23-17 at Texas Stadium after Thanksgiving.

before transferring to Murray as a
freshman.
"We've always been close,"
said Rayburn, a defensive end
and receiver for the Tigers. "The
seniors all get along perfect and
we're all good friends.
"We know we're good and we
know we can do it."
Now, 11 seniors will try to do
on Friday against Beechwood
what only two other senior classes have been able/to do in Murray High football history — win
a state championship.
"To us, we're looking at this as
our lait game together," said
Booth. "This is it for us."

•Beechwood...
FROM PAGE 113.
meld as coach to simply prepardowns while halfback Brett. ing for each week as it comes.
Brockhoeft has 1,142 yards and , "We always say that the present week is the most important
20 scores and fullback Scott Zahweek of o.ur lives, and we try to
ler has .393, yards and six TDs.
keep it simple," he said. "All
Zahler's main talent, however,
we've wanted to do is win each
is on defense, as he has commitweek and not worry about what's
ted to play linebacker for Miami
down the road.
of Ohio.
"This week in the state champ"We have a pretty good
ionship game, we'll try not to
balance between passing and running the ball," Yeagle said.
make any changes, and we'll go
"The reason Greg Hergott is so
through the same routine," Yeagle added.
good is because he practices the
way he plays," said Yeagle, who
Murray and Beechwood match
sports a 53-4 record as head
up rather well in the statistical
coach of Beechwood."He's a treareas. While Beechwood avermendous leader and a great kid." ages 37.6 points per game .to
Yeagle credits his four-year .Murray's 27.4, both feature sting-

1\&4, The Fighting Lakers
Rw' Of Calloway County
Want To Say

10 against Cleveland). My knee
feels better. I'm able to run
around and do things I haven't
been able to do, although I'm not
totally pain-free."
Switzer said he is still - concerned about Peete's tfisunb,
which was injured Nov. 20
against Washington, the same
game in which Aikman was hurt.
Peete was in uniform, but did not

•Seniors...

FROM PAGE 1B
Jackson's basket and .1:ice
throw pushed Dallas' lead to,—year when we went undefeated,"
82-77 'with 2:43 left, then Jack- senior Ted Booth said of the
son-converted two foul shots with realization. "I felt we could go
1:31 left to give the Mavericks an undefeated as long as our class
84-77 advantage. Jackson scored stayed together.
the game's last field goal.
"Our hearts are what got us
this far," Booth added.
Minnesota pulled to within
This senior class had it all.
84-81 with 28 seconds left on
ClYeaney provides the speed, Blatwo free throws by Christian
lock the muscle and Booth,
Laettner, then Jackson threw the
Knight, Jeremiah Rayburn and
ball out of bounds with 18 secT.J. Myhill the toughness.
ond's to play. Laettner was fouled
Faster, who put football aside
on the -ensuing possession and
after his eighth grade year, came
converted two foul shots with' 13
back this year to round out the
seconds left to pull the Timbertalented class.
,Aolves to 84-83,

lti

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Troy
Aikman, who said last week that
he might be able play against the Philadelphia Eagles this Sunday,
now wants to skip another game
to be sure his sprained left knee
is fully healed.
Aikman will be in uniform
Sunday, burthe Dallas Cowboys
hope their quarterback problems
don't get so bad that he has to
play.
Aikman, who suffered a knee
ligament sprain 10 days ago, will
be the Cowboys' designated third
quarterback.
Either Jason Garrett, who rallied Dallas from a 14-point deficit to a 42-31 victory over Green
Bay on Thanksgiving Day, or
sore-thumbed Rodney Peete will
start against the Eagles.
"We'll know more later in the
week, but both Jason and Rodney
will be in the mix,- Dallas coach
Barry Swjtzer said Tuesday.
"Troy will suit up and probably
be the third quarterback. I think
Rodney should be healthy, and
both he and Jason will be taking
a lot of snaps this week. I sure
like what Jason did against Green
Bay."
Aikman said he hasn't ruled
out playing against Philadelphia.
"I think it would be extremely
optimistic to say that I'm going
to be ready to play in the game,"
Aikman said. "I'll certainly be
ready the following week (Dec.

y defenses, with Murray surrenduring only 9.7 points per outing
and Beechwood giving up only
11.1. Beechwood has held opponents to single digits six times,
including three of the last four
games, while Murray has accomplished the feat on eight occasions this year, including four
shutouts.
Beechwood averages 295 yards
per game on theground and 141
through the 'air while holding
their opponents to only 125 yards
rushing and a mere-57.7 through
the air. Murray's numbers, while
not as high on offense (179 per
game rushing, 79.5 passing), are
even more impressive on the
defensive side of the ball as the
Tigers have allowed only 123.7
rushing yards per game and a
Golf
miserly 51.5 through the air.
$3.00
9
Holes
Sateel.41.0
Beechwood opened the season
$5.00
18 Holes
with a 20-17 in over Class 3A
Par 3 Golf
Warren Central, and last week
Weekends & Holidays
& Sports Center
made. their way by Pikeville
$4.00
9 Holes
23-17 to reach their fourth
$7.00
18 Holes
straight title game, but Yeagle
said Murray is the best team his
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
• Golf Lessons Available
squad will have faced all year.
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Practice Range
"They've got a tremendous
50C
$1.75 Batting Range
Miniature Golf
tailback in Cheaney, a great fullN. 16th St., Murray
back in (Robert) Weatherly and
753-1152
Thompson handles the quarterbacking well," he said. "And Foster and Rayburn are both good
athletes at receiver.
"Their defense also impresses
me," he said. "They're a wellcoached team."
Yeagle said the key to Beechwood winning 1 fourth straight
title will be playing good
defense.
"We've got to get people to the
ball the way Murray runs, and
we'll have to spread it out on
offense," he said.
Beechwood will get ready for
the artificial surface at Louisville's Cardinal Stadium by practicing in Cincinnati, while Murray
,,will_practice at Murray State's
Stewart Stadium.
"The astroturf makes us faster,
but it will make Murray faster
_Jane Rogers
too, and that scares me to death,"
753-9627
Yeaglc said. "We're just worryState Farm
305 N. 12th St., Murray
ing about Murray now and we'll
Insurance Companies
(Next to Century 21)
, think about all the. other things
Home otices: Bloomington, Illinois
later. They're the best team
Like a •oos nei•hbor, State Farm is there"
we've seen so far this year."

"Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance."
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•Calloway... ,
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Calloway sweeps North Marshall
Calloway's 'eighth grade boys and ginc•both improved to4-0 on the year with a doubleheader -sweep of North Marshall on the road Tuesday night.
In the girls game, Calloway won 47-29. Jessica Norsworthy
led the Lady Lakcrs with 20 points while Becky Greene had
nine, Tiffany White had five, Brooke Lencki scored four,
,Jenni Pigg tallied three and Kaci Greer, Kalista Cunningham
and Tiffany Lassiter all had two each.
Calloway's boys won 55-51. Austin Wyatt and Payton Patterson led Calloway with 18 and ..17 points, respectively,
while Chris Jones had nine, Matt Wyatt added six, Scott
Lowe scored three and Nathan Fortner tossed in two. '
Calloway's girls- wili play -Ur a- tournament - in Herrin, 111,- Friday night while the boys' next game will be Saturday,
when they take on Farmington in the Graves County Junior
High Shootout at 12:30 p.m.

Read the classifieds

FROM PAGE'18 held and she did An exCellent
"We were a little tired 'from
Calloway connected on 25 of
playing the night More and
68 field goal attempts and was
getting back here at I p.m., so
10 of 18 from the free throw
we had a slow start, but. once
stripe.
ii started
-- -- "We also . got- -good- berich-•
working well.
play," O'Rourke said. "Kylie
‘ "We were fairly evenly
lohnson had four points, two
matched with them','- even
though they were a little bit - steart an'd two rebounds, Heidi
Wilson had two steals and three
bigger than us, and they were
rebounds and Cassie Maness
quick." he said. "They played a
also came in and did a good
3-2 zone and dared us to shoot
job.
from the outside. We're used to
"It was a total team effort,
teams playing man defense
against us, but we were able to--- and it was a physical game,"
O'Rourke said.
get the ball to Linda Stubble-

MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
'Bring Ad In For One Day Free Pass.
One Free Pass ut liTsoil •
;
209 N. 12th •759-9622•1510 hest out St.•753-4295

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

Wycheck suspended for steroids
WASHINGTON (AP) --- Washington fullback Frank
Wycheck was suspended by the NFL for using. anabolic steroids, the third player to be suspended since the league began
random testing in 1990.
..„. ,Wycheck_ suspended (or ilac_final,(o& gAmes iiLhQiiLpay
was placed on the reserve-non-football, illness list. In, fiis .failed 'appeal! .Wycheck-4Thruceplie• inadvertently .took a• banned
substance in the course of treating an injury.

FROM PAGE 18
and that's becoming more and
more important to us," said
Edgar. "Before the year is over,
(East) will probably be one of the
top 20 teams in the country.
, "With the exposure that they're
going to get, he'd be 'difficult to
sign later.''
Mosby described Thoiihis as
late bloomer, . particularly since
he sat out his sophomore season

after transferring from another
school in Memphis.
Murray State loses only one
player off this year's team, guard
William Moore, so Edgar said
sigang another player to a
basketball scholarship would be
unlikely.
M.C. Mazique, a 6-9 forward,
is sitting _out_ this. year 'under
proposition ,48 guidelines, but
will be a freshman next season
along 'With Thomas.

Murray's Only 53000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1980 Choy, Silyerado

linebac.ker Freddie_Joe
ST. LOUIS (AP)
Nunn faces weapons and drunken , driving charges after crashing his Corvette on Monday night.
Nunn was Charged with two counts of unlawful use of a
weapon, driving under the influence and destruction of city
property, police spokeswoman Candy Green said. .

vs. mcn

2,950

1,450

1983 Cutlass Cierra

$1,250

1985 Buick Century Limited 061,600 1977 Datsun 280 Z 96
1984 Choy. Blazer 40 Va.. 1
400
0 1980 Datsun Truck Good
$3:2
1987 Ford 'frivol yo.000'r....

1980 Ford Courier

1988 Chev, Cavalier 88..000 miles$2,90

1977 1-Bird • ow-

1988 Grand Am

Nunn charged with drunk driving

753-9586

300 South 4th

11111 Racers...

PRO FOOTBALL
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1985 Ford Ranger
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-HIGH DOLLAR CAR SPECIALS-

for your best deals on car (SC Tforrie stereos
Low, Low Overhead Lets Us Sell At Discount

1993 Grand Am v6
1991 Grand Am

222 S. 12th • MC/VISA • 753-5865
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NFL to study prospect of penalty box

y 'as a
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NEW YORK (AP) — The NFL Competition Committee
has been askedto study a penalty box for players who
deliver dangerous hits to a quarterback.
NFL spokesman Greg ,Aiello confirmed that the proposal
had been made by one team.
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BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEAI,TH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901"Sycamore

NBA GLANCE
Au

753r8355

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
.

EAST
Army 69, Harvard 66
Fairfield 82. Toksclo 59
Holy Cross 79, Hartford 60
Pct. GB
Long Island U 100, Medgar Evers 64
Orlando
9 2 818 —
Providence 78, Boston U 53
Now York
7 4 636 2
Syracuse 88. Colgate 53
Boston
6 6 500 34
Towson Sr 69. Mount St Marys, MO 68
New Jersey
6 9 400 5
Vermont 101, St Michael's 76 .
Washington
4
7 364 5
. SOUTH
Philadelphia
4
333 5,
Cent
Ronda 76, Nouns 67
6
273
Marro
3
Citadel 66. William 8 Mary 64
Central Division
Clemson 96, Charleston Southern 66
7 5 583 Cleveland
E Kentucky 84, Chicago St. 70
7 5 583 MAMA
Florida St 95, South Flonda 88
7 5 583 Indiana
George Mason 140, Macalester 99
1
Charlone
6 6 500
LSU 86. McNees. St 71
6 6 500
1
Chicago
Louisiana Tech 76, Belhaven 63
Ailwaukee
5 7 417
2
4 9 308
Maryland 92, Loyola. Md. 62
Atlanta
Morehead St 100. Centre 61
WESTERN CONFERENCE
NC -Asheville 70. Montreat-Anderson 69
Midwest Division
NC -Wilmington 75. CaMPOoll 60
Pot. GB
NW Louisiana 100. Troy St 82
Houston
10 3 769 • -North Carolina 90, Pittsburgh 67
Utah
9 5 643
DaHas
7 4 .636 2
S Carolina St. 82. Savannah SI 69
Southein Mss 68. Tn.-Chattanooga 63
Dime,
6 6 500 3,
VMI 93 Centenary. NJ. 76
San Antonio
6 6 500 3,
13 071
• Wake Forest 74. Davidson 62
lAnnesola
MIDWEST
Paddle Division
Akron 68. West Liberty 63
Phoenix
1
3 769' Bowling Green 88, Defiance 56
Golden State
5 615 2
City 67
Buffalo
68.
Mo
-Kansas
5 615 2
A Lakers
Connecticut 90. Duke 86
5 615
2 %
Saanle
3 ' Fonda 91. Boston College 65
Sacramento
5 545
'Iowa 103, Drake 68
6 500 3
Portland
13 000 ID.
Kansas Si 92, Wis.Panuide 75
L A Clippers
lAnnesota 102. Sacramento St Na
Turrerley's Games
Notre Darne 80. Indiana 79. OT
LA Lahore 129 New Jersey 120 201
. SW Missouri St 88. Houston 62
New York 99 Washington 91
SOUTHWEST
Sacramento 94, Warn 89
North Texas 99, Baylor 91
Charlotte 90. Atlanta 85
Texas 97, Lamar 54
Phoenix 123, fAhvaukee 106
Texas
Tech
116,
Houston Baptist 82
Dallas 84. Minnesota 83
FAR WEST
Houston 96, Denver 81
Cal St -Fullenon 80. CS Nonhndge 71
Utah 105, Portland 94
California 69, N Arizona 66
Golden State 127. L A Clippers 124 CT.
Colorado 78, Colorado St. 57
Wednesday's Game.
Idaho .81. W Oregon 70
Detroit at Boston. 6 30 pm
Loyola Marymount 79, San Jose St. 59
Sacramento at Orlando 6 30 p m
New Orleans 95. Leen' I Clark 71
Mem at Charlotte. 6 30 P m
Santa Clara 74, Pacific 72, OT
LA Lakers at Cleveland. 630 pm
Southern Cal 69. N. Iowa 61
Phoenix at Chicago 7 pm
Utah 74. Lewis-Clark Si 42
San Antonio at Seattle, 9 pm
Washington St 87, E. Washington 59
Thursday's Games
Wyornng 92. Denver 68
Cleveland at Mlwauhee. 7.30 pm
EXHIBITION
Denser at Dallas, 730 p
Texas.Pan Amencan 90, Foil Hood 69
lannesola at Utah. 8 pm
Indiana at L.A Uppers. 930 p m
pm
H0115101, at Golden State 9 30
Tines CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

8

FREE TESTING ON STARTERS, ALTERNATORS & BATTERIES

395

Remanutactured
American & Import
With exchange.
Store stock only

9 a.m. • Murray Middle School

Bulbs

97
TO
199 97

341 1011)

wserve mlnu!e:

3688w1TH
EVERY DAY

EXCHANGE

TO 8 97

lad
jj10
111
1111
'
' 111110
.1111 1110

4 lamp system H4651
H4656 H5001 H5006
2 lamp system46024 H6054 $8.97

Anco
Windshield
Wiper Blades
and Refills

EVERY DAY
547

EVERY DAY

99

New Radiators
For MOST vehicir
custom fit c,
only Oyer

40 Piece
Home & Auto
Tool Set

1
1 493
TK

40

II0

005

599

3-Way COMP-250

MURRAY
753-8971
S. 12th St
in Southside Center

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

VISA =
••

to lomql ctoontftws

Teol•

97

Audiovox Removable Radio

1494

II

97
TO

50 Watt Fader
with Auto Reyerse139
AM/FM/MPX
#AV 228

35 Piece Ratchet999
Screwdriver
TK 35 Stereo Speaker System
Bit Set
200 Wall
11 Piece
HI-Performance
Wrench Set
Surface Mount
51004
SAE and Metric •

EVERY DAY

199

1 blade or 2 refills

0%

Championship Game
Friday, December 2, 1994
41111\
Cardinal Stadium, Louisville, KY
Noon (EST) • 11 a.m. (CST)

2

AutoZone
5 Year Battery

Composite A97

Murray High School
Fighting Tiger Football Team Mk%
will be on their way to
CP
the Class A State Football M
Championship... ,
Thursday, December 1

RemanufacturecT
American & Import.
With exchange.
Store stock only.

TO
159.97

Halogen
Headlamps

SUPER
SENDOFF

Duralasr Alternators EVERY DAY

Duralasr Starters EVERY DAY

•

44

41"
.avissia..„2.,

•
•

48
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Congratulations Tigers...
Best of Luck at State!

E WI
* ALL TH
s A State C

Thornton Tile
and Marble
753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

iNAPO

All The Way Tigers!

Louisville, Ky., Cardinal Stadit

753-4424

1300 N. 12th St.

Clas

o.

mmr - MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
GO TIGERS!

1994 Murray High

Cita° Card. Major Cretin Cards de,
Arnerscan Express Accepsed
"Quality Service ai Competitive Prices"
South 12th • Murray • Monk Malkin', Mar • 755-1615

Best Of Luck
From All Your Friends At...

First Region Class .
NIU ItRAY

WAY
CA
COU NTY
HOSPITAL
5/`1;t?Oa Q°9(1
Good Luck Tigers!

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Murray's Only $3000 And Under Lot

Owner - Donnie Winchester
753-9586

300 S. 4th St.

GO TIGERS!

MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8. Times photo

Tiger senior Adam Blalock gets a bear hug from offensive line coach Andy Corbin after Murray High wrapped
up its 38-15 win over Harrodsburg in the state semifinals.

wDon Henry
State Farm Insurance
753-9935

302 Main St.

Photograph by Allison. Photography

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil
1
Company Shell
GO •
TIGERS
GO!!!•19

k
wEsTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

753-5842

We're Behind Our odp.
•Tigers!
•,
O. Fighting

••

Purdom Motors Inc.
5

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
753-5315

1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Good Luck
Murray it
Tigers 04*

MARK YOUNG I.Pcgo, 8. Times photo

Several members of the Murray defense pursue a Harrodsburg player in last
week's substate game.
Murray head coach Rick Fisher discusses strateT.
game against Harrodsburg.

Good Luck To The Tigers!
CUSTOM SCREEN
PRINT&EMBROIDERY
104 N. 15th St.
Nest to Murray Discount
SO2-759-4180

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

Good Luck

10% off
With -Student II)

-OP

Fitts Block07
Goir
8c Ready Mix, Inc.
753-35 0

East r'airl St

GOOD LUCK
•

Good Luck From All Your Friends 1' ..

CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

t"
..0

TACOMELL.
w.
imeir
l

Cat MemEN'S
AB°uT

l
wooA"'S
los
ANNUITIE

SERVAL16

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodman Bldg
3rd & Maple, Hurray
753-4377

TERMITE 8 PEST CONTROL CO A A
&MIA
Manager - John Mulching
Villr
Phone 753-6433 • Murray, KY
"Serving You Since 1963"
When You've Triad Them All Call SERVALL

Hwy, 641 IN1,-•12th Si) Murray

P
•
O

w
it

Trass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. 3rd

• Murray • 753-3621

;larterbal

GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!

We're All Proud of You—
Good Luck at State!

gs

WAI:MART
Hwy. 641 North

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Annuities

Business

Jim 1,1n
1502)

David Harrington Murray Ledger & Times
and the County Attorney's Office

—

I,•

41.

I

li•ive

••—••• ar

la IV•ra• A. • ',a

Tr"'

M"U""

753-0632
641 South 4th Street Murray. Ky
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Good Luck Tigers!

WAY TIGERS
:e
hip
Champions

Stadium, Noon (EST), Dec. 2nd

,
itatill053 1222
P
4

711 Main

t Shell 0
McClard'
Main St. • Murray

0*

24 Hour Towing Service
Car Won't Run? Call #1

753-9132
jaa

Good Luck Tigers!
Best Of Luck Tigers!

M & T Painting
w4p
Residential, Commercial,
illtLib Painting & Spraying',IE.

High Fighting Tigers

mip

Ile

753-2407

We're Proud
of You Tigers!
from the staff al

0

Class A Champions

University
Tire & Auto
1406 Main St • Murray • 753.4994

Good Luck Murray Tigers
Bring Home The Championship!

Carroll Mazda-Nissan
753-8850

800 Chestnut St.

Go Tigers Go!

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank
Your Community Bank
608 Main • Murray • 753-7921

We Are Proud Of Our
Fighting Tigers!
Good Luck At State!
MARK YOUNG/Ledger E. Times photo
Murray senior safety James Foster tries to intercept a
pass in the Tigers playoff game with Trigg County.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
753-2411

201 S. 3rd St.

Good Luck Tigers!
"You Will Be Satisfied"

1111N: Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
(502)753-5273

74)1 Main St. Murray, KY

LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE
AIM 753-5726
Forget Those Rakes & Bags'
Leave Your Leaf Work 70 Us

GOOD LUCK TIGERS!

Call me!

Faye Childress
UWOODMEN'S Woodm•n Bldg
T
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-5234
IRAS AND

A-0

ANNUITIES
WOODMEN nt the VVONI ii
i III iNg1iNANC1 ;(-)(:11
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Prior to the Tigers' First Region championship game at Russellville, they
received a rousing send off at Murray Middle School.

GO '0
114)(ATIA TIGERS!
LAUNDRY

CLEANERS
605 Main • Murray • 77):1-25:12

isses stratery,

MARK YOUNG/Ledger di Times photo
quarterback Allen Thompson during last Friday night's substate

.
i. r Good Luck
.
.... ...,,
• ri RuDyts
idk .i_v
f
•
.rlik

CK AT STATE!
ur Friends A.

We're Behind You!

'S
RUTHIE
RP STATION

UNIVERSITY

floury: Nliin.-Fri. 6-8; Sat. 6-6
Five Points, Murray • 753.5782

,rth

c3ood service.
good coverage.
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance."
LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
105 N. 12th 1.411 b

ic-istuty

A/ORSWORT,W 81//10/NO
£UPPIV X 048/NETRY

'
'tteeralf

--'•••••111•11,,,,

-•••

259-1007

Ladies Fine Apparel.
GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!

Court Square • Murray • 753-1632

NThirWiri 5 mmmmmm 6 6 I

Like a good neighbor.

Stale Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Comparues
g.on
Dmces Boom,

GOOD LUCK TIGERS!

1915 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky.
Owen Norsworthy. Owner

We're Proud
Of You!

305 South 12th • Murray
Next to Dumplins • 753-7441

.
o
a 1"-Mn

1000 Chestnut St. • Murray

753-0858

TIGERS!

Good Luck From Your Friends At

ULTIMATE COMMUNICATIONS
Murray's Satellite Specialists • Bringing Value To T.V.
BE: SURE TO CHECK WITH US BEFORE YOU BUY
• Sales•Service • Installation
St... Murray, KY • 753-2640 • 1-800-642-2446
Sycamore
810 B.

;
45. J

68
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Cabinet makes changes
to snow,ice removal plan
Fight Lung Disease
With Christmas Seals'
When You Can't Breathe,
Nothing Else Matters'

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION.
1-800-LUNG-USA

RCA

Pioneer • Hi....zhr • Carver • tHilti• • Te7.-iba

4

4DS5

AUDIO VIDEO
808 Coldwater Rd. * Financing Available * 759-1835

SAV

)
1.0
11
1):

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

ERE
753-1111

ATTENTION
West Ky. Rural Electric Customers
TVA Financing Available
On Installation Of
Central Heat & Air
Heat Pumps • Dual Fuel or Geothermal
4

No Money Down • 8% Simple Interest
FREE ESTIMATES

Murray Calloway County
Heating 9 Cooling
759-4459

Olympic Plaza

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Jeffrey Dahmer once said his
parents' arguments drove him
into a private fantasy world. Now
his divorced parents have another
dispute — over his remains.
Both parents want the body of
their serial killer son cremated
and want custody of the ashes,
lawyers say. $tephen Eisenberg,
who represented Dahmer after his
trial, said a judge may have to
split the ashes between his
mother, Joyce Flint of Fresno,
Calif., and his father, Lionel Dahmer of Bath, Ohio.
Authorities have performed an
autopsy and won't release Dahmer's body until it's no longer
needed as evidence.
Dahmer's head was bashed in
Monday while he was cleaning
toilets at the Columbia Correctional Institution in Portage. A
bloody broom handle was found

11 GOOD
REASONS WHY
I SHOULD
TRADE AT HOME
1.

Because this is the place I make money and this
is the place to spend it.

2.

Because my interests are here.

3.

Because I believe in transacting business with
my friends.

4. Because I -want to see the goods.
5.

Of

MAINTAINED SYSTEM
WITH PRIORITY NETWORK FOR
SNOW AND ICE REMOVAL

LEGEND

.pnronrry A
PRIORITY B
PRIORITY C

WInI•r 1994 1995

Parents fight over custody of Dahmer's remains

* WAREHOUSE TIRE *
400 Industrial Rd.

YAP

the impact it can have on the safety
of motorists," said Kelly."But it can
be much more effective if citizens
will make every effort to use these
priority roads if at all possible
during inclement weather." Kelly
said every year cfbinet engineers
study traffic volumes and patterns in
Calloway County to determine
which roads served the most citizens, taking into account geographic factors, before making
chan_ges to the system.
Priority A roadways in Calloway
County, Which will be cleared first
by Transportation Cabinet road
crews, include U.S. 641, KY 121,
and KY 1327. This category includes interstates, parkways, urban
expressways and other state roads
with exceptionally large volumes of
traffic.
The next roads to be cleared will
be Priority B and then C, as indicated on the attached map. Priority
B roads include state primary roads,
bypasses and roads with slighdy
less traffic than Priority A roads.
State seeOndary roads, rural secondary roads, and other routes with
comparable traffic volumes fall
tinder the Priority C category.

The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet has once again completed
its yearly re-evaluation and made
changes to the snow-andice removal
prkwrty plan.
Maintenance crews will clear the
roads in Calloway County with the
highest traffic volumes first before
moving to the smaller, less-traveled
roadways. Secretary Don C. Kelly
has announced.
"The priority road system has
always beCia.a vital apect of the
cabinet's responsibilities because of

"Murray's Friendly
Home Stereo Dealer"
is now open Monday thru Friday 8 to t;
and Saturday 8-1 til Christmas.

Mt NT OF H1054**'S
CALLOWAY COUNTY

Because I want to get what I pay for.

6. Because every dollar I spend at home stays at
home and works for the development of the city.

near his body, but authorities
haven't determined if it was the
murder weapon.
An inmate who had been working with Dahmer also was beaten
and remained in critical condition
today with head injuries. A prisoner who had been working with
the two men, convicted murdered
Chr istopher J. Scarver, was identified as the suspect.
It was the second attack this

year on Dahmer, who killed and
dismembered 17 men and boys
and sometimes cannibalized or
had sex with the corpses. But
Eisenberg said Dahmer didn't
want the restrictive living conditions that could have saved him.
"He wanted to be in with the
general (prison) population. He
didn't want to sit in a hole all day
long," he said.
Dahmer had been kept in isola

Convict in Dahmer case told
psychiatrist he was son of God
PORTAGE, Wis.(AP) —The inmate suspected of killing Jeffrey
Dahmer is a high-school dropout and who shot a man three times in
the back of the,head during a robbery, demanding more money
between 'each ihot.
•
Christopher J. Scarver was convicted of murder in 1992 and sen-I,
tenced to life in a prison by a jury that rejected his insinity
Scarver, 25, had told a psychiatrist that he heard voices and that
lie believed he was the son of God because his name was Chris, his
mother's name was Mary and he worked as a carpenter.
Scarver, who would not have been eligible for parole until 2042,
is accused of killing Dahmer and critically injuring another inmate.
The two were attacked Monday as thoy cleaned bathrooms in a
prison recreation area.
"It was not a surprise that someone with his background of mental health problems would wind up in trouble in prison," said Steven R. Kohn, who represented Scarver at his trial. "Prison is not
the place for a person with that background."
Columbia County District Attorney Mark 'Bennett said charges
probably would not be filed. against Scarver for several days.
Scarver was convicted of the 1990 murder of Steve Lohman, a
crew chief with the Wisconsin Conservation Corps. Scarver worked
with the corps for a year as a carpenter's trainee after dropping out
of high school in his senior year. The organization provides work
for young unemployed people.
Court records say Scarver was dropped by the corps in January
1990 and became dependent on drugs and alcohol. He went to the
corps' Milwaukee office on June 1 to take money, according to a
criminal complaint.
Dissatisfied with the amount he got from office manager John
Feyen, he turned on Lohman, 27, forcing him to lie on the floor.
When given $15 from Feyen's wallet, Scarver shot Lohman in
the head and told Feyen, "Now you think I'm kidding? 1 need
more money."
Feyen wrote out a check for $3,000, but Scarver fired a second
shot into Lohman's head. "This is still not enough," he told Fcyen.
As Feycn took out his payroll check to sign over, Scarver fired a
third shot into Lohman's head. Feyen handed over the keys to his
car and his wallet, credit cards and checks, then. knocked the gun
away and fled.

7. Because the man I buy from stands back of his
goods.
8.

Because I sell what I produce, here at home.

9.

Because the man.! buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.

10. Because the man I buy from helps support my
school, my church, my lodge and my home.
U. Here is where I live and here is where 1 buy.
Keprmird from the Gordon ff Ferguson monthly, September 1915

eliTIRAY
Cb STMAs

ContinueCare, Inc.
Home Health Services
pays tribute to
National Home Care Week
Nov. 28 - Dec. 4, 1994
Home Care
Depends On Great
People Like You

tion at the prison for a year
before the staff determined he
could mix with other prisoners.
In July, an inmate tried to cut his
throat, but the makeshift razor
weapon fell apart and Dahmer
escaped with a scratch.
Eisenberg said he and Dahmer
never discussed his living
arrangements and he didn't know
whether Dahmer could have
requested more. secure quarters.
But if Dahmer had wanted to
be/in isolation, the lawyer said,
"I'm sure it would have been
very simple to obtain that -.just
commit some prison violations."
The sister of one of Dahmer's
victims told the New York Post
Tuesday that an inmate /phoned
her a month ago and promised
that Dahmer would he "taken
,
Cale
Rita Isbell said she received
about 10 calls from inmates per- k
taming to Dahmer over the past
two years. She said they probably
called her because she screamed
at Dahmer' during his trial and
called him Satan.
Dahmer told a television interviewer this year that his parents'
fights were "unnerving, depressing" and pushed him into "my
own little (fantasy) world where I
had control." But he said'the
arguments weren't an excuse for
his depraved behavior. His
parents divorced in the late
1970s.
Dahmer's will asked for cremation as soon as possible,
according to WISC-TV, which
said it obtained a copy. Vie will
. also requested no autopsy, funeral ceremony or headstone, the
station said.
The Rev. Roy Ratcliff, who
baptized Dahmer in May in the
prison infirmary whirlpool bath,
said Dahmer 'had told him he
generally got along well with
other inmates.
"There was no sense of dread
or fear for his 11e," said Ratcliff,
who had visited Dahmer about
once a week since baptizing him.
Corrections Secretary Michael
Sullivan said there were only
three inmates in the gym at the
time of the attack.
He said two guards and a
recreational officer also were in
the area, but one of the guards
had left for a time to bring in
inmates for workouts.

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guar.
an teed rate* for amountsover S5,000
Is

Helping others cope in countless ways
Open to doing whatever needs to be done
Managing each task with skill and a smile

Encouraging wellness whenever you can
Caring and considerate In all that you do
AJways willing to share what you know
Ready with a word to brighten eaCh day

Eager to give your support and your time

6

,5Vi
rIn be lacked in
°
far one year

We Make
likimrse Calls.
1.140110i

Ask your Woodmen representative
about out Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
Robert Duncan
Woodnaen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050

Thank you to all our staff membersfor a job well done!
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Afaturing?

$

104 North 5th tat.
Murray. KT
1-502-753-1434
1400-1548-6601

Mayfield, KY
1-600-548-6601,

2909 U.S. Hwy. 641 N
Benton. KY,
1-502-527-3144
1-800-467-3144
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Howe Office Omaha, Nebreska
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Hospice recognition
given across nation

DEATHS
Mrs. Mary Elaine Mathis Skellion

(
7-(-

Terry F. Brantley

Services for Terry F. gtrantley
were Thursday. Nov. 17, in the
chapel of the Whipple Funeral
'Home, Montrose; Mich. The Rev.
Bob Bolander officiated.
Mr. Brantley, 46, Montrose,
died Sunday. Nov. 13, 1994, in
Oscoda County, Mich.
He had resided in Montrose the
past 21 years where he was
employed,at General Motors for
27 years and at Buick City for the
past seven years.
Mr. Brantley was a member of
UAW Local #599 and NRA. He
also served in the U.S. Army during the Vietnam War.
Born Oct. 21, 1948, in Murray,
Ky., he was the son of Allen
Franklin Brantley and Mary
Geurin Brantley.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Pamela Brantley; one
daughter, Mrs. Jennifer Wisxon
and husband, Paul, Lake, Mich.;
one son, Matthew Brantley, MonServices for Richard N. Elston will be today at 1 p.m. i2 the chapel . trose; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Fey, E.F. Clere '.t'ill officiate. -Brantley, Murray; one sister. •
Pallbearers will e Jessie Imus, Barry Imus, Larry lmus, Eddie Hall,
Carl Skinner Jr., and Adam Maupin. Burial will follow in Parker
Cemetery.
Mr. Elston, 62, Rt. 5, Murray, died▪ Saturday, Nov. 26, 1994, at 5:15
p.m. at his home.
Mrs, Mary Elaine Mathis Skellion, 88, Cleveland, Miss.. died. Monday, Nov. 28, 1994, at her home.
Born in Calloway County, Ky., she was the daughter of the late
Lewis Mathis am) Mary H. 'Castile Mathis. Preceding her in death
were two sisters, Mrs. Elmus Hopkins and Mrs. Larue Bizzell, and
one brother, Roosevelt Mathis.
Mrs. Skellion was married May 23, 1926, in Kentucky to Roy Comador Skellion who died May 31, 1992. The couple moved from Kentucky to Mississippi in 1946.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Mae Ewing, Leesville, La., Mrs. Margareue Stephens and Mrs. Phyllis Milan, Cleveland, Miss., Mrs. Margie Mcrideth, Mcrigold, Miss., and Mrs. Sheila
Lee-O'Reily, Mississippi; three sons, Joseph Skellion, Greenville,
Miss., and Thomas Skellion and Delbert Skellion, Cleveland, Miss.;
one sister, Mrs. Tennie Ople Colson, Murray; 25 grandchildren; 28
great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild; several nieces and
nephews including many in Murray and Calloway County.
The funeral will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Fletcher
Nowell Funeral Home, Cleveland, Miss. Burial will follow in North
Cleveland Cemtery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 10 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).

Richard N. Elston

Thomas T. Rose
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The funeral for Thomas T. Rose will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home .of Murray. The Rev. David Riley will
officiate. Burial will follow in Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Friends. may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Rose, 87, Whitnell Avenue, Murray, died Monday, Nov. 28,
1994, at 7:50 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Catherine Sacco Rose; one daughter, Mrs. Toni Burkdall, Patterson, Calif.; two sons, Thomas M. Rose,
Detroit, Mich., and Richard M. LaBarbera, Ponder, Texas; one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hart, Algonac, Mich.; one brother, Ruben Rose, Murray; five grandchildren.
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Mrs. Martha Esther Trevathan
Services for Mrs. Martha Esther Miller Trevathan were Tuesday at
1 p.m. at Grace Episcopal Church, Paducah. The Rev. George Jaeger
officiated. Burial was in Arlington Cemetery, Arlington, with arrangements by Roth Funeral Homc, Paducah.
Expressions of, sympathy may take the form of donations to the
Morrow Fund at Grace Episcopal Church;1320-11roadway, Paducah,
KY 42,001.
Mrs. Trevathan, 87, Paducah, died Saturday, Nov. 26,1994, at 5:30
a.m. at Parkview Convalescent Center, Paducah.
Survivors include one atan,_the,Rev. WillianuAndre Trevathan, Muri-e-veirkrandc iIdren
ray; on brother; JOliiitfired&
nine great-grandchildren.

Thomas Steve Barham
Final rites for Thomas Steve Barham were Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
_chapel of Jackson Funeral Home, Dukedom, Tenn. The Rev. Fred Fah!
officiated. Burial was in Good Springs Cemetery, Dukedom, Tenn.
Mr. Barham, 29, Paducah, died Saturday, Nov. 26, 1994, at Barnes
Hospital, St. Louis, Mo. He was a 1983 graduate of Sedalia High
School, Sedalia.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Julia Barham, his father, Billy
Barham, and his stepmother, Mrs. Loretta Barham, all of Fulton; one
sister, Mrs. Susan Williams, Waltonville, Ill.; his maternal grandmother, Mrs. Jean Morris, Pilot Oak.

John William Guyton Jr.
Funeral rites for John William .Guyton Jr. were Tuesday at 10 a.m.
at First United Methodist Church, Starkville, Miss. Burial was in
Oddfellows Cemetery with arrangements by Welch Funeral Home,
Starkville.
Mr. Guyton Jr., 70, Starkville, Miss., died Sunday. Nov. 27, 1994,
at Oktibbeha County Hospital there.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Price Guyton; four sons,
John William Guyton III, Murray, Robert Murray Guyton, Heidelberg,
Germany, and Mark Edward Guyton and Charles Lee Guyton, Starkville; five grandchildren.

Michael Dorau will
give recital Monday
The Murray State University Deparunent of Music will sponsor a
guest artist trumpet recital featuring
Michael Dorau on Monday,Dec,5.
The recital was originally scheduled
to begin at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, but the starting time has been
changed to 7:30 p.m. There is no.
admission charge.
Dorau is a Getzen performing
artist. Getzen Company,Inc. is one
of the leading manufacturers of
bras§ instruments. Dorau has performed trumpet recitals and presented brass master classes for Get/en
on college campuses throughout the.
midwest. He earned his undergraduate degree from the University of

Illinois and performed for several
years with the Mexico City Philharmonic. He has recently been a
successful free lance musician in the
Chicago area and performs frequently with the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. Dorau will be
presenting a master class from Ito 4
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall on Dec.
5 for area school students.
The recital will also feature a
piano performance by Dr. Richard
Scott, associate professor of music
at MSU,and rectial assistance will
• be provided by assistant professor
John Schlabach, who is also codirector of the MSU Jazz Band.

Terry F. Brantley
Mrs. Pamela Lewis and husband,
Terry, Saginaw, Mich.; one
brother, Jerry Brantley and wife,
Karen, Kennasaw, Ga.; his
parents-in-law, Raymond And
Joyce Roberts, Englewood, Fla;
several aunts, uncles, cousins,
nieces and nephews.

For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Same Money
MA 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-9 p.m.
793-2380
!Inv l,it N Olympic Plaza

a hospital-based Hospice - vier •
Hospice's approach to care
volves a team of doctors, maw ,
social workers, lay people
clergy to support the
family..
Benefits covered by Hospice in
elude: home nursing, homemaker
aide 'services, nutritional counseling, durable medical equipment,
drugs related to terminal illness,
outpaticnt physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech and language therapy and conUnuous nursing care in the home tot hrict
periods for acute symptom control.
Medicare/Medicaid provides almost 100 percent coverage for the
patient's needs relating to terminal
Illness. About 60 percent of all
Hospice patients are cared for under
this benefit. Hospice care -is also
covered by most private health
insurance plans.
Any Calloway Countian with a
terminal illness can be accepted into
Hospice regardless of age, race or
financial circumstance. Any questions regarding the Murray-Calloway County Hospice program can
be directed to Nancy Rose. RN, at
(502) 762-1389,

President Clinton has designated
the month of Novermber as National Hospice Month. This year
marks the 20th anniversary of Hospice in America, where at least
275,000 people use Hospice annually.
This recognition upholds the mission of Hospice to provide patientand family-focused, cost-effective
means for humane care of terminally ill persons when curing their
disrase is no longer possible.
Through Hospice,terminally ill persons and their families receive
physical, psyc4ological, social and
spiritual care.
Earlier this month, Murray-Calloway County Hospice held a recognition for the local volunteers that
assist the Hospice program. Over
20 devoted volunteers carry out part
of the Hospice services aimed at
improving the quality of life for
Hospice patients. These volunteers
were recognized during a special
pizza party.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital began organizing an all-volunteer Hospice in 1980 and was the
first Kentucky hospital to apply for
and receive aCertificate of Need for

MSU Jazz Band concert
NBC asking FCC to
be given on Thursday
review Fox ownership to
The MurrayState University Jazz Louisiana State Univerasity,and pre-

NEW YORK (AP) — In a challenge to the very existence of the
Fmk network, NBC will petition the Federal Communications Commission today, arguing that Fox's core stations are illegally
foreign-owned, -The New York Times reported.
NBC is filing a/petition asking the FCC to either rule that Fox
must sharply reduce its foreign-ownership level or let all other U.S.
networks seek unlimited foreign ownership, The Times reported
today,
NBC spokeswoman Judy Smith would not comment on the report
when contacted Tuesday evening by The Associated Press. Calls to
Fox went unaryswered.
The FCC filing comes as ABC, CBS and NBC face heated competition from the cable industry as well as Fox.
NBC, which is owned by General Electric Co., is arguing that if
the FCC sahctions Fox's ownership arrangement, it would eradicate
a 60-year policy of excluding foreigners from owning U.S. broadcast properties, the Times said.
Fox's ownership structure is already before the FCC because of a
complaint filed earlier this year by the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, which claimed that Fox masked
its true corporate structure and that foriegn ownership denied
opportunities to U.S. minorities. The commission has said since
May that a ruling is imminent.
As a result of the NAACP's action, Fox has disclosed that Murdoch, an American citizen, owned less than I percent of Fox, while,
News Corp., based in Australia, held more- than 99 percent of the
equity, the newspaper said. That admission helped bring about the
i. NBC filing.
A senior NBC executive speaking on condition of anonymity
told the Times that NBC would prefer it "if the commission took a
pound.of flesh from Murdoch: hit him with a heavy fine, and maybe take some of his licenses."
FCC spokeswoman Karen Watson told the newspaper she could
not comment.
Fox's president for network distribution and its chief Washington
lobbyist, Preston Padden, told the Times that Fox's application for
licenses had been "blessed by the FCC in 1985" and the commission then had all the information it needed.

Special programs to
be heard on WK1VIS
Continuing the annual tradition
of broadcasting a multitude of holiday programs, WKMS-FM 9L3
will broadcast more than thirty
hours of music, stories and services
throughout the season ending with a
six-hour New Year's Eve big band
bash. The series is called "Company for the Holidays."
On Dec. 4 at 7 p.m.OVKMS will
broadcast "The Hanging of the
Green," a program of Christmas
choral music and readings which
opens the Murray State University
holiday season. It will be recorded
live earlier in the evening at the
Curris Center. The program includes choral works sting by the
MSU Concert Choir, Choral Union
and University Chorale conducted

by Dr. Bradley Almquist and a
sing-along of favorite carols. 11
concludes with greetings from President Dr. Kern, Alexander.
,
The Advent Carol Service from
St. John's College, Cambridge, England will be broadcast at ft a.m. on
Sunday, Dec. 11, and on Friday,
Dec. 16, WKMS-FM will present
this year's Paducah Symphony
Christmas Concert.
"Company for the Holidays" is
underwritten, in part, by Bernard
Lewis & Company Fine Jewelers,
Paducah; The Brass Lantcm, Aurora; Hoffman's 'Nursery, Murray
and The Kapok Tree, Paducah.
For a listing of all of the holiday
specials, call WKMS at(502)7624359.

CHIROPRACTIC

Band will perform its first concert of
the year on Thursday, Dec. 1 at 8
p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
This concert marks the return of
John Schlabach as co-director of the
jazz band. Schlabach directed the
MSU Jazz Band for a ten year
period between 1983 and 1993.
The concert also features the
debut of Dr. Ricky Brooks as one of
the band's directors. Brooks joined
the MSU faculty this fall as assistant
director of bands, and is also director of the Racer Marching Band. He
recently earned his doctorate from

viously_ _ taught for 13 years in
Mississippi and Arkansas public
schools where he developed award
winning concert and jazz bands.
The jazz band will perform r,i.
band selections in a vari..! ,I
styles. Included will
arrangements of swing .
such as "It Had to be You.
Jones, and "Lullaby of
George Shearing. Then'
admission charge to attend
cert and the public iscnciarrive early to insure got
N
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Sows

Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3

IN 1-2 270.350 lbs.....

Buying Matto= Receipts: Act. 551 Fat. 135 Barrows 8.

S 1.3 300.400 Ms....,

Gilts 1.00-1.511 touter Sows steady to 1.00 lower.

US 1.3 400.525 lbs.

US 1-2 2311-250 lb..

US 1.3 525 and

--525.00.325.50

IN

US 2-3230-310

_______ _--$24.50-$2;

US 3-4 260270 lbs

00

up lbs

2.3 3410.500 lbs.

Boars 514.50115.00

.. 523.50.524.50
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY'42071
(502) 753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
ii
B

Inr

• MernIrwr ,VS! Anti SIK

ServiCeMASTER,
Commercial Janitorial Services
"Serving Marshall & Calloway Counties"
• Resilient Floor Maintenance
• Carpet Maintenance Progr.:.
• Janitorial Services
• Upholstered Furniture
• Soil Proofing
• Static Proofing
• Spot Removal

Call
1-800-524-7008

• Window Ch
• Sanitizing
• Walls

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

FOR BETTER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

TREATING A HEALTHY SPINE?
Roy's Discount Pharmacy

7:

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 30, 19941

Should an apparently healthy spine ever
be adjusted? This is a great question to ask
your chiropractor next time you see him. If
anyoneappreciates the importance of keeping a spate in healthy condition, he does.
Your chiropractor secs every variety of
spinal condition in his office, lie knows
how much trouble spinal distortion and
fixation can cause, lie knows how internal
body organs can be affected by interference
with nerve roots ailhe spine. From time to
time he sees a seriously damaged spine
which is BEYOND help.
Ask your chiropractor how often IIE has
an adjustment to his spine. If his.spiise feels

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

healthy and pain-free, it ix likely he has an
adjustment every 10 to 14 days. When he is
injured or, in pain, he will probably be
treated every day at least once, possibly
twice. Ile knows how, important spinal
integrity is IC health. Ile values his health,
A healthy spine should be examini3d regularly to KEEP it healthy.

Lake Region Propane Gas

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962

Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Latwe
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.
sm.
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HOLIDAY HAMS

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
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APPLE JUICE

CAKE MIX

COKE PRODUCTS
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17-19 oz. Box

2 Liter Bottle
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2% MILK
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Woman fatally
shoots husband
after beating
MARION, Ky.(AP) — A CritwroPa County woman who fatally shot her husband after he beat
her probably won't be charged,
authorities said.
Regina W. Russell, 38, told
Kentucky State Police that Harold C. Russell, 40, assaulted her
at their home near Salem, 17
miles west of Marion, late Sunday afternoon. They had been
married 14 years.
Harold Russell had been
depressed and drinking and had
become violent, police said.
An autopsy showed Harold
Russell had been shot five times.
K-S-P DcttiveLanny Allen -laid.
He died at his homo. Allen said he met with Crittenden County Attorney Alan Stout
and both determined there was no
cause to arrest Regina RuSsell.
"She received a pretty good
beating," Allen said. "She had a
black eye and three or four places
on her head were open."
Regina Russell was released
• ,Monday from Livingston County
Hospital, where she had been
admitted Sunday for stitches to
close head wounds and for treatment of multiple bruises

19
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Country Style

Bread
16 oz loaf

FOODS
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Pillsbury

Flour

199

Whole Milk

Pillsbury's
BEST

5 lb bag

Clorox
Regular

Sunlight

Del Monte

Dishwashing Liquid

Whole Kernel or Cream Style

Kale

Apple Juice

for $100

22 oz bottle

II

IIEZ\T

Field

Field

Classic Original or Dinner

Bologna
regular

Wieners

$1 37

Or

37
a i!,

$1

lb

thick

For the things
you own
when you don't
own the house.
✓ Protect your
personal property
✓ Protect yourself
from liability.

Lucky Leaf

Corn

Bleach

RENTER'S
INSURANCE

ck

Dog Food

'Flour

• HANOI, Vietnam (AP) — A
U.S. military honor guard
escorted home today what are
believed to be the remains of six
to -nine American servicemen
killed in the Vietnam War.
The remains were recovered by
Vietnamese and American teams
working together during the latest
of a series of joint search operations beginning in 1988. The
•St
—1133-"Ihtkcd ;Inp,...rving relations with Vietnam to
progress in learning, the fate of
the 1,624 Americans still missing
from • the war.
The teams were given three
partial sets of remains by
Vietnamese citizens who either
found them or had been holding
them.
The teams also found bone
fragments and teeth at three excavation sites where an F-4. fighter,
a C-I30 transport plane and a
UH-1 helicopter crashed, said Air
Force Major Roger Overturf.
Six servicemen are missing in
the three crashes, but the remains
may not have come from all of
them, said Overturf, a public
affairs officer for the U.S. military unit investigating missing-inaction cases.
Vietnamese officials formally
handed the remains over to the
Americans in a ceremony at
Hanoi's Noi Bai International
Airport. They were being flown
to the Army's Central Identification Laboratory in Hawaii. for
examination and possible
identification. "
U.S.-Vietnamese teams excavated 15 sites during their latest
month-long field mission. In
between such missions, they
review documents for clues to
other sites where planes crashed
or servicemen disappeared.
In addition to those missing in
Vietnam, the U.S. Defense
Department lists 505 Americans
missing in Laos, 77 in Cambodia
and eight in China.
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Search recovers
U.S. remains

12 pk 12 oz can

2 liter bathe-

Naval

Carrots

Bananas

3 89 3 990 $167
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Harold "Jack" Romaine
licensed In KY 11 TN
759-1033 or 7534873
401 S 121h St Murray
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Oranges

Sno White

Apples
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Mushrooms
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Potatoes
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Shekel Maur., Cot Home oak. Columbia MO
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Radioactive tracer detects
breast cancer without biopsy

Unlbed Way
of
Mutray•Calloway County

SAM'S

Take Time
To Care

ILJI

MEMBERS
• OIVISONO

ONLY

WA... MART S'ORES INC

Sam's Club will be represented
at Murray Wal-Mart on
.4

Friday, December 2
from
11 a.m. 6:00 p.m.
Come visit us for your new
membership or renewal needs.

Why Mary Bynum, Q.C. Inspector at Fisher Price, gives to United Way:
"United Way Is a way that I can help people that I do not know, and who have
needs that I am not aware of."

IN BUSINESS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
SUPPORT- LOCAL BUSINESS
IT'S LIKE NEIGHBORS
HELPING NEIGHBORS
1994
"DOUBLEWIDE
CLOSEOUT"
By
FLEETWOOD
28 x 68
$37,195

Kindergarten students from Murray Christian Academy recently visited
Reck's Produce and Pumpkin Patch and learned about various farm animals and crops.

We are proud to use;_cDn
recycled newsprint.

vim

Lighting Special
Of The Week
Cast aluminum construction post mount.

"SAVE THOUSANDS $U"
PRICE INCLUDES:
.Delivery & Set-up
•41 Ton Central A/C
-Footers
•19 Cu Ft. Refrigerator
-Upgrade Insulation
•Two Ceiling Fans
-Upgrade Carpet
.Shingle Roof
-Vinyl Siding
-Garden Soaker Tub
-Extra Large Den

Available in white or
black finish.

CHICAGO (AP) — A radioactive tracer injected into women
who may have breast cancer has
been 90 percent effective in identifying malignancies without a
painful biopsy, researchers say.
The experimental technique,
used after suspicious mammograms, could take the place of
many biopsies and save millions
of dollars, researchers said Monday at the annual meeting of the
Radiological Society of North
America.
-"Mammography is very sensitive at detecting most abnormalities in the breast, but only one
out of every four or five suspicious lesions seen on a mammogram turns out to be a cancer,"
said Dr. !raj Khalkaali, an associate professor of radiology at the
University of California, Los
Angeles.
Biopsies cart be disfiguring,
and they typically cost $1,500 to
S3,000. About 700,000 a year are
done to evaluate breast lumps.
"We can no longer afford to
do a biopsy on every suspicious
finding seen on mammography,"
Khalkhali said.
The tracer technique, called
scintimammography, costs about
5600 and uses a radioactive tracer
commonly used to detect coronary heart disease. The patient is
exposed to about the same
amount of radiation she would
receive on a cross-country airplane trip.
The equipment needed for
scintimammography is already in
virtually every hospital's radiology department, Khalkhali said.

Youngster tired of
being in limelight
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An
11-year-old boy is ready to step
out of the limelight and resume
the life he knew before finding
and returning a $.40,000 diamond
ring.
"I just want things to get back
to normal," said Ivory Terry,
who intends to shed his-celebrity
status after, serving as grand
marshal of the Kentucky Derby
Festival Children's Holiday Parade on Saturday.
Television camera crews have
been following him since he
found the ring Nov. 14. News
crews staked out his house for
nearly 24 hours after Jennifer
Joel, the owner of the ring, promised to take the youngster Christ-

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.

HOLESALE

LECTRIC
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

.
Open 7 Days a Week
- 4901)644-0012 Hwy. 79 E., Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568

206

E. Main

SUPPLY

Dr. Stephen Larson of Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Institute in New York City said- the
results sound good, "but it
remains to be seen whether others
will hate a similar experience."
. Khalkhali reported that scintimammography has been tried on
more than 600 women at HarborUCLA Medical Center, where he
is breast imaging chief. He
reported on 147 consecutive
patients who required biopsy tor
153 suspicious masses.
Scintimammography correcOy
identified cancer in more than 90
percent of cases, Khalkhali said.
There were 11 false positives —
suspicious findings that were
identified as cancer by scintimammography but turned out ,to
be noncancerous. There were four
false negatives — lesions not
identified by the technique that
turned out to be cancerous, he
said.
Among the four false negalives, three,involved women with
lesions between the ribs. A newly
designed camera seems to •reash
that area better, Khalkhali said.
"If results of §cintimammography are positive, then we recommend a biopsy. If results are
negative, we recommend that the
patient be followed with periodic
mammography or physicill
exam," he said.
A clinical trial involving 50
hospitals throughout the United
States began in April and sites in
Europe and Latin America haste
been added, researchers said.
Results are expected in about six
months.

1 800-432-9346

753-8194
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It's Tuesday Night
The Doctor Kin.
ONCOLOGY • DERMATOLOGY • NEUROLOGY • EAR, NOSE & THROAT • UROLOGY • GENERAL SURGERY

mas shopping.
Ivory said Joel called off the
shopping trip because 9f the
cameras and instead sent his
mother, Jacqueline Terry, a$750
check for Christmas gifts.
'The news people were wailing out front for her to come,"
Ivory. said. ''The/Y have followed
m'e everywhere. They even
filmed ine eating" when police
treated Ivory to a meal at a
restaurant in appreciation of his
deed.
Ivory spotted the ring on his
way to classes at Breckinridge
Elementary School. He turned it
over to his teacher, who gave it
to the principal. Police were
called in, and they got the ring
back to Joel; it had been stolen
from her car three nights earlier.
Ivory said he never thought of
keeping the ring because "that
wouldn't have been right." ,
Ann Long, the principal it
Breckinridge, said the school
held a special day in Ivory's hors;
or last week, and numerous peer
pie — impressed by Ivory's val•ues — have sent donations to him
in care of the school.
Several people also sent checks
to The Courier-Journal that were
forwarded to the Terrys.
Evelyn Kaiser, who wrote a
letter in care of the newspaper.
said she and her husband were
impressed by Ivory's "integrity
and honesty." They sent him 4
check for $25.
"You are a wonderful example
to young and old alike," she
wrote.
Ivory said Monday that he
appreciated the praise and the
money but he was looking forward to the day when he could
"just be myself again and everybody wouldn't be watching mO
all the time."

(Maturing?
1

Aka
Mehdi Ahmadi, M.D.
Medical Oncology
(502) 759-4199
1-800-478-5885

John Bright, D.O.
Dermatology
1502) 759-9800

Jon Gustafson, M.D.
Neurology
(502)753-8656

These physician specialists have just made it easier to fit your
/schedule with theirs. They will see you any Tuesday evening
between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. When your day is full of commitments,
call to schedule an evening appointment.

Specializing in your convenience. --

Phillip Klepper, M.D.
Ear, Nose & Throat
(502)759-4811

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans The initial guaranteed rate'for amounts over $5,000
is.

H.S. Jackson,M.D.
Urology
(502)753-9240
KY: 1-800-599-9240
1-800-755-1246

Steven Trevathan, M.D.
Urology
(502)753-7440
•

Partners re

bt fiecathca

Robert Williams, M.D.
General Surgery
(502)753-4614
1-800-755-6691

MURRAY
CALLOVVAY
COUNTY
liOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street• Murray, Kentucky,42071 •(502)762-1100

•

z

6,50

°r1!n be lacked In
fa. one year

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
'• James R. Jackson
" Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8113
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Primary program still has critics
LEXINGTON, Ky. 4AR)- — A
program that combined kindergarten through third grade in
public schools across the statefris
well into its second mandatory
year but remains a controversial
part of the Kentucky Education
Beform 'Act
Some parents praise the
"ungraded primary program"
installed in the slate's nearly 900
elementary schools, contending it
has helped their children make
amazing advances.
But others cite the program as
the reason they've pulled their
children—out of the public
schools, saying it "dumbs down"
the curriculum rather than helping pupils learn at their own
pace.
The Interim Education Committee's Subcommittee on Students and Curriculum will hear
an update on the program Thursday in Frankfort.
Launched last year, the program eliminated kindergarten
through third grades as parents
knew them, along with traditional
report cards, neat rows of desks
and — in some: case's —
textbooks.
The goal Was to ,help children
develop at their own pace — to
learn as fast and as much as they
could — without failing,for their
first four years in school.
How can parents have such different views of the same program? Perhaps because the primary program is different in every
classroom across Kentucky, ,
"I think we need a lot more
research about how children who
learn in a variety of ways do in
these classrooms," said Connie
Bridge, who has studied the program as director of the University
of Kentucky's Institute on Education Reform.
The program varies from classroom to classroom. In some, it is
working well, Bridge said. But in
others — even within the same
school — it's not. Bridge thinks
that has more to do with teachers
than the program itself.
"We've always had a variation
in the quality of- our teachers,"
she said. "And some of them
weren't very. good." Schools Weren't required to
have the program until last year,
but some, like Hayes Lewis
Elementary -in- Leslit,-Qvutity,--gotan early start.
-Hayes Lewis alto went beyond
the requirements by combining
all four grades. Many -schools
merge just two grades, and many
leave kindergarten-age pupils out
of the combination much of the
time.
Once pupils enter the primary
program,, they stay in it until
fourth grade without getting traditional letter grades and without
being retained or promoted
yearly.
Although not having grades

-----i---

sounds radical, the theory has
-Thervare-parents;though, who
been around since the 1950s. think their children have . beneDixie Magnet School in Fayette
fited from the program.
County has been ungraded for
Jody. Curry of Oldham County
nearly 30 years, said Principal
says she's "a satisfied
Linda Keller.
customer,''
.
She explains it this way7
Her 8-year-old daughter,
''When_you,take...yi.xis, child to
began- her-third year in the
buy a new coat, you don't say, program at Centerfield Elemen'My child is 6, where, are the
tary School this year, and Curry
6's?' You expect to try on the
thinks she has learned more than
coats and find the one that fits
she would' have in traditional
your child."
grades.
Critics of the primary program
Last year, for example, Caitlin
say it's impossible for a teacher
was already learning some
to meet the needs of children of
--geometry' concepts in malh.
so many iges and-abilirtre?.

•••••

STACEY CROOK Leap, & T —es

Members of H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 and of Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars
and classmates of H. Eddie Roberts Jr. gathered Saturday for a memorial ceremony on the 50th anniversary
of Roberts' death. His fighter plane was shot down over Germany during an air attack Nov. 26, 1944.
Roberts was a 1942 graduate of Murray High School. He was 19 when he died.

WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Designed to fit your business
or residential needs

Ross Insurance Agency

502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
LODGE #728 of Woodmen of the World presented a check for $1,000 to
Dana Sheridan, center, of Calloway County Sheriff's Department for the
Canine Dog Fund of Calloway County. Pictured are Dolile Clark, left,
and Kathryn Outland, right, of the Project Committee of the Lodge.
Another committee member, not pictured; is Lottie Brandon.

104 S 13th St Murray. KY
Affiliated with Bill's Upholstry

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross

iic.2ce a eaee
71!"fr•O
411:

STRICKLY AUDIO/VIDEO

•

•

"For The Best In Home Theater"
We custom install...Niles & MTX
••.;
.
.4111
in-wall speakers, Subwoofer
• ..or
L
Systems, JVC & Pioneer
't;
—.Components — multi-robm systems.
FREE IN-HOME ESTIMATES
901-642-8010
301 W. Wood St.

Paris, Tti

LODGE #728 of Woodmen of the World presented a check for $1,000 to
Donna Herndon, center, director of Family Resource Center. This will be
for the Angel Fund. Pictured are Kathryn Outland, left, and Dollie Clark,
right, of the Project Committee of the Lodge. Another committee member, not pictured, Is Lottie Brandon.
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BANKING...

Henry County
Medical Center
is pleased
to welcome
Dr.James M. Winans
to our medical staff.

In Calloway County.
James M. Winans, M.D., FACS

J

Dr. Winans
specializes in the
treatment of:

Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist Facial Plastic Surgeon
Board Certified
Fellow, American College of Surgeons

B

anking in western .Kentuck% has entered a hold
new era! Five of the region's most trusted hanks
have joined together under one name .. . Peoples First.
The resull is convenience. financial products and
resources — combined with tradiMmal hoineumn semice
— to provide banking service that's second to none.

-Sinusitis
-Endoscopic
Sinus Surgery

AMERICAN EAR, NOSE & THROAT

1005 East Wood Street, Paris, TN 38242

-Facial
Plastic Surgery

(in the Kentucky Lake Urology Building)

-Ear Infections

(901)642-8996

Office Hours: 8am - 5pm
Monday - Friday

LEADING THE WAY...

-Tonsillitis/
Sore Throat

Peoples First

-Snoring ec
Sleep Apnea

tie ['ream.

OfCalloway County
"Gentle Carefor Children and Adults"
I qua! 111,11.111z
Member 11)11

HIC HENRYCOUNITY
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Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30

A NEw DAY IN

-Deviated
Septums
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ray

753-0489

600 Main St.

Building a New Home or Just Searching for
the Right Christmas Gift?
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage
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MC MEDICAL CENTER

TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242
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HOSPITAL

REPORTS

us

One newborn admissions. dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospiul for Friday. Nov. 25, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission'
Newman baby boy, parents, Sus,
and Kenneth. 1008-A Northwood Dr
Murray
Dismissals
James C Wilson, Rt. 1, Box 315.
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Shirley Edwards
P 0. Box 43, New Concord; Ms. Nellie
June Simmons, P.O. Box 331, Murray
Mrs. Valerie A. Weathers and baby
girl, 2509 Gilbertsville Highway, Gil
bertsyille, Ms Tina R. Young and baby
boy, 278 Lone Valley Rd., Gilbertsville
Mrs Virginia Marie Kirks, RI B. Bo.
980, Murray: Mark Anthony Hargrove
Rt 3 Box 179, Murray; Edward
Mathis Rt. 1, Box 83. Murray:
Mrs Leslie Bridge, 1885 Floyd Sumner Rd . Cadiz. Mrs. Katherine Watk
ins. Rt 2, Box 217, Paris, Tenn.: Iv,
son RoscoeHillman, Rt 2, Box 250E
Expirations
. Mrs Ruby Sledd. 414 Iola Lane,
Benton; Mrs. Opal Parker, West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
• • •. •

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County tiospitat for Saturday,
Nov. 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Rule baby boy, parents. Stephanie
and Terry, Rt. 1, Box 218-1, Murray,
Smith baby boy, parents, Angela
and Steven, Rt. 1, Box 1619, Hazel
•
Dismissals
Steve Sheard, 1626 Hamilton, Murray; Mrs. Lee Ann Staples, 1804 Westwood, Murray; Ms. Robin Nicole Sattenvhite, Rt. 2, Box 49, Hazel;
William E. Gordon, Rt. 1, Box 343A.
Springville, Tenn.; Ms. Margaret
Cathis, Rt. 3, Box 293, Murray; Ms
Hinda H. Thomas, Rt. 2, Box 15,
Hazel.

• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Callowa
County Hospital for Sunday,
Nov. 27, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Boyd baby boy, parents, Anetta and
Pernell, P.O. Box 185, Cadiz
Dismissals
Mrs. Stephanie Rule and baby boy,
Rt 1, Box 218-1, Murray; Mrs. Jessica
D. McGuire, Rt. 1, Box 375, Boaz; Ms
Pamela J. Vandyke, 1404 McFadden
St., Paris, Tenn.
• • • •

One, newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Callowa
County Hospital for Monda
Nnhve- been -released a,
I:011 oW''s:

Newbo;n admission
Oliver baby gi.1, parents, Lisa and
Chlistopher, 1925 Caldwell Blue St
Cadiz.

Storey's

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -.
Twentypeople were killed in
traffic accidents across Kentucky
during the Thanksgiving holiday
period, up from seven fatalities '
last year, Kentucky State Police
said.
Sgt. Steve O'Daniel, a state
police spokesman, said Monday
there were several reasons for the
high fatality rate,
"We had three multiple
fatality crashes - one accident
resulted in five deaths," he said.
"Also, alcohol and speed seemed
to be big factors this holiday this is very discouraging to us
that people arc not considering
the risks they're taking on the
road."
The 20 fatalities between 6
p.m. Wednesday and midnight
Sunday stemmed from 14 crashes
-- 11 of them on state highways.
"Drivers need to be very
aware of their speed on rural
roads as well as interstates -7
most accidents occur on state
roads," O'Daniel said.
in traffic
Despite the r'
deaths during ..ie most recent
holiday period, the state fatality
rate continues to be down sharply
from last year.
As of Monday, there had been
688 fatalities in Kentucky since
the first of the year, down 95 during the same period last year,
state police said.

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
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'
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1
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CHICKEN OF THE SEA(
CHUNK IN OIL OR WATER

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

SCOT

Fatalities
increase
for holiday

'We Accept US Govt
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

Dismissals
Jack Johnson Ill, P.O. Box 234
New Concord; Mrs. Darla J. Hill, 26'
Riveria Cts., Murray; Mrs. Nancy P
Smith. .1505 Stadium View Dr
Murray: Mrs Angela M. Smith and baby boy
1. Box 151B, HaZel; Mrs, Susa
Newm,an and baby boy, 1008 A Nor'
wood Dr.. Murray;
Mrs. Haughtie M. Byars, 513 Sou:Eighth St., Murray; Hunter R. Smitr
Rt, 2, Box 56A, Hazel; Mrs. Mary E
Hopson, 806 North 20th St., Murra
Joseph Apiecionek, Rt. 1, BOX
2070, New Concord; Mrs. Hinda H.
Thomas, Rt. 2, Box 15, Hazel, Jacob
A. Edwards, 2781 Foust Sledd Rd
Benton.

Home Owned
Home Operated
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Fire destroys
DUI records
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FRANKFORT, .-Ky: (AP) —
People convicted of drunken
driving in Franklin Countrin the
past five years have gotten a
break because of a fire that
damaged the courthouse in
•
September.'
Fialiktin -District Cou0Clerk
Janice Marshall said DUI records
in her office were destroyed.
Written records of DUI convictions arc required to make subsequent convictions — and their
harsher penalties — stick.
That means drivers facing a
fourth conviction — and up to
five years in jail — would be
treated as if they had never been
convicted of driving under the
influence. The maximum penalty
for a first offense is 30 days in
jail.
The loss of the written records
didn't seem to be a problem at
first because DUI convictions are
stored electronically as well as on
paper, and Computer records were
not destroyed in the Sept. 10 fire.
Marshall said. But court workers
soon realized that a state
Supreme Court decision and a
1991 state law require written
records in DUI cases to ensure
accuracy.
Attorneys are using the law to
their clients' advantage, Marshall
said.
"It's just one more way that
this fire is haunting me," she
said. .
As many as 15 cases in Franklin County have been affected.
Before 1991, a certified copy
of a defendant's driving record,
obtained from the state Department of Transportation, could be
used as evidence of a prior
conviction.
The 1986 Supreme Court ruling said a "second-offense DUI
should be treated the same way
as a persistent felony case.
A computer record isn't. proof
enough now. Copies of the defendant's .signed guilty plea, sentence and breath analysis test also
are needed.
'It's really a constitutional
issue,'' said Franklin District
Judge Reed Rhorcr. "Every
defendant has the right to raise
questions and examine evidence
of previous convictions. If it's
just a computer record, you can't
do that.
- -'Ted Allen
•
Frankfort is accuied of starting
;the fire in the district clerk's
office to hide his own criminal
records. He has pleaded innoce,t.
Other records were charred or
:
damaged by smoke in the rf-.1.re,
and it will be summer before
court workers can move back to
their old office.
"We deal with it every day,
and we're going to for a long
time," Marshall said.

Lottery
officials
in quandary
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — The
person holding a S10 million
winning Lotto Texas ticket will
have to play a waiting game
before finding out if he or she
can collect.
The Nov. 23 winning -ticket
was bought at a Houston liquor
store. Then it was sold at a hardware store ir. Croydon, Pa.,
according to Pic-A-State Lottery
Service of Lakewood, N.J., which
sells the SI Texas tickets for $2
— $1 for the ticket and $1 for
transmitting it.
But Texas law says it's illegal
for anyone except licensed retailers to sell the tickets, land it's
illegal to sell them for more than
face value.
Nora Linares, executive direc;
tor of the Texas Lottery Commission, said the commission has
180 days to decide what to do.
Jerry Magovern, director of
marketing for Pic-A-State, says
his company hasn't broken any
law and be expects lottery officials to pay up.
Winners have 180 days to
claim their prizes.
"We haven't heard from the
Winner. It's driving us nuts,"
Magovern said.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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Rescued deer is treated like
part of Caldwell County family

3

Nothing disuints bini from
I
-the • TV — you can walk irr front
of him and he'll keep watching
.PRINCETON, Ky. (API
it," Everett Coleman said. "He
When the school bus stops iii
liIhe
rtoon
-front of their borne, eanctaMt'tstr - • Channel.
man, 10, and her sister, Iii‘lesSI
"Murdock:" their name or t c
le, 15, know the familY pet y.111
deer, entered the Colemansi livers
be waiting there to greet iheni
in early May when Roger Meeks
That's an ordinary oceurrenve
and Coleman were. driving along
for a pet that is anything but
Quinn Church Road.
ordinary.
•
!hey came across the mother
This is a modern day. Banibi
wh,) had apparently been hit by a
story of a deer that considers
Trask. That apparently caused her
itself part of the family at the
e:sc burry-To Murdock, which
home of Sherry and Everett Cole
the s found beside the mother.
man in northern Caliivi.L-11
County.
Psereit succeeded in' picking
The deer roams the countrysup the deer And ,taking it home.
ide, hut finds its way hack to the
I didn't kinr how to take
Brooke Lenckl, a seventh grader at Calloway County Middle School, has
Coleman home for a bottle tee,1
of how" he said, but folbeen selected as Student of the Week. The daughter of Al and Sheila
ing three Limes a da,s.
lowed advice from Sandra
Lencki of Murray, she is active in a variety of athletic events, as well as
It even goes along V. Ith Everett
Roberts The Colemans led it
Beta Club and Student Council. Pictured are James Hart of Century 21
•,,t1;11 he goe, deer hunting
;ow
milk in a bottle. The deer
Loretta Jobs Realtors, Greg Delaney of WSJP, Lencki, CCMS teacher
The deer's associationvs ti
tir,t vi,cck sleeping with
Nick Greenwell and CCMS Principal Cloyd Bumgardner.
mankind in its six months in his:
the
has broken down what would he
- 1\ hen we round him, he had
considered natural harriers.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
no L',ir iF us
I was the first
At times, the deer has astAl ;is
ie IL: had seen other than his
though it warped to hoard the
moin.-, Coleman said..
schoo) Aus with .the childr n. o r --_—•Atter about three months, the
-attempted to get_ into Eserett's
deer v a' !INC to Jump a fence
visualizations
Structural
Tomorrow:
• truck or go into the Coleman
,,h,.re it was being kejA. Silted East dealer.
was in three notrump. He won the
house.
then, it has run free — but East.:-West vulnerable.
heart lead in dummy,counted eight
"He'll sit outside and soine
aissays returns to the house for its
NORTH .
sure tricks, and saw that a ninth
times he ean
in .tit.1
tee,lings • es Un though hickory
4. 953
might come from either a successful
VA nips and .altalto are plentiful,
-elab-finesse or a 3-3diamond break.
*.Q 64
Declarer knew he had a 50 peralong witli•--a---pviti41,
9764+
3cent chance of winning the club figoe, out and gets scraped
Find out how
WEST
nesse butonly a 36 percentchance of
EAST
ur. in tenei:s, then we'll doctor
finding a 3-3 diamond division. Ac.4.1 7 4 2
We se. been. giving -hint +1086
you can start our .lairia
Q
9
V
8
K
6
2
cordingly,
7
4
at trick two he led a club
3
pen i bin shots and antibiotics,"
• 1085
to the queen. West took the king,
C'oleman - He's a pretty •.193
+K10
+.15
returned
a
heart,and three notrump
:-,•od iie or his age.SOUTH
went down one.
uttlth the dcer arc
4.AKQ
However, South should have
(.0,0 (It:rill:In
Shepherds, a
V.1 105
made the contract. It was a case of
Meese and a rabbit appropri•A K 72
misapplied knowledge. He was
aiJ5 named Thumper.
4 A Q8
mathematically correct insofar as
• 1 he Itloixmnid German .Shf- The bidding:
his thinking went,butit didn't gofar
to budget your
pherd .deep, with it and is very East
South West North
enough.
premium payments. proteLlis,.• in it.- said Coleman. Pass 2 NT Pass 3 NT
After winning the heart lead,
e !Lid the st,ig eight years and
Opening lead — six of hearth.
declarer should have played the AHaroki "Jack" Romaine
When _declarer has a choice of K-Q of diamonds in that order. As it
41441-44.I. us, oud a 'h.._ ulcer-ax
Licensed In KY & TN
several differerrt waysto play a hand, happens, the suit would have di759-1033 of 753-0873 '
401 5, 12th St. • Murray
Coleman.: Inov ed to Cald- his best bet is to follow mathemati- vided 3-3, and. his worries would
have been over. He could then collect
-.
Couitt. three years ago Irma cal probabilities.
Sometimes this is simple and nine sure tricks without risking the
esas, and the presence
Murdoek this: resulted in the sometimes it is difficult, hut most of dangerous club finesse. If the diathe time he should have no real monds turned out to be divided 4-2,
• 11).• ::1•,•;t1r1.7 new laces.
trouble finding the correct percent- he would still have had the club
don't know slop and
age play. Fortunately, in the great finesse to fall back on.
Own kidu up to .pet the otajority of
cases, even if you're not
By tackling diamonds first,South
stud. -It's like a
a whiz at math, percentage plays could have given himselftwo chances
nit pett , :
•,
„t'tt, All the kids can be resolved on a common sense for the contract instead of only one,
We'll always be there for you
shalt) Insuramx CO,.Home oRhe
,
:Ind look and
basks.
and would have elevated his chances
•
•- ctensider thiS-cleill where South from 50 percent to 68-percent.
By CHIP HUTCHESON
The Times-Leader, Princeton

Choosing the Line of Play,

Monthly
Payment
Plan

HOROSCOPES
THURSDAY,DECEMBER I, 1994
. (For your pronalized dali> Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-77.88. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
r •
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE your efforts. Stand firm. Demand a
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: fair price for your work.
You will pass a series of feats with
VIM()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
-flying colors. A long-term goal business relationship takes on a new
moves within reach early in 199,5. dimension. Watch your financial
The financial outlook brightens. resources grow. Keep a lid on
Beginning in March. romance will spending while you build up subbe a source of deep satisfaction and stantial savings.'Homemade prehope. Personal decisions become sents may be the perfect solution to
easier to make. Travel for both busi- holiday gift-giving.
ness and pleasure in the fall of'95. A
LIBRA .(Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
young person who seeks your advice Recent events have left you with
will profit greatly. from your honesty. mixed feelings about someone
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Maintaining a positive, pleasant attiTHIS DATE: actress Bette Midler, tude 4411 pay big dividends. Take
foil great Lee Trevino, comedian the time to conduct an in-depth priRichard Pryor. model Carol Alt.
vate investigation. What you uncovARIES (March 2I -April 19): er will astound you!
•
Your financial or domestic plans
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
flourish in lucky ways. Keep a pro- Remembering (he past will help you
ject moving via expert advice: intu- plan for the future. Old friends are
ition and know-how make a power- standing by, ready to assist. A new
fulcombination.
understanding gets romance back on
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A track. Travel will boost your spirits.
relationship or project reaches a Contact faraway relatives.
turning point. The feedback from
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
others is astonishingly. encouraging. 21): Be candid with friends who
People begin to deliver on their seek your advice. You need to think
promises. Invest exCess profits care- twice before making a financial
fully. A ical estate purchase should . commitment. consult your mate
be made-seen.• - -7-7-—7-prier-to autherreitireestly-home
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): A improvements. Make allowances for
childhood memory surfaces, prod- someone who has less experience.
ding you to do something truly
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
artistic. Your creative ideas are 19): Welcome a unique oppthtunity
given top consideration by influen- to learn from someone with greater
tial people. Emphasize your origi- experience. A letter or phone call
nality when dealing with newcom- should be both cheerful and supporters and skeptics. Widespread recog- ive. Forget past grievances and build
nition is likely.
for the future. Romance is dreamy!
CANCER (June 2I-July 22):
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb:18): A
Career or financial matters are in the good financial tie-in makes a business
'spotlight. Be certain subordinates idea very attractive. Set aside funds
answer the phone and take messages for an exercise class or health club
during your absences. Weigh your membership. You will be eager to
romantic options carefully. You shut out the world and relax tonight.
may not be ready to make a permaPISCES (Feb. 19-March 201:
nent commitment.
You can be persuasive when talking
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An shop. Socialize more. Wining and
influential person who approves of dining the right people begins to pay
your ideas may want a piece of the off. Invest in conservative but fashpie. Get all agreements in writing. ionable clothes. An up-to-date
False modesty could undermine appearance can be very imporfant.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are drawn to wide open spaces: They enjoy "
vigorous outdoor activities and show a natural talent for sports. Restless by
nature, these youngsters may have a hard tine sitting still in school. Eager to
try new things, they often start projects without waiting for instructions.
Luckily, their efforts usually meet with success. The ideal mate will Share
these Sagittarians• fearless attitude and tremendous energy.

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good
4
American Heart
Association
nuhting Heart 0,SPRSP

4.15141,1re/

When It Comes To Finding A Doctor,
We Wrote The Book.

I

f you're new to the area — or even if you've been around
awhile — you want the right doctors for your family.
Doctors you know you'll be able to count on when every
minute counts. The best place to look? The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Dr. Finder •-lPhysician Directory," which we'll
send absolutely free at your request.
In the "Physician Directory," you'll find photos,a
'comprehensive description of each doctor's qualifications and
the nature of his or her practice.

Vie

Peace-Of-Mind is good preventive medicine.

Call the toll-free number below for your
free Dr Finder physician directory.

The Dr. Finder service will help you locate a doctor you'll be
comfortable with. We'll guide you to well-trained, experienced
family doctors and specialists dedicated to
the highest standards of medical practice.
We'll provide an instant phone referral if
you need one right away. And we'll .
make sure you have a printed
resource for future reference right
at you fingertips.
So whether you're new in
town or just looking for some
help in selecting a physician,
you'll find a good friend in Dr.
Finder. Call us today and request your free
"Physician Directory"

1 800 3421VICCH
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1994

MURRAY LEDGEFf & TIMES

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
laiP1S2Y Ask

TO PLACE
AN AD

$5,00 Column Inch
401. Di.coura 2nd Run,
60% Cescourd 3rd Run
644 5 Ace MidDii, MAI Day Poled)

75 per coitarrs inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

31

Reader Ads
25S per word. $500 minimum
lit dart St per word per day tor
each additional consecutive
day. SI.75 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classtilects go into Shopping Guide.) $2 00 extra for
blind box ads

Yard Sole $750 Preof,gd
A $2.00 Sew wIS be required to mak*
arty chomps to od atter deadline.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050

Legal Notice

Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
h Memory
- Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

CALL 753-1916
SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Situohon Wonted
Business Opportunity
instruction

0e0
230
250
290
530

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Senaces
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280 Mobile Homes for Pent
285 Mobile Home Lots for Pent
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Pent
Apartments For Pent
320
330
. Pooms For Pent
. Houses For Pent
340
360
For Pent or Lease

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

060
070
090
100
110

osn

020
Notice

Nobel;

CALLErt I.D.'s 753-5865.

FOR salt) Homemade
crafts May see at Complete Printing, Chestnut St

CERTIFIED Clinical Hypnotherapist. Stress, weight
loss, stop smoking, mem- MEET nice singles Down
ory. cancer, pain, arthritis, Home Introductions
615-235-5000
etc 759-2295

Santa says pamper
yourself!

MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reader & Advisor. A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment.

Full set of acrylic nails
- 1125.00
Hot wax manicure
$11.00
Therapeutic Pedicure

- 416.00
Mention this ad and get
free gift with service

Fringe Benefits
753-1137
Lite Is Worth A Few
Fringe Benefits

Gifts & Baskets
Bridal, Prom, Pageant &
Tuxedos. Dyeable Shoes
10-5 M-F, 10-2 Sat.
Bel-Air Center 753-4104

Trailers for sale
or rent.
This man's life is
half spent.
Phone 753-2922

A Special

giappy
15th
Birthday
to
Emily Dawn Black

.
Fit_ 7ib2gE
The gift for that overworked...
•
Stressed out...
•
well deserving person...

Includes
Shampoo
Deep

$65

•

_HEI2E12211

5,44.4
rro. /,/,ig..../.. £.1

759-1874

•

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available

100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal
McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon -Tues. Pizza, salads,
hotosandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.

Conditioning

THE PAMPER PACKAGE • SccilP

A Great Bargain

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

Massage
Hair Styling
Pedicure &
Manicure
Includes
paraMn
was dip
and

Therapeutic
Body
Massage

By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
New & Unique Christmas Gifts Arrive Daily!
Sae Our Pewter, Primitives
& Christmas Afghans
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Wed.-Sat.
Sun. I p.m.-4 p.m.

SANTA
FOR HIRE
Do you need a Santa
your
to entertain
party. To cheer up a
young child or just for
an office party. Any or
all occasions! For reservations call 7591303 after 3:00 p.m.

Bluehouse of
Collectibles
Old, new antiques too.
Hwy. 121 North
6t/2 miles from
Murray. Old blue
trailer
behind
Bob's Used Cars.
Open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Tooter's Daily Specials
$4.50
Tooter Burger, Fries, Coke
Veg Soup or Chili, Grilled Cheese, Drink $3.60
84.00
Chili Dog, Nachos, Drink
Pork Tenderloin, White Beans,
$4.50
Cornbread Cakes, Drink
$5.25
1/2 Lb Tooter Burger, Fries, Milkshake
83.50
Hot Dog. Fries, Shake
$4.00
Tooter Dog, Nachos & Cheese, Drink
Tooter's Antique & Snack Shop
Hazel, Ky. • Phone 492-6111
From Murray turn left first street past U-Tote-Em
Hours: Mon -Sat 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now wrrtten in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65Vs,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 -A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

Lots of Christmas
items!

Help
Wanted

leading to the return
of 1993 Yamaha
Blaster stolen Nov.
8th, 1994 near 94W.
Blaster is white with
purple seat and gas
lank, white hand
guards and DG exhaust system.

753-2129
435-4003
435-4511
040

hi
Memory

In loving memory of Mildred
Dodd who was
killed the 29th
of November
1993. We haven't forgotten.
Son, Gary .1 Sisters,
Oeda, Dorothy 6
Laura

50
55
oo
65
70
80
95
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
.
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
ligme_Funishings
Annques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
. Muscal
Mscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

REAL ESTATE SAM
Mobile Homes Sc' Scre
For Sole or Lease
Home Loans
Peal Estate
- 1QIOPr2_gerty
440
Lots For Sole
450
Forms For Sale
460 .
Homes For Sole

270
365
420
430

410
540
560
570

MISCELLANEOUS
Public
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

070

Help

Waited
AVON wants individuals in
erested in earning
$8-$14/hr No door to door
1-800-827-4640 Ind/Rep
BUSY medical practice
needs part-time help in the
business area. Send resume to. PO Boil 1040 G,
Murray, KY 42071
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career'? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:00prri.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.
DRIVE FOR THE BEST'
Top $$ and time to spend it!
No Northeast Freight'
$1,000 sign on Great
health & dental min 23, lyr
OTR, CDL & HazMat rep,.
1-800-848-0405 Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc.
GREAT home based business opportunity Unlimited
earnings potential Work
your own hours, part or
full-time. No inventory or
book work involved. No
quotas to meet For details
call 759-1535
GROWING dental practice
needs receptionist/dental
assistant Experience preferred Send resume to PO
Box 1040 F. Murray

753-8325
554 2097
McCracken
Calloway
1,800-866 4213
Other Counties
Let us help you turn a lifelirete - Of
experience into a careor,
Senior Employment Program is funded under the Job

The
Training Pan nership Act by the West Kentucky Private Industry
Council and the Worklorce Development Cabinet. This is an
equal opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are
available upon request to individuals with disabilities

"Reindeer In The Park!!
Nature Crafts
206 E. Poplar

*Bird Feeders & Houses
'Butterfly Boxes
.Bat Boxes
'
,Squirrel Feeders
One Block East of 4th & Poplar

WANTED

0
/MOO

• Deep Muscle Therapy • RePleroi.91,

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES
INOULS OR OUTCRILS

MASS
,
prpt,T9,YOU

CLASSIFIED

Browse Alorsq .

Citric'

The Garden Pat',
Gather dried herbal and floral
wreaths and arrangements.
Pink Useful gifts Glean s, •
tirgaing from lovingly usr,

ABC'S of COMPUTING.
Call HAWKINS RESEARCH today about
FREE TRAINING for your
aew computer. 753-7001.

anticiues
Visit

CHRISTMAS
COMPUTERS- CALL TODAY FOR BEST PRICE,
QUALITY AND SELECTION. HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001

- is in
with Evelyn Wall

The Village-North 12th Street

ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORY- HARD
DRIVE FULL- if this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.

(next to Dr. Wuest)
Wed.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-2

The Book Rack
New Discount Books

For Sale
CHRISTMAS TREES Retailers, now is the time to
buy & sell Christmas trees
Scotch & white pine. Local.
fresh cut Also, choose &
cut 502-376-2540.

WL•
1
RELAXATION•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN RELIEF

!lave an old fashioned
Christmas •

High Quality
You or I Cut

CHRISTMAS
TREES

$15From Murray take Hwy.
121 towerdNewConcord
6 miles. Turn right on
Yarbroug,h Rd. at Tree
Sign. 436-5368. Open
10 urn. 1111 dark.

**••••••••• 111

rk

ANTIQUES by the piece '-,
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.
CASH for mobile- home
tires & axles 436-2578
901-644-0679
'CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pis
tols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray.
EXERCISIE bike, good condition. 436-6076.
150
Articles
For Sale
4X8
PEGBOARD.
$6/sh
i
t.t 12'lap siding ,
$75
et Paschall Salvage.
mile S of Hazel,
Hwy 641 498-8964

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors op,

Special Orders

Or Trade

Want
To Buy

BEAUTIFUL long-sleeved
wedding dress with bustled
trane and veil. Call
759 9319

Cards & Gifts
Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-4821

/ ALPINE
)ockfordroseqab
•

Clarion

Tapes
CD's

Car Audio
Ahlsic
Boulevard
Sunset
753-0113 I

Dixieland Center

Employers:

ese

Let professionals
help you find '
qualified
workers

isseot
Job Seekers:

ir
.
4*

Let us help...
applicants

no fee to

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94
south to

&I

west to

Johnny Robertson Road

Hale Road, right on Sp Hale Road

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466 P.O.

America's Second Car

Uglq Duckling
LAGE30=1 1'
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

PLANT
MAINTENANCE

4 m,te

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
Box 1033 Murray

Locations Coast to Coast

dancers. $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN
901 642-4297. 7pm-2am

486 DX/2 66 753-1072
49 DOLLARS for NEW
CD-ROM drive. FREE INSTALLA TI0 N. Call
HAWKINS RESEARCH
now. 753-7001.

753-3801

barmaids, wait

resses &

615-232-5432

8 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat; 1 p.m.-5 p.m. S'un. •

Trade & Sell Used Paperbacks

PART or full-time help
ncoded, prefer MSU student, to work 20 to 30 hours
per/wk. General office
work. Send resume to. PO
Box 1040 D. Murray, KY

WAITRESSES & waiters,
cooks, dishwashers day &
night shift Apply in person
Ann's Country Kitchen of
Murray

Articles
For Sale

130

OFFICE MANAGER for
busy medical office Competetive salary & benefits
plus pleasant working atinosphere. Send resume
to: PO Box 1040 E, Murray,
KY 42071

SWING Town Lounge looking for waitresses & bikini
dancers $600. per week
Apply within, Pans Landing
or call 901-642-5548

• Deadlines are 2 airy 1
advnce!Cs

M&M Department Store I

247-7171
Graves

HOUSEKEEPER. Must
have own transportation
Excellent pay. Send resume to PO Box 656, Murray, KY 42071

••••POSTAL JOBS••"
$12 26 per hour to start.
plus benefits Postal carriers, sorters, clerks, main
tenance For an application
& exam information, call
1-219-736-4715, ext
P3482, 8am-8pm, 7 days

a.m.-5 ;
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p

WILL babysit in my home„ ALFRED D'Angelo wed
A-1 Home & office clean
Mon-Fri. Salary based. Re- . ding dress, size 4, veil & BOGARD trucking and ex
mg. Experienced, thorough
ferences available. slip, $450 Bridesmaids cavating, inc We haul top
& dependable. References
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
759-2521.
dresses, floral print, sizes 4 rock, rip rap. 759 1828
available. "Nothing cleans
like a woman!" Call Sheri WILL live-in with elderly or & 6,$200 & bridal accessoCHRISTMAS Shirts Santa
Mruz today. 753-3638housekeeper 'for people ries Call '436-5291
ornaments X ma.'
who need help with ctrildren BABY wood rockers for Claus
CLEANING houses is my
bows, baskets & mare 7,
& domestic work . Call Christmas. $11.95/ea while bbie's This-N-That
business. Reliable and ex753-4590 ask for Ruby No supplies last Paschall SalHwy 94 East, Murray
perienced, references. Call
answer leave on answering vage,
mile S of Hazel, Tues-Sat, 10a.m4pm
Linda 759-9553
service.
Hwy 641. 498-8964.
FIBERGLASS for under
EXPERIENCED mothers
BEIGE recliner, excellent _ pinning & reefing, $2,sheer
would like tcababysit in our
different
Drapes,
condition
homes, days & midnights.
& up Paschal Salvage, '.
Position
size -3 colors. Call mile S of Hazel, Hwy 641
References supplied.
Wanted
• 753-8349
753-2813 leave message.
498-8964
CARPENTER/helper
HOUSEWORK done Call Have tools. truck, trailer
Rose 474-2131 leave 474-8855
phone number 8. name
Dover, TN
Business
Gigantic
Sales
Opportunhy
Nov. 25th - Dec. 24th
Are You 55+ 2
FAMILY
BUSINESS
Buss'
Without A Job?
rote Gift Wrapping With Purchase
ness for immediate sale'in
• Keds Shoes
'
Redwing Eastlands'Hang TM •
Not Quite Ready For Social Secerity?
Murray, area Income to
Buster Brown • Eqtan'Carhartts • Lees'
$75,000 Sell for $25 000 .
The Purchase Area Senior Employment
inquires
only
Cash Serious
Gear • Kathy Lee'Haggar • Lucia • Playtex • P-geli-'
Program May Be For YOU!
Call 1-800-779-5650
Koret' Connie ShoeS •• That's Me
For more information call:

FOUND Black female dog TENDERS pet-sitting and
with white markings Ap- house-sitting service lookprox 6mos old. Found near ing for mature part-time,and
Northwood Subdivision. substitute/seasonal help.
753-9741.
Must, be local resident &
LOST Boxer near Hwy 121 have own transportation to
South, Lynnwood Estates travel to dient's home. No
pets tended in employee
762-0311
home Honesty, dependaLOST female Dalmation. bility) caring nature with
wearing blue collar, near pets and people a must.
Coles Campground Prefer person with experiwatershed 753-9237, ence handling animals. Ap753-2238
plications may be picked up
MALE Beagle, spotted, ab- Wed,Thur & Fri to mail with
including why you
resume
out 3yrs old Tag says
753-7997 if found . call want position as well as
qualifications to:
474-8674
TENDERS- 507 S 6th StMurray. /
Ofin

OFFICE HOURS*,
Mon.-Fh. 8

150
Domestic
& Childcare

Domestic
& Childcare

489-2905

$500 Reward

20
30

070

ORA

Lost
And Found

IMAGES

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers ore Aria rested to
check Mei first Insertion or
thee ods for any WICK. Murray
Ledge.' I Times wiN be
sponsible for only now incorrect insertion
y error
should be reported Irnrneoi
dory so corrections can be
made.

112 So. 121h
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates In Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

•-

Local area plant has opening for maintenance
employee. Should have knowledge of applied
electricity/electronics, hydraulics/pneumatics,
powei transfer units, etc.
Send resume in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
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sArt

490

T.V.
Radlo

Mobile
Horses For Rent

Apertments
For Rerd

27- QUASAR console IV
stereo remote control cable ready $225 or
best offer 753 4725

NON SMOKERS only
Brand new 20r mobile
home in Hazel $335 mo
492-6151

MURRAY Manor Apart
ments new accepting applications for 1 2br apart
musts Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

CHRISTMAS Special
Cockabals, $10 off regular
price. Ava's Aviary. 515 S
7th, Murray, KY 759-4119

NEW air In pies apart
ments, gas heat, w -d hookup appliances furnished
no pets available Oct 15th,
$425 mo. deposit required
Call 753 4873 ari
6 30pm, Allen Properties

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
t2yrs 436 2858

Articles
For Sale

•

Used
Cars

Pete
Supplies

Sa mks*
Offered

Services
Offered .

6
ir

—

ASHLEY wood stove with
blower and thermostat control $125 Large grey metal
oesk 3 drawers with chair
$100 Heavy duty 5hp com
pressor w 80 gal tank
$80C Hanging gas heater
•
& 250 gal LP tank.
$400 Assortment of paints,
shelves wheels, ores, hubcaps & extra body work and
clean-up equipment Wood
frame sofa & chair wilg
wood arms Beige with light
& dark blue stripes Tea
table Good condition,
$125 Filter queen vacuum
cleaner w/attachments,
8100 or best offer Brass(3
globe) marble top table
lamp. 30yrs old, $30
753 8780
FOR a "Fresh cut Christmas tree, come to Charlie's
Antiques at Hazel
492-8175
LARGE Ashley wood heater with blower Excellent
condition. Call 492-8652.
MUST sell. Oak, four post
waterbed with motionless
mattress, heater & six
drawers. Best offer. Call
and leave message,
753-4152.
NEW metal siding & roofing. Cover 36'cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
add galvalume. Secondary
if available. Portable carport kits. 489-2722 or
489-2724.
SINGER sewing machine,
excellent condition.
753-6232

11211
Appliances
ELECTRIC range with
hood, works great, $75.
436-5508

5PC king-size bedroom
set, new mattress & box.
Glass cocktail tables &
more 901-247-3999,
901-247-3730.
NEW couch, will trade for
other item 753-3672.

CONN

220

14oblis
Homes For Salo
12X58 2BR. 1 bath front
porch, to be moved
354-6325
14X60 2BR. 2 bath Dock
underpinning, central ha
$12,000 759 4690

have to
753-9866

be

model
rokan, vnewer
ne
.
cihNrivesoEm
We sa
paw
snhcproctkri
lks
$85/mo
moved. Liti &cify water
492-8488

14X70 1985 3br, 17, baths,
all electric, porch, underpinning, blocks $9,500
c.bo. 489-2233.

mobile home. 2br, 1 bath,
appliances, washer, dryer,
curtains, blinds & ceiling
fans. Must be moved. Priced to sell. 753-5420.

We Move
Mobile Homes

437-4608

200
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR, no pets 753-9866

PAsoollansous
GO cart 5hp Briggs & Sea
ton motor. Roadmaste
treadmill. 759-1758.

NICE small 2br, small quiet
court $175/rtio. 759-1691,
753-8216.
SMALL trailer in county.
Call 474-8056

BUYS ARE
WAITING...
CLISSIMIDS!
Whether you're in the
market for a washing
machine or a gym set,
you'll find it in
he
Murray

M
Ledger 8r Times
South 641
Security Storage
Mini Storage Rentals
(10 ft

x 12 ft.) and (6 ft. x 9 ft )

Monthly Rentals
- Reasonable Rates - Give Us a Call 1 ,2 Mile North Of Hazel on Hwy. 641
Billy Forres
Lee Starks
(502) 492-8238
(502) 492-8508

41Ir

Heating
And Cooling

AIR Conditioning Ron Hal
14X70.FLEETWOOD 2br, Heating. Cooling
and
2 bath, central h/a, mostly Electric Co Service, uni
white interior. Set up & replacement and complete
ready to move in. Must sell! installtion Licensed gas in
$9,900. 759-3065.
staffer Phone 435-4699
14X70 SWINGER northern BEAT high electric bills
built trailer. Front kitchen. Insulate now. Install high
Cat 251-2891 after 6pm. efficiency heating & coolDaytime call 489-2527.
ing Residential & commer14X75 2BR 2 bath Com- cial. Murray Calloway Heating
& Cooling 759-4459.
carpletely remodeled with
pet & appliances 4yrs ago.
200 amp service pole,
underpinning & large deck
Business
will sell with home. Must
Rentals
see to appreciate. Call after
DOWNTOWN office space
6pm. 753-1481.
available across from
16X70 2br, 2 bath courthouse $95/mo includ9 0 1 - 2 4 7 - 5 8 5 6 ing all utilities. 753-1266.
901-247-5457
RETAIL or Office Space in
1977 12X65 with built on S Side Shopping Center.
18X12 addition with sliding 753-4509 or 753-6612.
glass doors & deck. 2br, 1
bath. $3,500 firm.
120
759-1831 leave message.
Apartments
For Rent
1983 14X60 CHAMPION

INVENTORY Reduction
SALE!!! Our largest selection ever- priced to sell!!!
GUNS buy, sell or trade Buy now and save $$$.
436-5650
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc,
NEW & used giro. -New Hwy 79 E , Paris, TN
pellet, $24.95. Layaway 1-800-642-4891.
specials & Christmas spe- NOT A LOT OF CASH?")?
cials. Good selection of Check out our HUGc,
handguns. No-background SELECTION of Repos and
fee Phone 436-5650.
'Pre-Owned Homes. As low
as $500 down, with pay210
ments to fit your budget!!!
Volunteer Homes, Inc.,
Firewood
Hwy 79 E, Paris, TN.
A lk firewood service 901442-4466.
$25/rick picked up,$30/rick TRAILERS for sale for stordelivered. 492-8254.
age:Can be seen at Shady
A FIREWOOD for sale. Oaks, Hwy 121 North
437-4667
WANT to take Advantage
SEASONED firewood. Call of Low interest rates,but
' THE WOODMASTER don't have a lot of money
for a big downpayment?
759-9988
See Volunteer Homes, Inc.
SEASONED wood for sale, for 5% downpayment or
$25/rick you haul, $35/rick Land and -0- down. Low
delivered 436-5730.
monthly payments. Starting
at $150 per month. Volunteer Homes,Inc., Hwy 79 E.
Paris, TN, 901-642-4466.

240

MOBILE Home Village wa
ter furnished $80 mo Col
eman RE, 753 9898

tu
14bX6C
0e2
nbura,l 1h,baathgas
, garden
heat,I
new
park,cu
t udp iDo
n trailer
ande
rpetrpSinene

Sports
Equipment

PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600.

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Wafking dis
lance to college 753 5209

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hviy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-FrL 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At r,,...
it
Everyday Low Prices

t

1,2,3BD apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets.
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient. No pets.
$285/mo +deposit.
753-8848 before 9pm.

DOG Day
759 1768

Afternoon

MINIATURE Schnr uzer
pups, AKC regisrared,
males & females Ready
middle of December „ Pick
yours out now! 759-4476

SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished,
central gas h/a, garage, w/d
hook-up $475/mo -1mo
deposit, 1yr lease No pets
753-2905 or 753-7536

Lots
For Sale
2 LOTS for sale, all utilities
available. 753-9741.

110

Hams
For Rent

Homes
For Sale

1. ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive. Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities. Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.

2BR brick house, available
now, in town, references &
deposit. 753-5711.

1800S0 ft LT. dr, 3br, 2
baths. New, finished in
March. Great area.
753-3959.

28R appliances/ including
microwave & dishwasher.
W/D hook
:up. Fenced
backyard. Water & sewer
paid by landlord. Clean &
ready to rent Dec. 10th.
$420/mo. 492-8393.
2BR duplex, gas heat, new
bathroom, carport,
$295/mo. 753-8767.
2BR duplex, quiet area
'near Robertson • School.
Appliances. lyr lease.
$275/mo 753:8096.
2BR duplex on 1304 B Val
leywood Dr, $325/mo
759-4406
28R, very nice, central h/a,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
3BR, 2 bath, low utilities,
with garage, $550/mo.
753-3293 after 6pm.
3BR near universiy, low
utilities. 753-4301.

2BR brick with carport.
Available now. $375/mo.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
2BR house, carport, w/d
hook-up $350/mo
753-9636
2BR house near downtown
Murray. 753-4109_
2BR house for reat in city
$390/mo. Contact MLO-Cal
RE, 753-4444
289, living room, dining
room, kitchen, appliances
furnished. $300/mo plus
deposit. 753-5711.
2BR near university,
$300/mo. Stove & refrigerator furnished, w/d hookup Well kept Lease, deposit & references required
No pets. 753-1059
2BR newly remodeled,
1405 Vine, lease & deposit
required. No pets.
$375/mo. 753-0932,
753-5898.
2 or 38R brick ranch, near
Oaks Country Club. Natural
gas, city water, $450/mo.
Also, 2br farm house,
public water, propane,
washer & dryer, $275/mo.
Both available immediately. 753-5303, 753-7724.

CHESTNUT Street townhouses. Very nice 2br, 11
/
4 3BR brick with carport,
baths. All appliances in- $425/mo Coleman RE,
cluding washer & dryer, 753-9898
deck, tool shed, ceiling 38R house, 17, baths, new
fans, etc. Free lawn care, gas heat & central air sysAvailable in Dec. Coleman tern, reasonable utilities,
Realty, 753-9898.
garage, storage. No pets. 5
minutes from town. SouthCLEAN, 2br, central h/a, west School District. Nice &
stove, refrigerator. No pets. well kept. $500/mo +depo641 S. Green Plain Rd. sit 753-7920 or 753-1664.
492-8634
3BR house, central h/a
DUPLEX for rent. Nice at- available Dec 1
tached garage with auto lutely no pets 759
door opener, garbage dis- after 4pm
posal, dishwasher & ice
maker. 2br, 1- bath. NEWLY remodeled 2br
$450/mo plus deposit & lyr house near hospital, with
lease 753•7688 days, gas heat, w/d hook-up,
stove, refrigerator, furn759-4703 nights.
ished. $400/mo plus depoXECUTIVE duplex. 2br, 2
sit 759-9967 after 5pm.
bath. Middle garage, low
utilities, 753-0525.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled. Rent
based on income Equal
Housing Opportunity.
527-8574 or 492-8721.

NEW 3br. 2 bath, W/P tub
oak cabinets. 1280sq ft living, garage Priced upper
$60's 1405 N 16th Call
489 2722
NICE 3br, 2 bath brick,
close to town, on beautiful
large lot New roof 1993
Central h/a. new 1992 Priced at $88,000 Some
owner financing may be
available MLS* 3000093
Contact Kopperud RE,
753-1222

NEW 4br, 2'4 bath execu
bve duplex in Falbrook All
appliances furnished, including w/d & microwave
PEG'S Dog Groontthg
Garage, yard maintance
I year lease No" 753-2915 - - - •
pets 753-4937 days,
WANT a great buy? Take
436-2741 nights
a look at this beautiful Stir, 3
Real
bath home in great location.
NICE 2br apartment
Estate
Large master suite downsStove, refrigerator, gas
huge great room with
tairs,
heat No pets $250/mo DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath, Cam
wet bar, oversized garage
plus deposit 753-1953 bridge Estates Gene with large storage area are
Steely 753-6156
days, 753-0870 nights
only a few of the nice feaNICE 2br duplex, central FOR your Real Estate tures of this home. Just
Auction,
reduced to $134,900.
hia, appliances furnished, needs, including
w/d hook-up Northwood see Wilson Realty on 121 Ready to move into before
call
753-5086.
South
or
Christmas.
Call Kopperud
deposit
No pets $375 plus
753-1953 days. 753-0870 HALEY Appraisal Service, RE, 753-1222 ask for
nights
Haley Frankie. MLS* 3000107.
Bob
call
NICE 2br duplex, all ap- 502-489-2266.
.pliances, quiet neighbor- KOPPERUD Realty has
hood near shopping center, buyers waiting to purchase
Motorcycles
central h/a, available homes-all price ranges. If
November. No pets. Depo- you are thinking of selling- 1995 Honda 4 track
sit. $360/mo. Call 753-2852 contact one of our courte- 4-wheeler, 4X4 753-7275
after 5pm
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
NOW available 1 br apartby - onion at 711 Main St.
Auto
ment, furnished and with
Parts
paid utilities, near hospital
No pets. Lease & deposit
JEEP parts Call 753-6885
required. 436-2755.
_
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous- WANTED Waterfront lake
ing. Apply in person at homes under $100,000 up
Southside Manor, 906 to $325,000. Also wanted: 1980 AUDI 5000, local car
.
Broad St Extended. be- waterfront lots on Kentucky
sunroof, arm/fm stereo, al
tween 8am- 12noon . No Lake Call Century 21. leather, fuel
injection
phone calls please. Equal Loretta Jobs Realtors, $1,950 or best offer
753-1492
Housing Opportunity
753-8096

1 OR 2br apts near clowntown Murray. 753-4109.

2BR, 17, bath townhouse,
central h/a, nice neighborhood, appliances furnished. Coleman RE.
753-9898

LAKE home Anderson
Shores. 20r. 1 bath,
kitchen, family room nice
lot, $34,000 price negotiable 554-5680, 442 3864

2OR 3br brick with 1-bath &
carport. Located in Easy Y
Subdivision, $49,000.
759-4861
EXTREMELY well maintained 4br, 2 bath-home in
excellent' neighborhood.
Den with fireplace & attrktive shady backyard with
privacy fence. Price just
reduced to $99,500. Contact Kopperud RE,
753-1222. MLS* 3000112.
NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat. Southwood
Dr. $67,500 753-5561

1986 GREY Cutlass Supreme, loaded, all power,
air, tilt, new tires, near perfect interior. 759-9761
1987 NISSAN Sentra, light
blue, 2dr, 5sp, a/c, am/fm
cassette; good condition.
For more information,
753-7823.

1990 GEO Prism. excellent
condition, 94150 Must
sell' 753-2615
1990 GRAND Am SE,
52 XXX miles, all power
Must see' $6,500 Call
753-6063 after 5pm
1992 BONNEVILLE SE,
loaded, nice 436-2788
leave message
1994 CORSICA loaded,
white With silver interior,
21,XXX miles 753-6808
before 5pm, 753 2212 after
5pm

1976 CHEVROLET
753-6396 from 8-4 30pm
ask for Sandy
1977 FORD F250. V. ton,
460 engine, new radial
tires, $2,350. Call
753-1940 after 6pm
1982 FORD F100, rebuilt
302 V-8, auto trans, good
tires, $2,000 o b o
489-2677.
1983 FORD Ranger truck,
runs good, 84,XXX miles,
$1,800, obo. 436-2528
Mark.
1984 FORD Ranger, 4cyl,
4sp, a/c, new tires & new
sliding back glass $2,600
Call 753-1940 after 6pm
1985 NISSAN truck,
19,XXX actual miles, 5sp,
extra nice, $3,800.
436-5571.
1986 S-10, 4cyl, no air,
auto, matching Leer topper,
75,XXX miles, 1 owner,
good condition, $4,500.
753-2023.
1989 FORD XLT Lariat
truck, 5sp, p/s, p/b.
753-5474 after 3pm.
NICE 1988 SiNerado truck,
loaded, 350, 5sp, $9,000
obo. 437-4722 after 6pm.
610
Campers
14FT Fleetwing camper
self contained. Off season
price. Call 753-4323,

1988 MAZDA FIX7, Limited
Edition. White with black 40 FOOT Coachman, 5th
leather. Excellent condi- wheeler, 1984, new furtion, local 1 owner. nace and water heater. Up$10,000. 753-8272 or dated appliances $7 500
753-0261 after 5pm.
436-2755.
1988 SUNDANCE 2dr,
auto, good mech $1,950
obo. 753-1522 days,
Boats
759-4806 nights.'
& Motors

Ell

1989 HONDA Civic, HOUSEBOAT 14X54f
62,XXX miles, automatia, -Stardust aluminum, twin
excellent. $5,590. wolvos, 7.5 generator, fly
502-753-1957.
bridge queen master suite
sleeps 10 with cutty. Micro1989 PONTIAC Bonneville,
wave, full-size refrigerator,
excellent condition. VHF
radio, TV & VCR. Like
436-5808 after 5pm.
new, less than 200hrs.
1990 CADILLAC DeVille, 901-867-8925.
104,XXX miles, excellent
sln
condition. 753-0789.
Services
Offered

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAC•NETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY • MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2Y2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling
moving,clean-up,odd jobs
tree trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling. Free esti
mates. Tim Lamb
436-5744.

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Genie
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- NORTHWOOD Storage
land Westly Village, lbr presently has unitL availapartment, utilities in- able Call 753-2905,
cluded, rent based on in- 753-7536
come 55 & older, handicap
& disabled. Equal Housing
370
Opportunity
Livestock
502-354-8888
I Supplies
LARGE new 2br central
gas heat, super low utilities
utility room, appliances No GREAT Christmas giftm
pets Quiet & safe "Indian Outlaw' 7yr old
Gelding Appaloosa Trai
V95/mo. lease 753 8828
Horse, $1,000 753-0266
MUR-CAL Apartments now
aicepting applications for
1. 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
AKC German Shepherd,
,NICE 2br, w/d hook-up No black & tan, excellen
pets 753-0859 days. bloodline,. 8wks old, $225
502 554 3097
753-5214 after 5pm

Ros und.rpinn.ng
[Moos windows, metal
aiding floor rep,
Mdier Lona.
atr conditioning

Phone (502) 4192-8488
* Hwy. 641 N. Hazel *
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 male
manufacturers All wet
and, parts warranted As
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING kilake your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff s Recovery, Murray
KY 436-5560
LEE'S Carpet Cleanng
Carpets. upholstery Free
estimates 753.5827
LICENSED tor electric and
gas 753-7203

PAINTING interior & exterior All types of home repair
Free estimates Call
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 436-5032 anytime
Whirlpool 30.- years ex- PLUMBING repairman with
perience. BOBBY same day service Call
HOPPER, 436-5848.
436-5255
BACKHOE Service, com- SEAMLESS gutters inplete foundations, septic stalled, residential or comsystems. R.H.Nesbitt, Con- mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
struction Phone 492-8516, 753 6433
pager 762-7221
SEWING machine repair
BACKHOE SERVICE
Kenneth Barnhill
BRENT ALLEN septic tank 753 2674 Stella, KY
installation, repair, replace
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
ment 759=1515.
Removal. Insured with full
BACKHOE Service. • ROY line of equipment. Free esHILL. Septic system, drive- timates Day or night,
ways, hauling, foundations, 753-5484 "
etc 759-4664.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
BOB'S Plumbing Repair' aluminum gutters, variety
Service. All work guaran- of colors. Licensed, inteed. 753-1134 or sured Estimate available
436-5832.
759-4690.
BUILDER. New homes,
garages,additions, foundations, poured basements.
Call Tripp Williams,
753-0561
BUSHHOGGING and gardens tilled. 437-4030.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens,
435-4191,
COE & Coe General Repair. Carpentry, electrical &
drywall. 502-492-8403.
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes, trailer*, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560.

TIRED of high cost on leaf
removal, tree work & hauling? Then call 436-2867.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15: most repairs
$35. Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri 753-0530.
WANT a new look before
the holidays! We do all
types of painting (sponge,
bag, feather). wallpapering
& remodeling. No job too
small. Call 759-9359.
WILL install, sand & finish
hardwood floors. 30yrs experience, can furnish references. Call (502)522-6358
or (502)522-5050 - after
6pm.
560
Free
Column

FREE: friendly yellow dog
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating 328-8381 nights.
and Cooling Service Complete installation and ser- FREE to good'horne: (yr
vica, Call Gary at old male Beagle, excellent
with kids. 759-4690.
759-4754.
FREE
to good home Manx
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys- cats, 1 grey & 1 yellow, very
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, gentle 753-5436
Horace Sholar,
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. We specialize in vinyl
siding, cbncrete driveways,
blacktop driveways, boats,
mobile homes. Fully insured & completely mobile.
759-4734.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

D&D Lawn Care. Will do
leaves. 489-2296.

•

DRYWALL, finishing, re1 1 1 1 1 1 CHRISTMAS! pairs, additions and blowWill put up your outdoor ing ceilings 753-4761
lights & Christmas decora-.
bons. Free estimates TirriN
Lamb, 436-5744.

CLASSIFIED

1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
cleaning out sheds, attics,
odd jobs, & will haul &
spread mulch. Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
Lamb.

City Carriers
Needed

1 1 1 1 1 TREE trimming,
hauling, carpentry & odd
jobs. Paul- 436-2102.

Apply In Person

Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing. Free
estimates. 759-1683.
Al cleaning out gutters &
leaf raking. Free estimates.
Luke Lamb, 436-5950.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056.

— Ask For Dennis —

A-Plus Realty
55
Cross Rd. - Benton, Ky.
Off Hwy. 68 Near FalrdealIng

354-9599
Rose Lee Davis-Broker
354-6247

Martha Waldrop
436-2542

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!

Five Points Welding
For Rent
Or Lease

EXPERIENCED drywall
Four Star
* , finishing Refammo&avail
Mobile Home
able Call 436 2060
Parts & Service
PorChal I deck. available
GERALD WALTERS
w metal toot
Roofing, vinyl siding paintStNef root coaung
ing Free estimates 18
Wnve roof Coating
years experience Local re
Evedocs vtnyl unClexpinnwg
ferences 753-2592
ittet.me warranty

*

Hwy. 121 North of Murray
Very well established business, highly visible
location, 3.7 acre lot (room for expansion).
Clientele is both local and cross country,
perfdrms small welding lobs in addition to
fabrication and installation in large plants, plus
building specially designed over-cab car
hauler racks. POTENTIAL UNLIMITED!
•30x30 American brahd steel structure building.• attached shed - 24' slide door
.High' efficiency air filtering system
•Natural gas heat
'Two vehicles
•All equipment
.Tools

Crosswinds Estates On Ky. Lake
.Beautifully Wooded Area
.4 Water Front Lots Available
•Waterview Lots
'Large Lots With Deed Restrictions
-On Site Sewage Treatment
•Jonathan Creek Water
Off Hwy. 68(Between Jonathan Creek Bridge
& Fairdealinq) On Cross Rd.
Beautiful 2 level home fully equipped up and
down on WATERFRONT LOT in Paharoma
Shores. Too many features to mention. You
must see it to appreciate it.

427

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

4.•

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

Today is Wednesday, Nov. 30, the 334th day 01 1994. There are 31
Jays left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 30. 1782, the United States and Britain signed preliminary
peace articles in Paris, ending the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1803. Spain completed the process of ceding Louisiana to
France.
In 1804, the only U.S. Supreme Court justice impeached to date,
Samuel Chase, went on trial, accused of political bias. (He was
acquitted by the Senate.)
known as author
• In 1835, Samuel Langhorne Clemens
Mark Twain - was born in Florida, Mo.
In 1874, British statesman Sir Winston Churchill was born at Blenheim Palace.
In 1900, Irish author Oscar Wilde died in Paris.
In 1936, London's famed Crystal Palace, constructed for the International Exhibition of 1851, was destroyed in a fire.
In 1939, the Russo-Finnish War'began as Soviet troops invaded
Finland.
In 1949, Chinese Communists captured Chungking.
Ten years ago: West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl visiled'President Reagan at the White House to discuss arms control issues.
Five years ago: President Bush left Washington for his first summit
with Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, aboard ships off the
Mediterranean isiand of,Malta. Alfred Herrhausen, chairman of West
Germany's largest bank, was killed in a bombing in Bad Homburg.
The Red Army Faction claimed responsibility.
One year ago: President Clinton signed into law the Brady bill,
which requires a five-day waiting period for handgun purchases and
background checks of prospective buyers. Authorities in California
arrested Richard Allen Davis, who confessed to abducting and slaying
12-year-old Polly Klaas of PCialuma
Today's Birthdays: Actress V.jrginia Mayo is 74. Actor Efrem Zimbalist Jr. is 71. Former New Ydrk Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm
is 70. Actor Richard Crenna is 1. TV personality and producer Dick
Clark is 65. Watergate defendant turned-radio talk show host G. Gordon Liddy is 64. Playwright David Mamet is 47. Agriculture Secretary
Mike Espy is 41. Singer Billy Idol is 39. Football and baseball player
Bo Jackson is 32.
Thought for Today: "The real problem is what to do with the problem solvers after the problems are solved." - Gay Talesc, American
author and journalist.
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Ten years ago
The third. anneal Christmas
Village will be Dec. I and 2 at
West Kentucky Exposition Center. This is sponsored by Xi Alp)ha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma
'Phi. Edna:Vaughn, chapter member, said will include 75 booths
with part of the proceeds going.to
Need Line.
Mark Arnett of Calloway
County High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America
placed first in Tractor Driving
and Safety Course. He will represent the chapter at the Regional
Tractor Driving Contests in
April.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Arnett,
Nov. 12; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Lynn Hughes and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Washam, Nov.
16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Lee, Nov. 21.

Twenty years ago
Calloway County Magistrate
Ralph Bogard is pictured putting
the finishing touches on a newly
constructed bridge on old.
Murray-Paris Road. Looking on
are Road Supervisor Rob Walston
and officials of Miller-Stone
Construction Company who did
the work on the. bridge.
Murray High School Tigers
won the Kentucky State Class A
Football Championship by scoring two touchdowns in the final
three minutes of play, beating
Beechwood 14 to 0.

DEAR ABBY: A recent column
had several letters from women age
60 and over who had cute responses
to questions regarding their age.'I
think these women are part of the
problem-. ,
- Our culture,extends neither status nor credit to its aging population. Today there are more of us
than ever before, and we are striving to age with grace and dignity,
but there seems to be a consistent.
subtle and insidious message that it
is not OK to get, older.for.example,
try to buy a -birthday card that
doesn't -refer to/the loss of memory,
sight, body functions or body parts
that no longer Work properly.
Let's fight back! Let's establish

models for aging with grace and
dignity, and'change our own negative views on aging and the attitude
of the younger.gen ration. There
are cultures that respect their older
members for thei wisdom and
knowledge.. ,
I worked hard to get wherel ant
today. I had lessons to learn and
many to relearn ,- and I am still
learning. That's what life is all
about, isn't it? I have much to
share.
Tell your age. Be proud of it.
Show others that you have earned
the wisdom and-balance to enjoy life
even more.
JOAN BELSHIN,
62 YEARS OLD

are officers of -North Calloway
EfedientirY school tvrifi:
Thirty year ego
Calloway Countains woke up
this morning to a shivering 12
degrees and a snow covered
ground. It was a light snowfall.
and the first one this year.
- The home ,of Gladys Jones -off
North Second Street was
demaged by fire about noon
today.
Reita Moody talked about "So
This Is Thanksgiving" at a meeting of Murray Magazine Club
held at the home of Mrs.. J.A.
Outland.
"What the Chaurch Means To
Me" was the program presented
by Mrs. Marvin. Scott, Mrs. Charlie Lassiter, Mrs. Fred Lovett,
Mrs. J.L. Lassiter and Mrs.
Damon Lovett at a meeting of
WSCS of Coles Camp Ground

Births reported l'irclude a bayto Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Madtson,
Nov. 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Schroadcr
are today observing their 50th
wedding anniversary.
Greta Gargus, Billy Miller,
Toni Jones and Janice Graham

P.S. One of the cleverest birthday cards! have seen is by Seinfeld.
It reads: "You are lucky to be growing older. Now, if you want a cookie,
you can have a cookie!"
DEAR JOAN: Perhaps you
tuned in late. When asked my
age, I'simply say, "I'm a 1918
model."
I vote with you - and Sein.
Feld!
* * *

•
DEAR ABBY: Last night my 14year-old son amazed me by asking if
our family could go Christmas caroling this year. He then said, "Let's
vive family members fewer gifts.
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By GARY LARSON
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_DEAit DR.WTI:.My,husband...sof.
- fers from Paget's disease. Can you
provide information on this condition,'
/ DEAR READER: This common dis
ease, of unknown cause, is marked
patches of abnormal bone. usually,in
the skull but sometimes in.01,6 r
bones as well. The patches are abnot
mai: they consist of areas where the
bone is being rapidly depleted and
This leads to weak spots
replenished.
e
because the new bone doesn't have
time to calcify and strengthen
"OK, you two! Problem solved!"
Thus. although Paget's disease rif
the skull will not affect health (except
by causing the head to-enlarge sortie
what). Paget's disease of the hip or
leg bones frequently results in frac
tures and pain.
CROSSWORDS
The diagnosis is made by X rays ol
the involved bones and by a bone
scan, which will show the areas et
38 World War II
rapid bone turnover ,
agcy.
39 fruit paptry ' Answer to Previous Puzzle
In most cases. Paget's
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taken over with pain that affects even. •
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area of my life ,-specially eating I
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blood. tests are all normal. and I tcel
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DOWN
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like a hypochondriac.-but I believe niv
9 Male pilots
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.ness. Can you advise me?
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before
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Christmas"
7 Ear (bomb.
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GARFIELD
TODAY ON "COOKINGFOR CAT5'....HEALTNY
-11
SALAPS!

DEAR ABBY: I agI'Ve Wit h your
reader, Earl W. Brown, who liat canned laughter on televish.o.
To express tny similar' semi
ments, I composed the bill,,'.'. trig
;If they have TN' in the great
he'reafter,
"I hope and pray there's II0
'canned laughter."
CHARLES F. VARHAM.
ROCKY RIVER,01110

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

ALSO -(001 KEEP L4S)N6 BREAD
FROM NE tAIDDt.E. OT NE LOAF
I OTAS 14.£ NOSE
{PIECES FOR TOAST
FOR. SAMMICKS, I
WANT 01hL VIE EIC

CATHY
VOu DIDN'T 5A4
ANYTHING ABOUT
ALEX'S MOTHER,
MOM.

4

DR. GOTT

3

I.

HEAR TIM, JESSICA AND
MICHAEL'S MOM:"Out of the
mouths of babes ..."(Psalms 8:2).
Another truism: "The apple.
doesn't fall far from the tree."
Take a bow, Mom.
* * *

=MP

T1

od
nursing homes - and deliver them
ourselves on Christmas Eve!''
Abby, I was somewhat St 1.11111
tfrat-11-44,-yearmhi-wotri+-thi
such generous term's. We are gin mg
to use his suggestions and make
this the most rewarding Christm-ts
we have ever had.
Perhaps we need to listen to tiltchildren more.
TIM,JESSICA ANI) MIT:IMP:1;s
MOM IN TEN I NI I. WASII

and use the money to buy gilts
people who are in hospital,: ,it

BLONDIE

CALVIN and HOBBES
dog

Methodist Church held at I tic
home of Mrs. Damon Loi ett
Forty years ago
- Edward Thwdatt, II. died from
iniuries at 3 p.m. on Nov. 29
when he was hit by a car in front
of Theates Store just north. of
Ahflo Heights.
,
Conzad
Iones. Pas boeri
electeit to the Board of Directors
of Peoples Bank of Murray,
according to H. Glenn Doraii,
executive vice president.
Happy Valley District Commission of Boy Scouts of America met Nov. 29 int be office ol
Franc. IvIclugin
.arid_llolton.
Murray.
Paul Garland is serving as
minister of Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ.
Mrs. O.C. Wells and Mrs. T.C.
Doran directed a program at a
meeting of Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
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51

27 Snare
29 Sharp bark
30 - Peron
35 Mark of
• disgrace
36 Great Lake
37 Singer
McEntire,
38 Eskimo boat
40 More
competent
42 Stallone role
43 Horse food
44 Disturbance
46 Telephone
inventor
47
La Douce"
49 Uncle (sp.)
50 Aenform fluid
53 Sodium
Symbol

symptoms.

,

These physical alterations appear
because the body releases large quail
tities of epinepherine ,adrenalmr
and other compounds that arena,.
the vistim frir fight or flight You
not a hypochondriac. these nail 'Ii
are real. not imagined.
Xanax, an anti-anxiety prescription
drug, often' helps people with ails'
ety panic attacks but should he used
in conjunction with other psychother
apy. such es-counseling. and only for
short periods because: over time, the
medicine may cause memory problems and cognitive disorders in some
patients.
Mood swings and. rages are not.
however, ordinary consequences of
anxiety Panic attacks. You should address-these particular symptoms
with.your therapist If, for example,
yob are Suffering from &IOW mood
disorder (manic-depression). medicine tsuOi as lithium) would be appropriate therapy.
19.4 NEWSPAPER ENTFHPRISE ASS:0
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Et-tiaget stretching
10 POUND MEAT SALE

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
Regular Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9-7 • Fri..Sat. 9-8
Suit.

12 Noon-6

Farm Fresh

Fryer
Thighs
7--

10 Lb. Pkg.

790

Mac. & Cheese
Dinner

Fresh- Ripe

Bananas

,
Ole South

7.25 oz.

Hickory Smoked

Slab Sliced

Bacon
io
$590
Lit Pkg

$

Sliced
Free

Portsic1(•
Ideal,Anieriean

Tuna

2% Milk

l'9

10 Lb

$690

Lb.

Ground Fresh Daily
Fresh

Emge
First Cut

American
Cheese

Ground Beef

Pork
Chops

5 Lb. Box

10 Lb. Pkg.

$990

$890

$1290

10 Lb. Pkg.

49'
Martin

Panner

Mayonnaise or
Salad Dressing

Peanut Butter

stead Dry

•it,c) Beans

39

Pork
Sausage

Sliced

. •
In Oil or Water
6.12 oz. Can -

Gallon Jug

Fryer
Drumsticks

Country
Hams $790

10 Lb. Pkg.

-0'Day's

Farm Fresh

Clifty Farms Whole

18 oz. Jar

4 Lb. Bag

$129
FROZEN FOODS

SPECIALS
Prairie Farms

Banquet

Onion Dip

Salisbury
Steak Meal

1,6 oz. Ctn.

79
6o1daeri Quick

Vegetable Oil

('ountry Squire

Cream Cheese

69

h oz. Ctn,

• Swiss Miss

Gels
14 oz. Ctn.

99

Blue Bpnnet

Margarine
4 Ct. Pktf,

49

0 We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only. food stamps
Ind
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

I
I

I

L

osnommummum.

Gilmore

Austin

That's A Wrap

Microwave
Popcorn

Snack
Crackers

Aluminum
Foil

10.5 oz. Pkg.

8 Ct Pkg

25 Ft

•89'

89'

49'

Special Blend

Tylcrs

Cat
Food

Beef or Liver
Chunks

Facial
Tissue

18 LI) Pkg

13.25 oz

175 Cl.Pkg

Cheshire Dry

$449

33

99

9 oz. Pkg.

$169

48 oz

59

Banquet

Pot Pies
7 oz.- Box

Crisp Frozen

Orange Juice

"Our Name Says It All"
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

79'

12 oz. Can

Wylwood

Broccoli Cuts
16 oz. Pkg.

SAVE•A-LOT
FOOD STORES

39

79

Ad Effeetrve
Wed., Nei. 30
Thru
Tues., Dec. 6
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors.

